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Figure 1:  Block diagram of high-gain, broad-band, 
long-period seismograph system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Five high-gain, long-period seismograph stations 

are being installed, operated, and evaluated at sites in 

Alaska, Australia, Israel, Spain, and Thailand.  Details 

of these installations are given in a series of five 

Technical Reports each entitled "High-Gain, Long-Period 

Seismograph Systems Installation Report".  These instru- 

ments are capable of operating at magnifications greater 

than 500,000 at periods of 35 to 45 seconds.  The purpose 

of this report is to describe the instruments in detail, 

present a parts list, and present technical drawings and 

operation manuals for the major components. 

I: GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

Each high-gain, long-period seismograph station 

consists of a three-component seismograph system as shown 

in Figures 1 and 2.  The design is based on the develop- 

ment of a similar system (Pomeroy et al,, 1969) that has 

been in operation since the fall of 1968 at the Lament- 

Doherty Geological Observatory's Ogdensburg Mine 

Observatory in New Jersy (Major et ad., 1964).  Modifi- 

cations, as outlined below, were made to ttie basic instru- 

ments to obtain increased sensitivity of thn seismometers 

for the observation of long period seismic waves (Oliver, 

1959) and small teleseisms (Molnar et al., 1069; Pomeroy 

et al.. 1969), and to reduce the thermal and mechanical 
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noise of the seismograph system (Melton, 1966; Savino, 

1970; Savino and Hade, 1970; Sutton, 1962; Trott, 1965, 

1966). Typical component values and system gains are 

given in Table I, 

The seismometers, a Geotech Model S-ll vertical and 

two Geotech Model S-12 horizontals, have their natural 

periods set at approximately 30 seconds. Each seismometer 

has two velocity transducers, each of the moving coil- 

fixed magnet type, and was modified to include a Spreng- 

nether displacement transducer system.  One velocity 

transducer output is loosely coupled to a Kinemetrics 

Model LG-1 galvanometer of 100 seconds natural period. 

The position of a light beam reflected by this galvano- 

meter is converted to volts, amplified and filtered 

using a Geotech Model 5240B phototube amplifier and a 

Geotech Model 14486 power supply.  The filtered output 

frodi the phototube amplifier (P.T.A.) system is recorded 

photographically on a Sprengnether HR-6007 three-drum 

recorder using a Geotech Model G-10 recording galvano- 

meter with natural period of 0.3 seconds. Magnifications 

in excess of 500,000 at periods of 35 to 45 seconds can be 

attained, and so this output is designated "high-gain" 

(Figure 3).  The P.T.A. output is also recorded on magnetic 

tape using an Astrodata digital data acquisition system. 

This digital system has a dynamic range of over 90db, but 

the overall system dynamic range is limited by the photo- 

8 
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Figur* 2: Detailed diagra-n of the high-gain, broad- 
band, long-period aaiavograph ayata«. Thia diagran 
la glvan on the laac page o' tha report. 
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tube amplifiers to about 70db,  The second velocity 

transducer is loosely coupled to a Kinemetrics Model 

LG-1 galvanometer of 100 seconds natural period and 

recorded photographically on a second Sprengnether three- 

drum recorder,  Kinemetrics Model LG-1 MOD galvanometers 

with natural periods of 7 seconds are provided as band 

rejection filters (Pomeroy and Sutton, 1960) at stations 

where the short period (6 to 8 second) microseism level 

is observed to be exceptionally high.  This standard or 

"low-gain" output (Figure 3) has a magnification of up to 

8000 at periods of 25 to 35 seconds,. 

Modifications were made to the boom of each seismo- 

meter to accomodate Sprengnether Models VC202H and VC202V 

displacement transducer systems.  Signals from the dis- 

placement transducers are detected and amplified by the 

Sprengnether Model VCT201BA oscillator-discriminator units 

and recorded digitally on the Astrodata system. 

The high sensitivity of the seismograph systems is 

possible because of several design features.  The "high- 

gain" passband has been shaped to correlate with a natural 

low in the earth noise spectrum (Figure 4).  This spectrum 

is based on the earth noise studies of Savino (1970) who 

showed that a very stable and pronounced minimum, or 

window, exists between 30 and 40 seconds at Ogdensburg. 

At periods longer than 40 seconds, the displacement 

spectrum of earth noise increases at 12 to 14 db/octave. 

10 
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TABLE I 

High-Gain Seismograph System; 

Resistors: Seismometer       r 

Phototube Amplifier r 

R 

S 

L-Pad Attenuator   R 

S 

Recording 
Galvanometer      r 

« 560  ohTis 

= 500  ohms 

■ 12K ohms 

* 6K ohms 

= 200K ohms 

■ 120 ohms 

■ 68 ohms 

System Gain:     120,000 

Damping: 

N-S 

Jseis 

seis 
E-W seis 

1 Vi ■ 1 

1. 2 •,-s,.i • 1 

1. 2 E-W^.i = 1 

11 
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Standard  (Low-Gain)   Seismograph System: 

Resistors: Seismometer r * 560 ohms 

Filter Galvano- rf » 500 ohms 
meter                     9 

L-Pad Attenuator R = 6K ohms 

S > 6K ohms 

Recording Galvano- r ■ 500 ohms 
meter     9 

System Gain:  5,800 

Damping: z..i. " 1 V ■ 1 

**mt. « 1.2 "-^.i " 1 

E-W..i. ■ 1.2 ««i 
s 1 

12 



Figure 3: Circuit diagrams of seismograph systems. 
Boxes marked SEIS represent seismometer; GAL L.P., 
long-period (Tg - 100 sec) galvanometer; GAL S.P., 
short-period (Tg s 0.3 sec) galvanometer; PG, filter 
galvanometer; •#t#»Ä#f

,
Äi and rpG are lumped circuit 

resistances. 9 
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Data fron a few sites in the U.S.A. (Figure 4) and fron 

a hxqh-qain station in Chad (Abeche)t Africa, show the 

existence of a similar noise ninimun. The short period 

(6 to 8 second) microseisms are electronically filtered 

by a Geotech Model 6824-15S filter which is part of the 

P.T.A. power supply. 

Environmental sources of noise were minimized by 

encapsulating each seismometer in a pre-stressed steel 

tank with a hemispherical top. Each instrument tank is 

filled with argon. By means of this rigid environmental 

control, each seismometer is isolated from changes in 

temperature and atmospheric pressure.  In addition, 

these tanks are placed in a vault sealed from external 

environmental variations by a series of ship-type bulkhead 

doors. 

Data are recorded in both analog and digital format. 

The analog data are derived from the velocity transducers 

of the vertical, north-south and east-west components, 

and consist of six photographic records per day (15 mm 

per minute time base) comprising three component records 

each of high (P.T.A.) and low (standard) gain data.  The 

digital tape data consists of three channels of high-gain 

velocity data digitized at a rate of one sample per second 

and three channels of displacement data digitized at a 

rate of one sample per five seconds. At this sampling 

rate, a tape lasts approximately two weeks. Up to nine 

m 



Figure 4:  A comparison of the shape and level of spectrum 
of earth noise observed at Ogdensburg, New Jersey (Savino, 
1970), Garland, Texas, and Las Cruces, New Mexico (Trott, 
1965).  The spectral amplitude densities were based on data 
for vertical seismometers. The data from Ogdensburg repre- 
sent the lowest level in the earth noise spectrum of the 
high-gain, broad-band, long-period seismograph system instal- 
led at this site.  The Brune-Oliver (1959) mean and minimum 
curves are shown for comparison. The displacement response 
of the high-gain vertical seismograph is shaped to correlate 
as closely as possible to the inverse of the earth noise 
spectrum. 
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additional channels of data can be easily written on the 

tape it desired. 

Provision is -nade to calibrate the system, test 

seis-noneter boon and galvanometer mirror positions, and 

to center the booms and mirrors, all remotely from a 

control console external to the seismometer vault. Time 

signals for the photographic recorders are provided 

either from the Astrodata digital data acquisition system 

or from the WWSSN system clock when this high-gain system 

is installed adjacent to a WWSSN station. 

II: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

The detailed description of the instrumentation will 

be subdivided into sections according to the major 

divisions of the station as shown in Figure 2. Where 

applicable, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory four- 

digit part numbers of the components are given (e.g. #1100) 

according to the listings in Appendix I of this report. 

Details of cabling for this seismograph system are given 

in Table II. 

Prior to the pouring of the concrete piers and 

subsequent instrument installation in the seismometer-P.T.A. 

chanber and recording building, all excavation and building 

construction was completed.  Tne installation included 

the e-nplacement of the ship-type bulkhead doors (#5100) 

and cable conduits (#5101) in the concrete bulkheads of 

thr seis-nometer-P.T.A. chamber. 

16 
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A: SEISMOMETER VAULT 

The seismometer vault, generally with •ninitiuti 

dimensions of 15 feet by 7 feet by 7 feet, houses the 

three seismometers (#1200 and #1300) in their respective 

pressure tanks (#1100).  The five seismometer vaults are 

constructed in three different settings:  (a) Charters 

Towers, Australia - in an existing tunnel between two 

bulkhead doors,  (b) Fairbanks, Alaska;  Eilat, Israel; 

Toledo, Spain - at the end of a tunnel enclosed by one 

bulkhead door, and (c) Chiang Mai, Thailand - in a 

specially constructed reinforced poured concrete building, 

which proved to be airtight, enclosed by one bulkhead 

door. 

At all sites the area that was to become the seismo- 

meter vault floor was carefully excavated to bedrock so 

that no large slabs of rock s^ipported by sand or large- 

grain pebbles existed.  The cement floor was poured after 

all loose rocks were removed and the rock surface 

thoroughly cleaned.  A two parts sand - one part cement 

mixture, with no reinforcing or aggregate, was used. 

A good bond between the pier and the bedrock was ensured 

by careful plastering or brushing of the cement onto the 

clean rock surface.  The seismometer enclosures were 

placed directly on the floor in order to avoid the possi- 

bility of thermal stresses acting on the sides of the 

commonly used seismometer pier. 

17 
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TABLE II 

CABLE DETAILS 

Description 

N-S Velocity Low Gain Signal 

E-W Velocity Low Gain Signal 

Z  Velocity Low Gain Signal 

N-S Velocity High Gain Signal 

E-W Velocity High Gain Signal 

Z  Velocity High Gain Signal 

N-S Primary Calibration 

E-W Primary Calibration 

Z  Primary Calibration 

N-S Secondary Calibration 

E-W Secondary Calibration 

Z  Secondary Calibration 

N-S Velocity High Gain Signal 

E-W Velocity High Gain Signal 

Z  Velocity High Gain Signal 

N-S Velocity High Gain Signal 

E-W Velocity High Gain Signal 

Z  Velocity High Gain Signal 

N-S Displacement Signal/ 

Boom Center Motor 

E-W Displacement Signal/ 

Boom Center Motor 

Cable 
xm 

Seismo to Photorec 2CS 

Seismo to Photorec 2CS 

Seismo to Photorec 2CS 

Seismo to P.T.A. 2CS 

Seismo to P.T.A. 2CS 

Seismo to P.T.A. 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

Seismo to Console 2CS 

P.T.A. to Photorec 2CST 

P.T.A. to Photorec 2CST 

P.T.A. to Photorec 2CST 

P.T.A. to Digital 2CST 

P.T.A. to Digital 2CST 

P.T.A. to Digital 2CST 

Seismo to Console 2CST 

Seismo to Console 2CST 

18 
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Description 

Z  Displacement Signal/ 

Boom Center Motor 

N-S Displacement Signal 

E-W Displacement Signal 

Z  Displacement Signal 

N-S PTA Gal Centering Monitor 

E-W PTA Gal Centering Monitor 

Z  P7A Gal Centering Monitor 

N-S PTA Gal Centering Motor 

E-W PTA Gal Centering Motor 

Z  PTA Gal Centering Motor 

N-S Boom Centering Motor 

E-W Boom Centering Motor 

Z  Boom Centering Motor 

N-S Displacement Transducer 

Power Supply 

E-W Displacement Transducer 

Power Supply 

Z  Displacement Transducer 

Power Supply 

3 Spare Cables 

3 Spare Cables 

3  Spare Cables 

Seismo to Console 

Console to Digital 

Console to Digital 

Console to Digital 

P.T.A. to Console 

P.T.A. to Console 

P.T.A. to Console 

Console to P.T.A. 

Console to P.T.A. 

Console to P.T.A. 

Console to Seismo 

Console to Seismo 

Console to Seismo 

P.T.A. to Seismo 

P.T.A. to Seismo 

P.T.A. to Seismo 

Seismo to Console 

Seismo to Console 

Seismo to P.T.A. 

Cable 
Typn 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

2CST 

3CST 

3CST 

3CST 

2CST 

2CS 

3CST 

19 
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TABLE II - Cont'd. 

Notes:  (1)  2CS   —  2 Conductor Solid (#18 Wire)(#5150) 

2CST  --  2 Conductor Stranded (#16 Wire) 

(#5160) 

3CST  --  3 Conductor Stranded (#16 Wire) 

(#5170) 

All Cables with Milar Shield and Separate 

Earth Conductor 

(2) Abbreviations for End Positions of Cable Runs: 

Seismo   -- Seismometer Vault 

P.T.A.    —  P.T.A. Room 

Photorec  — Recording Room (Photographic 

Recording) 

Console  — Control Console in Control Room 

Digital   — Astrodata Digital Acquisition 

System in Control Room 

(3) All 110V Cables are #10-3 Wire Plastic Jacket 

Cable (#5180) 

2U 
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Each pressure tank (#1100) consists of a hemi- 

spherical top, a right-circular cylindrical bottom and 

mating flanges on the top and bottom that provide a metal 

to metal seal after compressing a 1/4 inch thick 60 duro- 

meter neoprene gasket that forms the interface seal. A 

lifting eye is welded on the top-center of each hemisphere. 

Signal cable entrances into the tank enclosures are seven 

one inch pipe couplings welded to the side of the 

cylindrical bottom. A nut assembly is welded to the inside 

center of the cylindrical bottom to be used with the 

prestresser (#8201), Six 1/4 inch thick steel gussets 

are spaced at 60 intervals around the bottom flange for 

additional support. To facilitate the removal of the tank 

top without seriously disturbing the instrument inside, 

a handwinch (#1111) is provided together with either 

an eye bolt (#7023) with roof bolt anchor (#7024) attached 

to the vault roof above the center of each tank or a metal 

tripod (#1115). An airtight seal between the tank top 

and bottom is made by clamping the flanges together with 

twelve equally spaced "C" clamps (#1109) and twelve steel 

clamping plates (#1110). A thin coating of vacuum grease 

(#1113) is placed on both sides of the neoprene gasket 

before clamping. 

Before anchoring the tanks, each bottom was pre- 

stressed with the prestressing fixture (#8201) by dis- 

torting the base into a dome approximately 3/8 inch high 

21 
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at the center.  Each tank area was cleaned and the 

bottom surface was roughened.  Using a tank base template, 

drill guide (#8202) and guide pins (#8204), six 1 3/8 inch 

diameter holes were drilled through the pier to a depth 

of at least 4 inches into the bedrock whenever possible. 

Using the setting fixture (#8205), the steel hold-down 

studs (#1106) and roof-bolt anchors (#1105) were set in 

the holes.  The tank bottom was placed on the pier on a 

domed bed of fine grained mortar (#7206) and anchored 

down.  Tine prestresser was released a small amount until 

mortar, excess water and entrapped air were extruded 

from under the tank bottom on all sides.  Thus no air 

voids were left between the tank base and the pier.  The 

prestresser remained in place until the mortar had set 

(from six to twenty-four hours). 

The Geotech long-period seismometers, two horizontal 

(#1300) and one vertical (#1200), were adjusted to a 

30 second operating period. Each seismometer has two 

velocity transducer (signal) coils and two calibration 

coils wound to have resistances of 560 ohms each and 2 

ohms each, respectively.  The calibration coils are 

simply wound on the outside of the signal coils.  The 

four ends of each coil assembly (#1202, #1307), that is, 

two signal coil ends and to calibration coil ends, are 

long enough (approximately 25 inches) to extend beyond the 

hinge point of the seismometer boom.  These fine wires 

22 
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are insulated from the point where they leave the coil 

assembly back to the hinge and are mounted in synthane 

cable holders (#1208-1, #1208-2) attached to the seismo- 

meter boom.  The excess wire at the hinge point is 

coiled to minimize any restoring force on the boom and 

the ends are mechanically clamped between copper blocks 

in the terminal blocks (#1207, #1305).  One terminal 

block per coil assembly assures that a positive electrical 

and mechanical connection is formed between these wires 

and the solid wires going to the P.T.A., recording 

galvanometers and the control console.  Since there is 

only one mechanical connection between each coil and the 

P.T.A. (high-gain) or recording galvanometer (low-gain), 

nearly all thermal noise-generating solder joints are 

eliminated. 

Since the adjustment of the boom position with 

pendulum periods of 30 seconds is extremely delicate, 

the seismometer leveling mechanism must be very sensitive. 

Remote boom position sensing and boom position adjustment 

are necessary because the seismometers are sealed in the 

tanks and in the vaults.  For these reasons, several 

additions and modifications were made to the seismometers. 

The use of low RPM, low voltage DC motors in place of 

high torque AC motors allowed for greater control.  In 

addition, the low DC voltage is necessary since humidity 

conditions may cause extreme "cross-talk" that results 
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with the use of 110V AC power.  The vertical seismometer 

Incorporates a Geotech Model 1007S remote centering 

assembly (#1201) with its standard 500 RPM 110V AC 

motor replaced by a 10 RPM 12V DC motor (#1203).  This 

modification was most satisfactory since the extra mass 

of the DC motor to the rear of the hinge point helped 

compensate for the added mass of the center capacitor 

plate of the displacement transducer (#1204) in front of 

the hinge point. 

The remote leveling devices provided by the manufact- 

urer for the horizontal seismometers proved inadequate 

for the unique leveling needs demanded by the high-gain 

system.  The W.F. Sprengnether Co. designed and built 

a leg assembly for the horizontal seismometers (#1302) 

that uses a motor driven wedge to microscopically adjust 

the seismometer level.  The unit, attached to the under- 

side of the seismometer base with no drilling or base 

modifications necessary, is bolted to the base using the 

existing leveling leg holes and two (1/2 - 32) brass 

bolts.  One of the legs, which the unit replaces, is 

again used with the unit for initial leveling.  The 

Sprengnether unit can be leveled (1) manually, by 

screwing the manual adjjst leg in and out of the unit 

and (2) electromechanically, by gently wedging the 

remaining leg toward or away from the pier.  The backlash 

in the system is minimal and the contact areas of the 

2^ 
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wedge in compression are constant.  Micron positioning 

of the pendulum (boom) is easily and quickly done even at 

extended pendulum periods of 60 to 90 seconds.  This 

leveling unit is rather massive and attaching it to the 

seismometer base tilts the seismometer relative to the 

pier.  The third leg of the seismometer, that is used for 

period adjustment is lengthened by a brass bushing (#1301) 

to equal the amount the seismometer was raised as a result 

of attaching the leveling unit. 

To remotely monitor the boom position, Sprengnether 

Models VC202V and VC202H, variable-capacitance, displace- 

ment transducers (#1204, #1303 respectively) were mounted 

to the seismometers.  Fixtures to mount the transducer 

hardware without disassembling or drilling the instru- 

ments were provided by the manufacturer . On the vertical 

seismometer, the displacement transducer mounting plate 

(#1205) was modified to serve as a cable guide and 

cable clamp (#1205-1, #1205-2).  The total range of the 

seismometer boom motion (20 mm) was reduced to about 6 n-n 

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, linearity and 

sensitivity of the displacement transducer.  Sprengnether 

Model VC201BA oscillator-discriminator units (#1206) 

with a power consumption of 0.5 watts per unit, are used 

to detect the three displacement signals.  One such unit 

is placed inside each pressure tank adjacent to tht 

seismometer and is connected to the capacitor plates by 

25 
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short coaxial cables.  These cables must be clamped 

to prevent mechanical motion that may induce apparent 

signals.  The displacement transducers thus play the 

dual role of monitoring the seismometer boom position 

and detecting earth motions over the very broad period 

range from about 10 seconds (limited by the sampling 

rate of the digital recorder) to DC. 

The moment arms, centers of gravity and centers of 

oscillation were accurately determined for one vertical 

seismometer and one horizontal seismometer by the 

manufacturer.  These values were used for the other seis- 

mometers.  Extreme care was taken in placing the 

seismometers in the tanks with their respective axes 

aligned as close as possible to the north-south or east- 

west direction, which had been surveyed to an accuracy 

of +0.5° by sun or star sightings and transferred to the 

pier floor and pressure tank flanges.  The axis of the 

vertical seismometer was orientated either north-south 

or east-west.  Following the emplacement of the seismo- 

meters, all electrical connections and cabling were 

completed and checked and then coded and logged.  Each 

pair of signal and calibration cables from the same coil 

assembly were potted in Scotrhcast (#7002) using the 

small potting mold (#8208) and sealed with a one inch 

compression fitting (#1112) into a pipe coupling in the 

tank botto-n.  The boom centering motor power enters the 
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pressure tank through a watertight bulkhead asso-nbly 

(#1103) with a pipe adapter (#1101).  A siiiilar bulkhead 

connector is also used for the cables carrying power to, 

and signal fron, the oscillator-discriminator unit. A 

pressure valve (#1102) is sealed in another pipe coupling 

to facilitate venting of the tank. Pipe plugs (#1104) 

sealed the two remaining pipe couplings in each tank. 

A schematic diagram indicating the positions of all the 

above cables in each pressure tank is shown in Figure 5. 

All connectors in the pipe couplings were completely 

sealed witr. Glyptal sealant (#7009). Outside the tanks, 

the cables were rigidly attached to either the seismo- 

meter pier or a cable trellis on the seismometer vault 

wall.  All cables were then potted and passed through 

cable conduits in the bulkhead between the seismometer 

vault and the P.T.A. room (as described in Section II B). 

Before encapsulating the instruments inside their 

respective tanks, argon gas was bubbled into the sealed 

seismometer cover through a brass vent pipe (#1209) tu 

purge damp air and replace the air with a medium that 

would not support thermal convection. A balloon (#1210) 

was placed over the brass vent pipe to hold the gas 

inside the seismometer while allowing the seismometer 

enclosure to breathe.  Several packets of dessicant 

(#6001) were placed inside each seismometer as well as 

inside each pressure tank.  The calibration procedures 
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram indicating the positions of 
signal and calibration cables through the pipe couplings 
of the seismometer pressure tank. 
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and determination of instrunent parameters are discussed 

in Section III. 

B: PHOTOTUBE AMPLIFIER (P.T.A.) ROOM 

The P.T.A, roon, generally with ninimuti dimensions 

of 6 feet by 7 feet by 7 feet, houses the phototube 

amplifiers (#2100), their power supplies (#2200) and the 

displacement transducers power supply (#2 300).  This 

room is sealed from both the seismometer vault and the 

outside environment by ship-type bulkhead doors (#5100). 

All cables enter and leave this room through the potted 

cable conduits (#5101, #8206).  Each phototube amplifier 

consists of a Kinemetrics Model LG-1 100 second galvano- 

meter (#2103), beam splitter, light source and phototube 

deck.  The galvanometer is electromechanically adjusted 

to center the light on the beam splitter using a DC 

motor-driven adjustable galvanometer base (#2101, #2102, 

#2104).  This adjustment and subsequent monitoring of 

the motion are carried out remotely from the control 

console (#3200).  The P.T.A.'s are placed on a concrete 

pier generally less than four inches high.  The three 

solid state Geotech Model 14486 power supplies are 

placed on a separate bench and each contains two fixed 

Geotech Model 6824-15S plug-in active filters (#2201), 

one for the high-gain signal to the photographic recorders 

and the other for the high-gain signal to the digital 
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recorder.  The response of this band pass filter, with 

a luw cut at 200 seconds, a high cut at 30 seconds, and 

a 40db notch at 6 seconds, is shown in Appendix 2 

(#2201).  A quad box (#2400 - #2403) distributes the 

110V AC power in this room to the P.T.A.'s and displace- 

-nent transducer power supplies. 

All exposed surfaces of the concrete bulkheads are 

sealed with epoxy paint (#7005) (Figure 6).  The 2 inch 

galvanized pipe cable conduits (#5101) are cemented into 

the bulkheads.  All signal, calibration and centering 

motor cables are potted using the large potting mold 

(#5105). A complete airtight seal is made by firmly 

clamping the molded cables and brass coupling (#8206) 

inside a length of rubber hose (#5106).  The 110V AC 

power cable enters the P.T.A. room through a 2 inch pipe 

cap with a 3/4 inch compression fitting attached (#5103). 

The open ends of the cable conduits are protected with 

2 inch pipe protectors (#5104) to prevent chafing of the 

cables.  All unused cable conduits are sealed with 2 inch 

pipe caps (#5102, #7008). 

C: PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING ROOM 

The photographic recording room houses long and 

short period galvanometers (#4201, #4302) and two 

Sprengnether Model HR-600V three-drum photographic 

recorders (#4100) for the analog recording of the high- 



Figure 6:  Schematic diagram indicating the position of 
cable conduits in the concrete bulkheads. 
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gain and standard (low-gain) velocity outputs.  Concrete 

galvanometer piers ranging in height from 24 inches 

to 42 inches were constructed.  All cables enter the 

room through 2 inch galvanized pipe conduits (#5101) 

which are sealed to be light-tight (#7003). 

The three high-gain recording galvanometers, Geo- 

tech Model G-10 0.3 second galvanometers (#4302), are 

rigidly mounted on individual brass assemblies (#4300) 

each with its own leveling legs.  The three assemblies 

are placed on a single aluminium plate with leveling 

legs (#4304). A resistive network (L-pad attenuator. 

Figure 3 a ) for each galvanometer is mounted on a 

terminal strip (#3275) attached to the brass assembly. 

Signal cables terminate in the terminal strip, and 

short pigtails connect the attenuator network to the 

galvanometer input terminals. 

Each standard recording galvanometer, a Kinemetrics 

Model LG-1 100 second galvanometer (#4201), is encapsu- 

lated in an airtight cylindrical brass enclosure (#4200) 

to eliminate the effects of humidity, pressure variations 

and air currents on the galvanometer.  The standard 

precision leveling screws were removed and the body of 

the galvanometer rigidly attached to the enclosure base 

plate (#4200).  New leveling legs (#4200) are attached 

to the base plate. An air and moisture tight seal 

between the cylindrical cover and the base plate is made 

«3 >5 
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with a neoprene rubber O-ring. The signal cables, which 

are potted in Scotchcast (#7027), enter the galvanometer 

through a right-angle pipe coupling with a compression 

fitting (#4200) attached to the underside of the base 

plate to preserve the air and moisture tight seal. 

The resistive network (L-pad attenuator. Figure 3 (b), 

#4203) for suitable damping and signal voltage levels 

is attached directly to the galvanometer at the lower 

binding post and the other resistor is spot-welded to 

a piece of copper wire that is attached to the upper 

binding post.  The filter galvanometers, Kinemetrics 

Model LG-1 MOD (Tg = 7 seconds) (#4350) are tightly 

coupled to their respective seismometers (Figure 3 b ) 

and are placed adjacent to each standard (long period) 

recording galvanometer. 

Each three-drum recorder is placed on an adjustable 

metal bench (#4103) such that the cylindrical lens of 

the recorder is at a distance of approximately one meter 

from the galvanometer mirror.  The recorder is level in 

two planes. Adjustment of the metal bench allows the 

recorder lens to be brought to the proper horizontal 

level compatible to the galvanometer mirror and light 

source.  With the galvanometer level and undamped, the 

light spot is adjusted by the galvanometer zero adjust- 

ment until the reflected light is centered horizontally 

on the recorder aperture.  The recorder light source is 

3^ 
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Figure 7:  Schematic diagram showing stacked recording 
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then adjusted vertically until the image is centered on 

the aperture of the recorder. A good spot on the photo- 

graphic paper is obtained by setting the adjustable 

focus galvanometer lenses, the light intensity (lamp 

current) and the cylindrical lens focusing adjustment. 

Time nark amplitudes are set with the recorder time 

mark deflector control. 

At several sites it is necessary to stack the 

recording galvanometers and photographic recorders 

because space is limited. A metal bench is placed on 

a concrete galvanometer pier and the galvanometers aze 

located on both the pier and the metal bench. The two 

photographic recorders are attached to each other by 

angle-iron brackets (#4101) and the combination placed 

on a concrete pier. This mounting procedure is shown 

in Figure 7. Adjustments of the galvanometers and 

recorders are carried out in the same manner as described 

above. 

The developing rnd processing of the photographic 

records is performed at each site. Processing trays 

(#4111), photographic paper (#6004), chemicals (#6002, 

#6003) and a record canister (#4105) are provided for 

each installation. All developing and processing is 

carried out in a room outside the photographic recording 

room.  At those sites where the L.D.G.O. system has been 

installed next to a WWSSN station, the WWSSN dark room 
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facilities are used. 

Where high humidities are coinon, a Westinghouse 

Model ENJ2S dehuaidifier (#4400) is installed in the 

photographic recorder room. 

D: CONTROL ROOM 

The control room houses the power distribution 

panel for the system (#3424), the control console (#3200- 

3215), the Astrodata digital data acquisition system 

(#3100) and metal cabinets for parts (#3500, #3501). 

Input to the distribution panel is either 110V 60 Hz or 

240V 50Hz (locil power).  Power then passes through a 

20 amp circuit breaker (#3420, #3421), a Topaz Model 

051T25ST transformer (#3410-1, #3410-2) and two line 

filters (#3411) at which point 110 volts is fed to the 

rear panel connectors on the control console (#3207, 

#3278, #3279). The transformer, circuit breaker, line 

filters and a three-pin 30 amp receptacle (#3422) and 

socket (#3423) are mounted on a sheet of marine plywood 

(#3424) anchored to one wall of the control room. 

The control console contains equipment for power 

regulation, calibration and remote centering of the 

seismic system. A voltage regulator (#3270) and the 

system groung point (#3281) are located in the botton 

of ehe console. A Simpson Model 1349 segnental volt- 

meter (#3272) for monitoring the system line voltage 

on 
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(nominally 110V) and the system fuses (#3273, #3274) 

are counted on a 5 inch panel (#3213).  A drawer (#3204) 

is provided for instruction manuals.  The Wavetek Model 

112B oscillator (#3240) and Hewlett-Packard Model 419A 

null volt-neter (#3250) are provided for use during 

calibration and maintenance.  These two instruments are 

normally located on an enclosed shelf (#3211) behind 

a swinging door (#3206). 

The calibration panel (#3230) contains a digital 

current meter and circuitry to provide positive or 

negative calibration pulses or steps from a stable DC 

source (mercury battery). The Wavetek oscillator can 

also be connected to this panel by using the external 

input jacks. The calibration output signal can be 

attached to a calibration coil on each seismometer or 

to the coils of two or three seismometers by means of 

a patch par.«l. 

The boom position monitor and control panel 

(#3220) contains a meter, switches and a power supply 

for remotely detecting the position of the seismometer 

booms and P.T.A. galvanometer mirrors and for leveling 

the seismometers or rotating the P.T.A. galvanometer 

base.  A choice of 115V or 220V power input is given 

and an output is provided to power the calibration 

panel. 

Time signals for ^ 3 records are taken from the 
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digital data acquisition system.  An auxiliary slave 

time relay (#3102) is installed in the digital unit 

for this purpose.  A radio receiver (#3218) and antenna 

(#3219) are installed in the control room and outside 

the tunnel, respectively, to determine time corrections. 

For those installations at a WWSSN station however, time 

signals for the photographic records and radio signals 

for the time corrections are taken from the WWSSN time 

console.  To minimize any effects of tampering with the 

timing system of the WWSSN console, a 24 volt relay 

with a 500 ohm coil is placed in parallel with the 

time mark deflectors of the U.S.C.G.S. system (Figures 

8 and 9).  The 24 volt 2 second duration pulses that 

give time mark deflections to the U.S.C.G.S. recorders 

also actuate the relay.  The relay contact closures, 

in turn, switch the time mark deflectors of the Spreng- 

nether recorders (#4100). The WWSSN radio signal is 

wired directly to a speaker panel (#3215) in the control 

console. 

The Digital Data Acquisition System has 15 channels 

(nine A-type and six B-type channels) available for 

analog data input.  Only six channels (thrt** A-type and 

three B-type) are used in normal operation.  The A-type 

channels contain velocity data and the B-type channels 

contain displacement data. Each channel input has a 

low-frequency filter,; type A channels a bandpass  1 ter 
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and type B channels a low-pass filter (Appendix 2,  #3100). 

A solid state multiplexer sequentially selects the type 

A and type B filter outputs and transfers then to  an 

analog-to-digitai converter.  The 14-bit-plus sign 

digitized output is integrated and then formatted for 

output to a Cipher Data Products Model 100 tape recorder. 

The magnetic tape format consists of a sequence of 18-bit 

words recorded at 556 BPI on 7-tracK IBM-compatable 

1/2 inch computer tape. Each record consists of four 

words of header time data, 1998 words of seismic data 

and a record gap. The seismic data is composed of the 

outputs of the three velocity channels (high gain out- 

puts from the P.T.A.'s) digitized «it a rate of one sample 

per second, and the outputs of the three displacement 

transducers, digitized at rates of one sample per five 

seconds.  Included in the unit is a crystal-controlled 

digital clock and remote time display panel.  The 

general theory of operation and tape format of the 

digital system are described in Appendix 2 (#3100). 

A Weston digital multimeter (#3103) is included for 

testing and calibrating the digital system. 

A Westinghouse Model ENJ2S dehumidifier (#3600) 

is usually installed in the control room.  Station line 

voltage (either 110V or 240V) or system voltage (110V) 

can be monitored by the Rustrak recorder (#3411). 

An Exide Uninterruptable Power Supply consisting 
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of battery charger (#3800), batteries (#3802 and #3803) 

and static inverter (#3801), is being installed at 

each station sometime during the first year of operation. 

Ill: CALIBRATION AND TEST PROCEDURES 

The following determinations are usually carried 

out during installation: 

(a) Measurement of flux densities of seiumoiteter 

magnets 

(b) Measurement of the resistances of the seismo- 

meter signal and calibration coils 

(c) Measurement of the resistances of the standard 

(low gain) velocity output signal cable, primary 

calibration cable and secondary calibration cable 

(d) Free periods of the seismometers 

(e) Seismoireter free period versus boom position 

(linearity check) 

(f) Critical damping resistance (CDRX) of each 

seismometer signal coil 

(g) Electromechanical constants (G values) of each 

seismometer signal and calibration coil 

(h)  Free periods of the P.T.A., high gain recording, 

standard recording and filter galvanometers 

(i)  CDRX of the P.T.A. and standard recording 

galvanometers 

(j)  Current sensitivities of all galvanometers 

U7 
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(k)  Calibration and polarity check of each output 

(1)  Noise checks of individual components and 

complete system 

(m)  Frequency response of each velocity output 

(n)  Phase response of each velocity output 

(o)  Absolute calibration of displacement trans- 

ducer (linearity and sensitivity). 

Values for specific instruments are given in the station 

Installation reports. 

The flux densities of all magnets (after regaussing) 

ire measured with a General Electric Model 416X33 gauss- 

meter (#8001) placed in a plexiglass holder (#8002). 

A probe positioning guide locates the gaussmeter in 

exactly the same part of the flux field each reading 

thereby eliminating variations in the readings due to 

different observers techniques.  The vertical seismometer 

frame was found to be slightly magnetic and measurements 

are therefore taken before and after attaching the 

magnets to the frame. 

All coil and cable resistances are measured with 

an RCA Voltohmyst meter (#3414).  The values are 

tabulated according to particular instruments in the 

station reports. 

The seismometer free periods are measured after 

each instrument has been leveled and adjusted for a 

near-zero boom position.  While adjusting the seismo- 

uu 
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meter to the predetermined value, a Hewlett-Packard 

Model 419A Null Voltmeter (#3250) is corrected across 

the standard velocity output coil to monitor the boom 

oscillations, and the period determined with a stop 

watch (#8007) (Figure 10  a ).  When the free period 

is as close to 30 seconds as can be determined by the 

above method, a record of the exact value is then ob- 

tained by photographically recording decaying oscilla- 

tions.  For this, the seismometer is loosely coupled 

to a short period (Tg = 0.3 seconds) recording 

galvanometer (#4302) with an appropriate L-pad 

resistive network (Figure 10 b ) and then pulsed. 

The period versus boom position test is performed 

on each seismometer with the displacement transducer 

capacitance plates removed, so that the full 20 mm 

movement of the boom can be utilized. No test point 

should vary by more than +10% from the average.  With 

the horizontal seismometer, a substantial period 

adjustment must be made in order to adjust the boom 

position.  This effect results from the position of 

the new adjustment legs (#1302) relative to the long 

axis of the boom. 

The CDRX of each signal coil is determined using 

the circuit of Figure 11.  The pulsing circuit is 

extended into the recording room to facilitate obser- 

vation,  A pulse is remotely applied to one calibration 
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Figure  10:     Circuits  for the determination of the  free period 
of a seismometer. 
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coil (using the calibration panel on the control console) 

and the resulting deflections are observed on the null 

voltmeter and recorded photographically.  The decade 

resistance box (#8006) is adjusted to give zero overshot. 

Following the same procedure, the resistance necessary 

for a damping factor of approximately 0.7 ( 5%  overshoot) 

is determined and the seismometer is then left to operate 

in this underdamped condition. 

The electromechanical constants, G values, for all 

signal and calibration coils are determined using the 

circuit in Figure 12.  This method follows a variation 

of the standard "weight-lift" calibration procedure. 

The seismometer is initially centered to give a zero 

output using the displacement transducer as monitor. 

A 200 mgm calibration mass is attached to the seismo- 

meter mass thereby applying a constant force that 

results in a deflection from zero. For the horizontal 

seismometers, this mass forms part of the catenary 

suspension (#1212), whereas for the vertical seismo- 

meters, the calibration mass is placed directly on the 

seismometer mass at the center of oscillation. Current, 

adjusted by the decade resistance box, is passed through 

one calibration coil, returning the seismometer boom to 

its original zero and equalizing the applied force. 

The value of G, which is simply force per unit current, 

is calculated as follows: 
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G  applied force in newtons 

restoring current in amperes 

— newtons amp 
i 

where:     m = effective mass of applied weight (kgm) 

(100 mgm for horizontal; 200 mgm for 

vertical) 

i = Current through calibration coil (amp) 

g ■ acceleration due to gravity 
_2 

= 9,8 m sec 

For the circuit elements used (Figure 9) this reduces to 

mgR -1 
G = —a— newtons amp 

v 

where:     R = (R + r) ohms 

R w resistance as measured on decade resist- 

ance box (ohms) 

r = resistance of particular seismometer 

signal or calibration coil (ohms) 

V = DC voltage as measured on null voltmeter 

This calibration procedure is performed with each seismo- 

meter set to a free period of approximately 15 seconds. 

The free periods, critical damping resistance 

and damping coefficients of all galvanometers are 

determined in a similar manner to those for the seismo ■ 

meters.  The circuits are shown in Figure 13.  On the 

CO 
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long-period galvanometers, the damping factor of 0.7 

(CDRX = 3000 ohms) is set by adjusting the magnetic 

shunt lock screw.  The current sensitivity (amperes 

per mm deflection at 1 meter) of each long-period (Tg = 

100 seconds) and short-period (Tg = 0.3 seconds) galvano- 

meter is calculated from a photographic record of the 

application of a constant current (step function). 

This step function is applied directly to the respective 

galvanometer with the long period and short period 

resistive networks (#4202, #4303, respectively). 

Using the complete system, a calibration pulse 

is applied to each coil to determine relative magnifi- 

cations and polarities.  A schematic diagram indicating 

correct polarity on the photographic records is shown 

in Figure 14, 

The noise levels of several parts of the system 

are determined from photographic recordings.  The 

following tests are performed: 

(a) Input to high gain recording galvanometer 

(Tg = 0.3 sec) shorted 

(b) Dummy galvanometer in place of the 100 second 

P.T.A. galvanometer.  The P.T.A. is connected to the 

0.3 seconds recording galvanometer.  This test enables 

the determination of the best noise level of the P.T.A. 

electronics and power supply (including the 15-S filter) 

since the seismometer and P.T.A. 100 second galvano- 
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Figure 1^: Schematic diagram Indicating calibration pulse 
polarities and ground motion directions on a photographic record. 
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met>;r are replaced by a stable light beam incident on 

the beam splitter. 

(c) Open circuit input to P.T.A. galvanometer. 

This would show worst possible noise level of the 

electronic plus galvanometer part of the high-gain system 

(d) Open circuit input to standard recording 

galvanometer (Tg = 100 seconds).  This enables the worst 

noise level of the 100 second galvanometer to be deter- 

mined. 

Frequency responses can be determined for the 

complete seismograph system. A steady-state calibration 

method consisting of driving the seismometer with a 

known steady-state sinusoidal motion and recording the 

outputs from the P.T.A. and standard galvanometer 

systems on photographic paper is used (Miller, 1963). 

The primary calibration coils of each seismometer are 

connected in series to the Wavetek Model 112B oscillator 

(#3240), which generates a constant amplitude sine wave 

at periods varying from 10 seconds to 250 seconds. 

This method of applying a force directly to the seismo- 

meter mass by passing a current through a coil 

corresponds to a force applied to the mass through the 

seismometer frame by earth movements, as both cause 

relative acceleration of this inertially stable mass 

(Geotech Technical Report No. 67-35).  The response is 

expressed in terms of the amplitude measurement on the 
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photographic record as a function of the atiplitude 

of the earth displacement at various frequencies. 

Since the recorded amplitude can be thought of in terms 

of earth acceleration, earth displacement can be refer- 

enced by a double integration with respect to time. 

The record amplitude of each frequency plotted against 

the frequency or period gives an acceleration response 

curve.  By multiplying each point on this curve by 

UJ  and LP^the  velocity and displacement response curves, 

respectively, are obtained.  Thus, in the MKS system: 

Gi   ,      -2 y =   meters sec 
m 

/- 
where:     y = seismometer frame acceleration due to earth 

motion or, in the case of a frequency 

response, the constant amplitude acceler- 

ation of the simple harmonic driving force 

(in meters sec  ) 

G = motor constant of the calibration coil 

(in newtons amperes- ) 

i = current in calibration coil (in amperes) 

7^, X = effective mass of the seismometer (in 

kilograms) 

and integrating twice with respect to time 

where: 

Gi y =   meters 

-1 CU  = 27li.l   (in radians sec" ) where f is the 

t;; c 
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frequency of the motion 

y = dispiacetnent amplitude of the earth 

vibration (in meters). 

The dynamic magnification, M, of the seismograph system 

is then given by 

M _  record amplitude 

displacement amplitude of the earth vibration 

= 1L 
y 

Gi 

The dynamic magnification, M (or record amplitude/ 

ground displacement) can then be plotted against frequency 

(or period). 

The phase response of the seismograph system, 

(in radians) is given as 

_  2^, t 

T 

where:      t = time difference between the same phase 

of the input current and the output record in seconds 

T  = period in seconds 

A plot of  0 versus T yields the phase response curve. 

The absolute calibration of the displacement 

transducer system is determined in terms of the sensitivity 

(mV per micron of ground displacement) and linearity. 

Using the micrometer mount assembly (#1211), the boom 
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is mechanically moved increments of 0.05 mm at the 

center of oscillation and the resulting DC voltage 

outputs are observed on the null voltmeter (#3250), 

The sensitivity is defined as 

Sensitivity JL DC voltage outPut 

boom position increments 

With the 6 mm displacement as used in this system, the 

displacement response was found to be linear over the 

whole range. 

IV: AMENDMENTS TO THE SYSTEM 

During the installation of the Australian station 

(in the summer of 1970), it became obvious that the 

prestressing fixture (#8201) (refer to Section IIA) 

used to distort the tank bottom into a shallow dome was 

distorting the plane described by the top surface of 

the flange as well as the circular shape of this flange. 

Because of the distortion of the plane of the top 

surface of the flange, unwanted stresses and strains 

were induced in the base cylinder when the more rigid 

hemispherical top was clamped to the distorted flange. 

The relief of these stresses and the new physical shape 

into which the base was squeezed have two serious effects; 

(a) they cause "curing" noisa, during which the cylinder 

relives its internal stresses, and (b) they cause a 

change in the parameters of the seismometer (e.g. period 

rv 
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«nd boon position).  It ia imposiible to allow for 

the»« problena during ancapaulation and, tharafore, 

when the aaiaT.o'nater la ancloaad and aaalad, aubaaquant 

rar.don panod and boon poaition of the inatrvmant are 

incurred. 

A new preatreaaer (•8201-NOD) has been deaigned and 

built to correct for thia non-umfor« preatreaaing of 

the base. Whereas the original prestresser concentrate« 

the forcea at three points on the baae, up at the center 

and down at each end of a diaaetral line inside the tank 

cylinder, the new prestresser again concentrates a 

central force upward on the bottoa but diatributes a 

uniform downward load on the inner periphery of the tank 

bottom. With this uniform loading the cylinder will not 

be diatorted and the bending nonent forcea of the baae 

on the aidea will be uniform and ainmal. 

: * * 
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XrAlLED PART3 LZ8T 

APPENDIX I   contains tne detailed parts list of tne system. 

Ihe drawings and parts list are nrrsngH by four part ni«*^«-.'. 

1h* first digit (thousands digit) sl^iiri^s tne luoatltm or 

overall claislfication of tne part according to the follcMlu* 

sonem»: 

1    Seismxvter Vault 

H    Phototube Awplifler Room 

3 Control Boon 

4 Photographic Rtcording Room 

§ Pressure Door Aaaentoly and Cabling 

t Expendable Supplies, Osneral 

7 Expendable Supplies, tfced for Installation 

8 Special '.lools Iteeded for Installation 

? fteoodiwn'k.'d Spars PaHts 

Ihe parts list consists of major assenfclies as purcnaaed for or 

built by Laroont-DoncTty Geological Qbservatoi7.   'ihe detailed 

drawings and nanualJ ore given In APPENDIX II IT U» colirr. 

labeled "UfcTAILED DHAWntt" is narked as follows: 

X     Denotes drawing included and arr&igieci In order of {.a."*- 

number 

M    Denotes manufacturer's instruction manual is awtllablc 

MA     Denoteü manufafturer's instruction manual an-J ar«y 

modifications to it are included In APParjDC II. 

r. 
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DETAILED DRAWINGS AI© MANUAL 

APPENDIX II contains detailed drawings and most manuals. 

Ihese are arranged In sequence of the four-part numbers as 

designated In APPENDIX I. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This publication contains technical instructions for Long Period Vertical Seismometer,  Model ?S05A, a 
highly sensitive electromechanical device which converts vertical motion into electrical signals.    The 
publication consists of seven chapters bound in one volume-    Chapter 1 contains general information 
and leading particulars; the installation phase is covered in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 (operating instruc- 
tions) is not applicable) principles of operation are described in Chapter 4; Chapter 5 provides 
instructions for maintenance and overhaul; Chapter 6 is the illustrated parts breakdown* Chapter 7 
contains complete circuit diagrams for the unit.    The following publications govern t  e u e of abbre- 
viations, symbols, and reference designations in this publication: 

Abbreviations for Use on Drawings and in Technical-Type Publications 
Electrical and Electronic Symbols 
Electrical and Electronic Reference Des gnations 
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Figure 1-1.    Long Period Vertical  Seismometer,  Model 7505A 
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Chapter  1 

Paragraphs   l-l to 1-4 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1-1.    DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. 

1-2.    Long-Period Vertical Seismometer,  Model 7505A,   is a highly sensitive electromechanical 
device,  using two moving coils and two magnets to convert vertical motion into electric signals. 
The Seismometer   has an adjustable natural period (10-30 seconds); its outputs are normally propor- 
tional to velocity of the vertical motion.    When the cover is properly secured,   the Seismometer is 
sealed against water and barometric pressure changes.    This pressure-seal plus the internal heater 
assembly permit operation under adverse environmental conditions.    The Seismometer is shown in 
figure 1-1. 

1-3.    INFORMATION AND REFERENCE TABLES. 

1-4.    Tables  1-1 through 1-4 contain information which will be helpful in the operation and mainten- 
ance of the Seismom-^cer. 

Table l-l.    Leading Particulars  

A -c power 

D-c power 

Weight 

Dimensions 

4.0 v,   150 ma,  60 cps (for Mass Position Monitor) 

115 v,  350 ma,  60 cps (for Remote Centering Unit) 

22. 5 v,   1.5 ma (for Mass Position Monitor) 

24 v,   115 ma (for Seismometer Heater) 

24 v,   1. 5 amps maximum (for Thermal Jacket Heater) 

160 pounds 

15. 5 x 12 x 24 inches 

Table 1-2.    Capabilities and Limitations 

Natural period 

Weight of inertial mass 

Transducer: 

Type 
Damping 
Effective generator constant 
Maximum flux density 
in air gap 

10 to 30 seconds, adjustable 

10 kg  ±1% 

Moving coil 
Electromagnetic 
105 v/meter/sec (each coil) 
1950   ilOO gauss 

109 i-i 
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Table 1-2.    Capabilities and Limitations (Cont'd) 

Data coil: 

Number of coils 
Terminal resistance 
Turns 
Wire size 
Length of wire 
Inductance 

Calibration coil: 

Number 
Resistance 
Turns 
Wire size 
Effective motor constant 

Two 
565 ±10 ohms (each coil) at 77° F (250C) 
3260 
No. 36 
1324 feet 
Negligible 

One per data coil 
0. 2 ± 0. 05 ohms at 770F (250C) 
1 
No.  36 
0. 032 newtons/amp ±0. 002 newtons/amp 

Critical damping resistance 

Spring rate 

Thermal Jacket (accessory which houses Seismometer) 

Inputs 

80   times natural period, in ohms ±10% 

10. 3 lbs per inch ±3% 

Heater power required 

Air leak rate 

Dimensions 

Pressure 

Humidity 

5 (to Seismometer) 
1 (to Thermal Jacket heater) 

24 vdc, 1. 5 amp (maximum) 

8 hr time constant from 1-1/2 psig 
differential 

36 inches (height) x 43 inches (diameter) 

Insensitive to normal atmospheric variations 

0 to 95% 

Mass Position Monitor (accessory mounted on  Seismometer) 

Output Zero to dd. 5 vdc (maximum) 

Power required 1. 5 ma at 22. 5 vdc 
150 ma at 4 vac, 60 cpa 

Dimensions 1-1/4 x 3-1/4 x 1-3/4 inches 

Weight 0.25 pounds 

Remote Centering Motor (accessory mounted on  Seismometer) 

Type Synchronous, single phase, bidirectional 

1-2 
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rablc l-^. CajinliiUlioa umi iAmU.iMnn» ((.ont'J) 

Number of poles 6 

Speed 1200 rpm reduced to 25,8 rpm by geifi- box 

Power fuquifud ;, I) ma.   at  lib vac,   60 cpn 

1 able 1-3.      Equipment Supplied 

NAME CJUANTITY DESCRIP'J'ION   \NJU'IJH!'.     ' 

Long-Period Vertical Transducer, 1 Moving-coil Tran.sducer to nun, ,i 
Model T'iOSA vertical motion into ( leclri. ,rl     ' 

tjonnector,   P101 1 Msn 06 A-20-4P 

Connector,   P102 1 MSil 06A-20-] IS 

Connector,   P104 1 MS3106A-10SL-4S 

Cable clamp 2 MS3057-12 

Cable clamp I MS3057-4 

Calibration kit:   (1  weiylu, 200 nig, 1 Used to deflect the niaaa wlieii Icbtlug 
and 1 spool of silk thread) Transducer 

Expanded polystynnr insulating 1 Used as insulation to minimize fhfi 
, ovir,   Part  Nu.   IM7^ i'.lTci ts c! tiTti|)''r,-itiir.      > 

iiiass Insulator Asauniblim, < Use.! to nupport,   Im. 1,   ■ ,<; ■ ■•,' *  ■ 
Part Nos.   16954-1,   16954-2, Transducer 
and  16954-3 (1  each) 

Wi-cnch,   Part Nu.   1118-.'. 2 Used to adjust and lock h- Hin '  ..rr-.- 
when installing the- Transdiicer 

Plug,   Pipe,   1/-1 in,   NPTF i Used to seal  J ransdiu c i- üase 

Shipping Crate I Special container iiseH durin.     1    ■ 

Adjustor  Assembly,   Part No.   10220 1 Use to manually adjust the mi--      .^iw 
(Supplied when Remote Centering mechanism 
Accessory \'o.   10075  is not installed 
at factory) 

1 herm.il Jacket,   Model  14414* 1 Houses ami isolates the   l r.uiMii. !■.   iror 
pressure and temperature chaiigi 

Mass  Position Monitor,   Model 10073* 1 Used to generate mass püalUon . i_:i.a lur 
external indicator (Moniti>r rnouMle'i .1,1 
Transducer) 

Remote Contpring .\< ic.-nory,   Model 1 Used to center boom travd •% h   ;i      ■   ■• 
lOO?^^ duci'r is at rest (mount   1!    ;    !    .   . 

'■'Nut tirnjshed.    Available .is option>il acccsbory. 

HI 
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Table 1-4.    Equipment Required but not Supplied 

QUANTITY EQUIPMENT MODEL OR DESCRIPTION 

Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter (VTVM) 

Microvoltmeter 

Wheatstone Bridge 

Power Supply 

Helicorder Amplifier 

Volt-Ohm Milliammeter 

Helicorder 

Electric Timer 

Potentiometer 
(500 ohms, 2 watts) 

Decade Resistor 

Decade Voltage Divider 

Battery 

Resistor,   100 ohms,   10 watts 

Stop Watch 

Power Supply 

Hand Pump 

Air Pressure Gauge 

Aneroid Barometer 

Hewlett-Packard,  Model 410B,  or 
equivalent 

Hewlett-Packard,  Model 425A,  or 
equivalent 

Leeds and Northrup,  Model 5300, 
Type S,  or equivalent 

Hewlett-Packard, Model 72 1A 
(or equivalent) 

Geotech,  Model 4983, or equivalent 

Triplett,  Model 630, or equivalent 

Geotech, Model 2484-1, or equivalent 

Standard, Model S-l 

Any manufacture 

General Radio,  Model 1432-N, 
or equivalent 

General Radio, Model 1454-A, 
or equivalent 

Burgess No.  TW-2 or equivalent 

Any manufacture 

Type A-8 

Hewlett-Packard, Model 72 1A, 
or equivalent 

Any manufacture 

Fisher 0-20 oz/in^ or equivalent 

Any manufacture; 0.02 inches of 
mercury/division 

1   J   ? 
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Table 1-4     Equipment Required but not Supplied (Cont'd) 

QUANTITY EQUIPMENT MODEL OR DESCRIPTION 

1 tube Sealant 

1 Pressure teat adapter 
* * 

1 valve cap 
1 tank valve 
1 bushing 
1 reducing tee 
1 nipple 
1 bushing 
1 nipple 

* * Component parts 

Ipkg Graph paper 

Permatex No.  2 or equivalent 

For performing pressure test 
of Seismometer 
For tank valve 
Schrader No.   645A6 
3/8 in.   to 1/4 in. ,  ID 
3/8 in.  x 3/8 in.   x 1/4 in. 
1/4 in.  ID x 1-1/2 in.  long 
1/4 in.   ID to 1/4 in.   dryseal 
3/8 in.  ID x 2 in.  long 

10 x 10 divisions/inch (linear), any 
manufacture 

1 pint 

1 pint 

Cleaner,  soldering 

Flux, soldering 

Kester Thinner,  Formula 101, 
or equivalent 

Kester Formula 135 or equivalent 
(pure resin in alcohol) 

1 spool Solder, thermal 
fr^e (2 ft.) 

Leeds & Northrup 107-1-0-1 
or equivalent 

Phototube Amplifier 

Thermometer 

Geotech Model 4300 (wich 3 cps 
galvanometer,  no.  4100-213, and 
resistive filter) 

Mercury,  indoor, 20/divisionl 

any manufacturer 

1 ij 
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Chapter 2 

Paragraphs 2-1 to 2-3 

CHAPTER 2 

INSTALLATION 

2-1.    INTRODUCTION.    This chapter provides information necessary to install the  Seismometer and 
to prepare it for operation. 

2-2,    LOGISTICS. 

2-3.    UNPACKING.    The Seismometer and insulating cover are shipped in a specially designed 
plywood shipping crate.    Connectors, insulators, the calibration kit, the Thermal Jacket,  wrenches, 
etc. , are shipped in separate  cartons.     To unpack the equipment, proceed as follows: 

a. Check the packages against table 1-3.    Report any missing or damaged items immediately. 

b. Place tht. shipping crate containing the Seismometer near the location selected for installation. 

c. Remove the cover of the crate after removing the ten bolts. 

d. Pemove the tape from the waterproof paper and fold the paper back to expose the expanded 
polystyrene insulation cover. 

e. Carefully lift off the insulation cover. 

f. Carefully lift the Seismometer off the expanded polystyrene base and out of the crate. 

g. If the Seismometer appears damaged,  determine the extent of damage and if necensary,  send it 
to the depot for repairs and adjustment. 

h.    Remove the shipping covers from the polystyrene base in the bottom of the packirg crate,  and 
lift out the two masses and the trim weights.    Do not remove the polystyrene base since this material 
is a part of the shipping crate. 

NOTE 

Retain the shipping crate and the associated packing material for use in installa- 
tion or reshiptnent. 

i.    Unpack the other containers and examine their contents.    Report any shortage or damage imme- 
diately. 

WARNING 

When removing polyutherane wrapping from Seismometer spring, do not rotate 
or turn spring out of adjustment. 

Table 2-1.   Estimated Packaged Weights and Dimensions 

Case No.   1 (Seismometer) 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Volume 

17-1/4 x 28-3/4 x 20 inches 
210 pounds 
5. 94 cubic feet 

l.U 2-1 
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Table 2-1.    Estimated Packaged Weights and Dimensions (Cont'd) 

Case No.   2 (Seismometer parts) 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Volume 

Case No.   3 (Thermal Jacket) 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Yolume 

Case No,  4 (Jacket installation materials) 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Volume 

Case No.  5 (Jacket installation hardware) 

Dimensions 
Weight 
Volume 

2x8x8 inches 
2 pounds 
128 cubic inches 

52 x 52 x 45 inches 
435 pounds 
70 cubic feet 

30 x 30 x 32 inches 
115 pounds 
18.8 cubic feet 

14 x 14 x 8 inches 
22 pounds 
0. 9 cubic feet 

2-4.    MATERIAL HANDLING.    The Seismometer can be transported in a light truck.    Two men can 
handle the unit without special handling equipment.    The mass sections (including trim weight) shall 
be removed from the boom assembly, and the boom assembly shall be locked against the bottom stop 
by the stop screw when the Seismometer is moved or shipped.    A length of polyutherane sheet shall be 
wrapped and tied securely around the spring.     The Seismometer shall be shipped in a specially de- 
signed shipping crate.    No other special handling precautions are necessary beyond ordinary care to 
avoid excessive shock,  vibration,  or temperature extremes. 

2-5.    INSTALLATION PROCEDURES. 

2-6.   To install the Seismometer at the selected site, proceed as follows: 

a. Insure that Thermal Jacket, Model 14414, has been installed in accordance with TI 2W-1-1. 

b. Set glass insulator assemblies on floor of Thermal Jacket, Model 14414, as shown in figure 2-1. 
Place the Seismometer leveling gcrew assemblies on these insulators with the rear leveling screw 
assembly (foot) on insulator    A". 

2-2 

■15 9/16- 

ALIGN SLOT IN INSULATOR "A 
WITH HOLE IN INSULATOR "B 
AS SHOWN 

Figure 2-1.    Installation of Glass Insulator Assemblies 
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CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt,  dust,  or moisture to fall into the Seismometer when the cover is off. 
The presence of foreign material inside the case may affect operation of the Seismometer. 

c. Brush all loose insulation,  dust,  and dirt off the cover.    Open the twenty latches and remove 
the cover.    Be careful not to strike the internal parts. 

d. Level the Seismometer using the leveling screw assemblies and the level assembly mounted on 
the base of the instrument.    V^hen both bubbles are centered,   lock the leveling screws with the two 
wrenches furnished. 

e. Perform tests described in paragraphs 5-9 and 5-10. 

f. Remove the polyutherane covering from the spring. 

g. Remove the two inertial masses and trim weights (if supplied) from the Seismometer shipping 
crate.    Install the masses and weights using the mounting bolts attached to the boom. 

CAUTION 

Care must be taken when loosening the stop screw to prevent the boom from swinging 
upward at a fast rate,  thereby damaging the instrument. 

h.    Loosen the stop screw until the mass position pointer reaches the top of^the scale when the 
boom assembly is lifted. 

i.    Check that the boom assembly swings freely from stop to stop without binding, sticking, or dragging. 

J.    If a coil sticks in a magnet assembly air gap,  loosen slightly the two screws that hold the coil 
support to the boom assembly.    Shift the coil support until the boom assembly swings freely from 
stop to stop without binding.    Tighten both coil support screws secure ly.    With the boom assembly 
at the center of its travel,  the coils shall be centered in the air gaps of the magnet assemblies. 

NOTE 

When the coils are in the correct position and the boom assembly is at one of its 
stops,  there is approximately 1/64-inch clearance between the coil and the magnet. 
The adjustment in step j must be made with care to insure that the coils will have 
sufficient clearance at both extremes of their travel. 

k.    Install connectors P101,  P102,  and P104.    (P101 is not used in paralleled data coil hookups). 
P102 connects to the mass-position,  remote-centering,  and calibration circuits.    P104 connects to 
the heater circuit. 

1.    Apply 115 volts a-c between pins M and N of connector P102.    The Remote Centering Accessory 
shall raise the boom assembly.    Apply 115 volts a-c between pins L and N of connector P102.     The 
accessory shall lo-ver the boom assembly.   Again apply 115 volts a-c between pins M and N  of 
connector P102 to bring the boom assembly to the center of its travel. 

m.    Replace the Seismometer cover and secure the twenty latches. 

n.    Replace the plastic shipping plug with the steel pipe plug,  with threads coated with Permatex 
No. 2 or equivalent sealant. 

o.    Perform the tests and adjustments described in paragraph 5-13. 
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1-SHIPPING BOLT 

3-BOOM ASSEMBLY 

2-SHIPPING SPACER 

4-BOTTOM STOP 

UPRIGHT ON FRAME 

3-BOOM ASSEMBLY 

mbr- HANGER 

5-BOOM SHIPPING 
BRACKET 

5-BOOM SHIPPING 
BRACKET 

2-4 

Figure 2-2.    Shipping Bolt and Spacer,  and Shipping Bracket Inftallation 
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Parapraphs 2-7 to  2-H 

NOTE 

When the coils are in the correct position and the boom assembly is at one 
of its stops,  there is approximately 1/64-inch clearance between the coil 
and the magnet.    The adjustment in step j must be made with care to insure 
that the coils will have sufficient clearance at both extremes of their travel. 

m.    Install connectors P101,  P102,  and P104.    (P101 is not used in paralleled data coil hookups). 
P102 connects to the mass-position,   remote-centering,  and calibration circuits.    P104 connects to the 
heater circuit. 

n.    Apply 115 volts a-c between pins M and N of connector P102.    The Remote Centering Accessory 
shall raiso the boom assembly.    Apply 115 volts a-c between pins L and N of connector P102.      The 
accessory shall lower the boom assembly.    Again apply 115 volts a-c between pins M and N   of con- 
nector P102 to bring the boom assembly to the center of its travel. 

o.    Replace the Seismometer cover and secure the 20 latches. 

p.    Replace the plastic shipping plug with the steel pipe plug,  with threads coated with Permatcx 
No.  2 or equivalent sealant. 

q.    Perform the tests and adjustments described in paragraph 5-13. 

r.    Install and tighten down Thermal Jacket lid until metal to metal contact is made between the 
retaining ring and the side of the tank. 

2-7.    PREPARATION FOR RESHIPMENT. 

2-8.    DISCONNECTING AND LOCKING.    If it is necessary to reship the Seismometer,  proceed as 
follows before repacking: 

a. Remove Thermal Jacket lid and plastic insulation bags.    Remove the Seismometer from the 
Thermal Jacket.    Remove the insulation covering from the Seismometer. 

b. Remove connectors P101 from receptacle J101 and P102 from receptacle J102.    Remove leads 
from binding posts E101 and E102.    Remove connector P104 from receptacle J104 in cover. 

c. Remove pipe plug from Seismometer cover and replace with special vented plug.    Use of the 
special shipping plug is important to prevent excessive internal pressures during high-altitude air 
shipment. 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt,  dust,  or moisture to fall into the Seismometer when 
the cover is off.    The presence of foreign material inside the case may 
affect operation of the Seismometer. 

d.    Brush all loose insulation,  dust,  and dirt off the cover.    Open the 20 latches and remove the 
cover,    Pe careful that the cover does not strike any internal parts. 

NOTE 

Item numbers in parentheses in steps e through i refer to index num- 
bers appearing in figure 2-2. 
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e. Place the shipping spacer (4) between the boom (3) and the bottom stop (4). 

f. Tighten the stop screw finger-tight against the boom (3). 

g. Attach and secure the shipping brackets (5). 

h. Remove the stop screw and secure it to the frame with tape. 

i. Install the shipping bolt(l). 

j. Wrap and tie the spring with polyutherane or some damping material such as foam rubber. 

k. Replace the cover and secure the 20 latches.    Screw in the leveling screws. 

2-9.    REPACKING.    To repack the Seismometer,  proceed as follows: 

a. Place the Seismometer in the shipping crate taking care to set leveling screws in the cutouts 
in the insulation. 

b. Cover the Seismometer with the expanded polystyrene insulation and waterproof paper.   Seal 
the waterproof paper with waterproof,  pressure-sensitive tape. 

c. Replace the cover of the shipping crate and cecure it with the 14 bolts. 

d. Pack the connectors,  glass insulator assemblies,  calibration kit, adjustor,  insulation cover, 
and wrenches in a cardboard carton. 
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is calk-d the External Critical Damping Resistance (CDRX) at that frequency.    Critical damping is 
defined as the amount of damping that will return the boom assembly (after a deflection) to the center 
of its travel in the shortest time without overshoot and without appreciable reduction of deflection, 
CDRX varies inversely with the natural frequency and must be redetermined whenever the natural 
frequency of the  Seismometer is changed. 

4-8.    REMOTE CALIBRATION. 

4-9.    A calibration coil is wound on the same form as each main coil and is located within the field 
of the same magnet.    A current pulse applied to either calibration coil will deflect the boom assembly. 
The amount and rate of deflection is determined by the current,  the characteristics of the deflection 
system (wiring configuration,  resistance,  voltage, etc,),  the amount of damping in each main coil, 
and the known motor constant of each calibration coil.    The output of the main coils is determined by 
their generator constants and how they are wired to the output circuit (independently or in parallel). 
If the input current to the calibration coils is known, the output of the main coils may be used for 
remote calibration of the Seismometer.    Since the characteristics of the Seismometer change when the 
natural frequency is changed,  the Seismometer must be recalibrated for each new natural frequency. 
The motor constants of the calibration coils do not vary with natural frequency; this allows remote 
calibration without knowledge of the natural frequency. 

4-10.    REMOTE CENTERING. 

4-11.    Best results are obtained if the inertial mass rests at the center of its travel when it is not 
deflected by motion.    Under these conditions the characteristics of the suspension system and the 
portions of the magnetic fields traversed by the signal coils are symmetrical.    Large temperature 
changes,  especially during the first few weeks after installation,  will cause the Seismometer inertial 
mass to rest off center.    The inertial mass can be centered by changing the static balance of the 
boom assembly by moving the mass position trim weight.    This can be accomplished manually with 
an adjustment plate or with the Remote Centering Accessor/ Motor. 

1 

4-12.    MASS POSITION MONITOR. 

4-13.    The Mass Position Monitor Accessory produces a mass position signal at any time desired. 
The accessory consists of a lamp,  an aperture, and a Wheatstone bridge consisting of two photo- 
resistors and two fixed resistors.    The aperture is mounted on the boom assembly in the light path 
between the lamp and the photoresistors.    When the inertial mass is in the center of its travel,  the 
aperture allows an equal amount of light to fall on each of the photoresistors.    In this condition, the 
bridge is balanced.    When the inertial mass is off center,  the aperture premits more light to fall on 
one photoresistor than to the other, unbalancing the bridge.    The amount and direction of unbalance 
is determined by the amount and direction that the inertial mass is off center.    The unbalance of the 
bridge can be sensed by connecting a zero-center microammeter across the output terminals of the 
bridge. 

4-14.    HEATER. 

4-15.    The Seismometer Heater (see figure 7-1)   consists of three power resistors mounted under the 
top of the   Seismometer cover inside   the instrument.    This heater assembly is operated from a unit 
which supplies a 0-24 volt d-c input.    The heater serves to stratify the air in the instrument case, 
thus,  minimizing noise produced by air flow caused by temperature inversion. ! 

4-16,    THERMAL JACKET. 

4-17.    The Thermal Jacket is a special tank used to house the  Seismometer.    This tank is designed to 
isolate the Seismometer from barometric and temperature changes by:   (1.) air st atification within 
the tank by heating the top of the tank with an internal heater,  and by (2.) being nearly air-tight 
(the leak-rate time constant is 8 hours). 
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CHAPTER 5 

MAINTENANCE 

5. 1   INTRODUCTION.     This chapter contains information necessary to maintain the Seismometer. 
Section I covers organizational and field maintenance; Section II covers special maintenance. 

SECTION I 

ORGANIZATIONAL/FIELD MAINTENANCE 

71 

5-2. GENERAL. Test equipment required for organizational/field maintenance is listed in table 
5-1. Performance tests and standards are listed in Section II. Those tests not specifically noted 
as depot or special tests may be performed in the field. I 

NOTE 

Equipment characteristics shown in table 5-1 are the characteristics required to 
test the Seismometer and do not necessarily reflect the full capabilities of the 
equipment. 

Table 5-1.    Test Equipment Required for Organizational/Field Maintenance 

EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURER 
AND MODEL NO, 

REQUIRED 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter 
(VTVM) 

Hewlett -Packard 
Model 41 OB (or 
equivalent 

Ohmmeter range: 
Zero to 500K ohms 

Battery 

Potentiometer 

Power Supply 
(2 each) 

Burgess No    TW-2 
or equivalent 

Any manufacturer 

Hewlett-Packard 
Model 72 1A (or 
equivalent) 

12 volts 

Zero to 500 ohms, 2 watts 

22. 5 volts d-c,   1.5 ma 
4 volts d-c,   150 ma 

193 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

1-1      tNTRODUCTION,    This chapter contains Information that will help the experienced maintenance 
technician understand the operat'on of the Seisinometer.    Refer to Chapter 6 for parts identification. 
A schematic diagram is shown in Chapter 7. 

4-J      OPERATION OF TRANSDUCER. 

\-i     The   i ransducer converts vertical motion into electrical signals.     Vertical motion is transmitted 
through the frame to two magnet  assemblies.     This causes a relative motion between the magnets 
and the main coils,  located within tne fields of tiie magnets.     The coils are mounted at the end of the 
boom assembly with the  10kg inertial mass.    The boom assembly is mounted on flexure pivots and 
tends to remain stationary.    Relative motion between the magnets and the coils generates voltages 
in the coils proportional to either the velocity,  acceleration,  or displacement of the relative motion, 
depending on the natural frequency of the Seismometer.    Two coils and two magnets are used to mini- 
mize "piston effect" and to improve linearity of the instrument. 

4-4.    SUSPENSION SYSTEM.    The suspension system for the inertial mass assembly and the main 
coils consists of the two-section boom assembly,   which is mounted on the frame by two flexure 
pivot assemblies; and a spring which is mounted by flexure pivot assemblies between the boom 
assembly and the frame.    The flexure pivot assemblies permit relative motion between the Seismom- 
eter frame and the boom assembly in a vertical direction,  but prevent such motion in the horizontal 
direction.     Flexure pivot assemblies operate by bending flexure ribbons of spring brass rather   han 
by the movement of bearing surfaces.    Since there is no contact between moving parts of the suspen- 
sion system,   friction is eliminated and mechanical losses are reduced to the relatively small losses 
of the flexure  ribbons. 

4-^.    The   restoring   force  of  the   suspension  system  is   provided   by  gravity and  the   spring.    The 
geometry of the suspension system causes the spring to act as if it had zero length.    Since movement 
of the boom assembly does not change the characteristics of the spring,  linearity of period is main- 
tamed oven though the relative mass position changes.    Adjustments of mass position and period are 
made by adjustments on the boom assembly rather than by changing the length of the spring.     The 
characteristics of the suspension system is not affected by these adjustments.    The flexure pivot 
assemblies provide a small additional restoring force,  bringing the period into the correct range. 

4-ö.     NATURAL FREQUENCY.    The natural or resonant frequency is the frequency at which the 
boom assembly would oscillate  if it were  undamped and set in motion.    The natural frequency is 
determined by the spring »peclficationa and mounting geometry,   the weight of the inertial mass,   and 
the  setting of the  period adjustment.    Gravity and the spring assembly provide the major restoring 
forces.    Changing the position of the period adjustment provides a natural frequency of any value 
between 0. 053 and 0. 1   cps.    Stated another way; the natural period    the reciprocal of the natural 
frequency,   can be adjusted to any value  between 10 and  30 seconds per cycle. 

4-7      DAMPING.     The voltage induced in the mam coils causes a current to flow through them and 
the external load.    As this current flows through the main coils,   it creates forces which tend to 
oppose or damp the motion.     Thus,   electromagnetic damping is provided in the  transducer by the 
action of induced current in the main coil assemblies.     The amount of damping is determined by the 
total  resistance m the main coil circuits and may be controlled by adjusting the external load.     The 
amount of external load required for  critical dampinu of each   transducer at a given natural frequency 
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CHAPTER 5 

MAINTENANCE 

5, 1   INTRODUCTION.     This chapter contains information necessary to maintain the Seismometer. 
Section I covers organizational and field maintenance; Section II covers special maintenance. 

SECTION I 

ORGANIZATIONAL/FIELD MAINTENANCE 

5-2. GENERAL. Test equipment required for organizational/field maintenance is listed in table 
5-1. Performance tests and standards are listed in Section II. Those tests not specifically noted 
as depot or special tests may be performed in the field. 

NOTE 

Equipment characteristics shown in table 5-1 are the characteristics required to 
test the Seismometer and do not necessarily reflect the full capabilities of the 
equipment. 

Table 5-1.    Test Equipment Required for Organizational/Field Maintenance 

EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURER 
AND MODEL NO. 

REQUIRED 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Vacuum Tube 
Voltmeter 
(VTVM) 

Hewlett-Packard 
Model 41 OB (or 
equivalent 

Ohmmeter range: 
Zero to 500K ohms 

Battery 

Potentiometer 

Power Supply 
(2 each) 

Burgess No   TW-2 
or equivalent 

Any manufacturer 

Hewlett-Packard 
Model 72 1A (or 
equivalent) 

12 volts 

Zero to 500 ohms, 2 watts 

22. 5 volts d-c,   1.5 ma 
4 volts d-c,   150 ma 
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5-3.    VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS AND SOURCES.    Table 5-2 lists the voltage requirements,  their 
purposes,  and suggested test sources. 

Table- 5-2.    Voltage Requirements and Sources 

REQUIREMENT PURPOSE SUGGESTED TEST SOURCE 

4 volts a-c or d -c 
150 milhamperes 

115 volts a-c, 
60 cps 

22. 5 volts d-c 

Excite mass position 
monitor lamp 

Operate remote cen- 
tering motor 

Excite mass pos tion 
monitor photoresistor 

Power Supply - Hewlett- 
Packard, Model 721A 
(or equivalent) 

Commercial or standard 
115 volt a-c power source 

Power Supply, Hewlett- 
Packard, Model 721A 
(or equivalent) 

5-4.    THERMAL FREE SOLDERING PROCEDURE.    A special solder is used in the  transducer coil 
assembly connections to reduce the generation of thermal voltages.    When necessary to resolder a 
thermal free connection ( usually painted bright green), use the following procedure: 

a. Use a new soldering tip tinned with thermal free solder.   Do not use this tip for any purpose 
other than soldering with thermal free solder. 

b. Use any standard soldering iron from 30 watts to 200 watts, depending on the size of conductors 
to be soldered. 

c. Use a clean and uncontaminated flux and apply with a non-metallic applicator.    The flux must 
be pure resin in alcohol, (see table 1-4) 

d. Clean all conductors to be soldered (with thinner). Tin the conductors using flux (pure resin in 
alcohol). Place the conductors as close together as possible to reduce the amount of solder neces- 
sary to make the joint. 

e. Solder the connection.    The joint will not have a bright smooth appearance, but may look like 
a cold joint.    These joints, if properly made, are electrically and mechanically sound. 

f. Paint the joint bright green to identify it as a thermal free connection during future repairs or 
wiring changes. 

g. Do not allow soldering tip to overheat or become badly oxidized.    Re-tin as necessary with 
thermal free solder. 

MU 
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5-5. SPECIAL TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT. 

5-6. No special tools or special test equipment is required. 

5-7. BENCH TEST. 

5-8. Refer to table 1-4 for test equipment required to test the Seismometer. 

NOTE 

Use of test procedures described in this section may be performed at field 
level as prescribed by current operating instructions. 

5-9   COIL RESISTANCE.    This test may be performed in the field as well as the depot with limita- 
tions so noted herein.    When the test is performed in the field,  steps 1 through 4, table 5-3, are 
applicable.   In the depot, steps 1A through 4A, table 5-3, are applicable.    Prior to performing this 
test, lock the suspension system except as noted.    To remove the cover and lock the suspension 
system, proceed as follows: 

NOTE 

If the test is being performed as a preinstallation test, the suspension system 
is locked and steps a through d may be omitted. 

a. Remove the Thermal Jacket cover.   Remove insulation cover (and any other materials) from 
the  Seismometer.   Remove connecto  s PI02 and PI04 from connectors Jl02 and Jl04,  respectively. 

b. Brush all loose insulation, dust, and dirt off the Seismometer cover. 

CAUTION 

Oo not allow dirt, dust, or moisture to fall into the Seismometer case when the 
cover is off.    The presence of foreign material inside the case may affect 
operation of the Seismometer, 

c. Remove cover being careful not to strike the internal parts. 

d. Tighten the stop screw to lock the boom assembly against the bottom stop. 

CAUTION 

Since it is desirable to test the coil windings in the field without removing the 
cover, extreme care must be used in checking continuity without locking the 
suspension system.    Use a range on the ohmmeter that presents the lowest 
voltage to the coils being tested, to avoid a violent movement of the boom 
assembly. 
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e.    Replace cover and pressure test in accordance with paragraph 5-49.    Measure resistance as 
indicated in table 5-3. 

NOTE 

Measurements in table 5-3 are for data coils connected separately.    For data coils in 
parallel use one-half the standard (or 290 ohms) in steps 2 and 2A;  infinit/ (open- 
circuit) for steos 1 and 1A. 

Table 5-3.    Coil Resistance Measurement 

OPERATION OF POINT OF CONTROL 
STEP        TEST EQUIPMENT TEST SETTINGS 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 

For field use 

Use VTVM on 
RX100 range 

Between pins 
C and B on 
J101 

Not 
applicable 

Resistance shall 
measure 580 ohms 
±20 ohms 

As in step 1 Between E101 
and E102 

Not 
applicable 

Resistance shall 
measure 580 ohms 
±20 ohms 

Use VTVM 
on RX1 range 

Between pins 
D and A 
on J101 

Not 
applicable 

Meter shall measure 
0.8 ±0. 16 ohm 

As in step 3 Between pins 
J and H 
on J102 

Not 
applicable 

Meter shall measure 
0.8 ±0. 16 ohm 

For depot use 

1A Use Wheatstone 
bridge (refer to 
table 1 -4) adjusted 
to 1000 ohm range 

2A As in step 1A 

Between pins Not 
C and B applicable 
on J101 

Between E101 
and E102 

Not 
applicable 

Resistance shall 
measure 580 ohms 
±20 ohms 

Resistance shall 
measure 580 ohms 
±20 ohms 

3A 

4A 

Use Wheatstone 
bridge adjusted to 
lowest range 

As in step 3A 

Between pins 
D and A 
on J101 

Between pins 
J and H 
on J102 

Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

Resistance shall 
measure  0.8 ±0. 16 ohm 

Resistance shall 
measure 0. 8 ±0. 16 ohm 

5-10.    INSULATION RESISTANCE.    This test may be performed in the field as well as the depot.    Be 
sure the suspension system is locked as in paragraph 5-9.    Measure resistance as in table 5-4. 
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STEP 
OPERATION OF 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
POINT OF 

TEST 
CONTROL 
SETTINGS 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 

Use VTVM on 
RX1 megohm 
range 

As in step 1 

As in step 1 

As in step 1 

Between pin 
A on J101 
and ground 

Between B 
on J10   and 
ground 

Between 
E101 and 
ground 

Between pin 
H on J102 
and ground 

Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

Not 
applicable 

Resistance shal1 

measure  1 megohm 
minimum 

Resistance shall 
measure  1 megohm 
minimum 

Resistance shall 
measure 1 megohm 
minimum 

Resistance shall 
measure 1 megohm 
minimum 

5-11.    MASS CENTERING,  NATURAL PERIOD, AND DAMPING.    This test may be performed in 
the field as well as the depot with limitations as noted herein.    To center the mass,  find and adjust 
the natural period,  and check the damping, perform the following steps: 

NOTE 

I 

During the performance of this test, the mass sections shall be assembled to the 
boom, and the suspension system shall not be locked in any way.    For tests per- 
formed in the field,  do not remove the cover unless such removal has been 
specifically authorized by current operating instructions. 

a.    Le''el the Seismometer by adjusting the leveling screws while observing the level vials on the 
instrument.    In the field,  if the instrument was leveled during installation,  it may be assumed to 
be level. 

b. Apply heater power (24 volts,  d-c) to J104 for 30 minutes to temperature-stabilize the instru- 
ment.    If the cover has been removed, allow the Seismometer to reach the temperature of its 
surroundings.    This may require as long as 12 hours 

c. Connect a temporary short circuit between the terminal posts E101 and E102 to damp the mass 
movement. 

d. Adjust the large gear of the Remote Centering Accessory until the mass position pointer, 
visible through the window in the front of the cover,  is in the center of its scale.    This adjustment 
may be performed either by momentarily app ying power to the Remote Center ng Accessory motor 
or by turning the gear with the adjuster assembly furnished (see figure 5-1). 

NOTE 

When operating the Remote Centering Accessory electrically, apply 115 volts a-c 
between pins L and N of receptacle J102 to move the mass down. Apply 115 volts 
a-c between pins M and N to move the mass up. 

e. Remove the temporary short circuit from terminal posts E101 and E102 

L 
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Figure 5-1.    Adjustment of Mass Position and Natural Period 
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f. Connect the equipment as shown in figure 5-2 for the bottom coil.    For field tests see figure 
5-3.    Adjust Rl for the lowest voltage that will give a  usable  deflection of the boom assembly when 
the switch is closed momentarily.    Adjust RZ (figure 5-2) to approximately 10,000 ohms. 

CAUTION 

To avo.d damage i.o the   transducer,  do not allow the current through the calibra- 
tion coils to exceed 50 ma. 

g. Set the boom assemb.y in motion by momentarily closing switch SI 

h.    Using a stop watch,  determine the time required for the pointer on the microvoltmeter to 
swing from zero to a maximum in one direction,  back to zero,  to a maximum in the other direction 
and back again to zero.    The time required for this cycle is the natural pe • iod of the  Seismometer. 
More accurate results are obtained if 3 to 5 initial cycles are timed and the results averaged. 

NOTE 

If this test is performed in the field and a stop watch is not available, use an 
ordinary watch having a sweep second hand. 

i. If the test is being performed in the field, observe the mass position pointer through the win- 
dow in the front of the Seismometer cover and time the cycle as in step h. Accuracy of the test is 
highest when performed with a recorder such as used in table 5-5. 

j.    If the natural period is not correct,  aajust the large knurled adjustment plate as shown in 
figure 5-1.    Turn the plate clockwise to increase th^ period; turn the plate counterclockwise  to 
decrease the period. 

k.   After performing the adjustment described in step j,  repeat steps g and h or i to determine 
the new period. 

NOTE 

The suspension system is subject to drift during the first few days following 
installation.    It may be necessary to readjust the natural period every day during 
this initial period.   Once this initial period is past, the Seismometer will continue 
to operate for a long time with only occasional slight readjustments. 

1.   Graph the output of the  transducer or observe on a recorder.    The output shall be a damped 
wave train reducing in amplitude over several cycles in the standard pattern for damped waves. 
Amplitude of the initial half cycle and the number of cycles in the wave train are dependent upon the 
magnitude of the electrical pulse to the calibration coil. 

m.   Check the electromagnetic damping by repeating step g and then shorting E101 and E102.    The 
mass position pointer shall stop moving immediately,  and the pointer of the microvoltmeter shall 
not move after the short is removed. 

n.    Disconnect the test equipment. 
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A. PREFERRED METHOD 

MICROVOLT 
METE 

1 NOTES- 
MULTIMETER—TRIPLEH, MODEL 
630A (OR EQUIVALENT) ADJUSTED 
TO MEA -URE D-C MILLIAMPERES 

MICROVOLTMETER—HEWLEH- 
PACKARD  MODEL 42^ (OR EQUIVALENT) 
ADJUSTED TO 30 MV SCALE 

RI —DECAD VOLTAGE DIVIDER. 
GENERAL RADIO MODti 454-A 
(OR EQUIVA ENT) 

R2—DECADE RESISTOR  GENERAL RADIO. 
MODEL 1432-N (OR EQUIVALENT) 

BATTERY—12VOLT. BURGESS 
TW2 (OR EQUIVALENT] 

0 
ToJ^ M«.«V STANDARD ELECTRIC 
LONG PERIOD T>MPR 

VERT CAL MODEL S-l 
SEISMOMETER ^^ ■ • 
MODEL 7505 A 

Finurt' 5-<i     Tes   ArranHcment for Natural Period,  and Damping (Depot Method) 

I ALTERNATE METHOD 

MULTIMETER 

BATTERY Rl 

NOTES. 
MULTIMETER—TRIPLE TT. MOML 
630A (Oft EQUIVALENT.. ADJUSTED 

-i    TO MEASURE D-C MILLIAMPERES 
Jl02i 

1H I 
i 

11 
i • 

11 
ll 

[J! 
CALIBRATION I 
COIL " 

RI—POTENTIOMETER. S00 OHM. 
2 WATT 

BAFSiY-nvOLT. BURGESS 
TW 2{m EQUIVALENT) 

■ 

LONG PERIOD 
VERTICAL 

SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 7505 A 

PlKiire S-J      Ii »t Arr.irut! rut lor Natural J'. nod.   ind .im , .■     (Fuld M-thod| 

%.a 
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5-12.    PERFORMANCE TESTS. 

5-13.    WEIGHT LIFTS.    When the instructions for a performance test state that weight lifts must be 
performed, proceed as follows:   (These instructions assume that test equipment has been connected 
and weight lifts must be recorded. ) 

a. Level the Seismometer and adjust if for the correct period and mass position as described in 
paragraph    -11. 

b. Brush all loose in ulation, dust, and dirt from the top of the cover.    Open the twenty latches 
and remove the cover from the Seismome er     Be careful not to strike the internal parts with the cover. 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt   dust, or moisture to fall into the Seismometer when the cover is 
off     The presence of foreign material inside the case may affect operation of the 
Seismometer 

c. Attach a short piece of thread to the 200 milligram te<( weight. 

d. Place the test weight on the boom assembly at the indicated mark near the flexure pivots 

e. When the boom assembly has come to rest and when the lest equipment im ready, li t the test 
weight sharply, holding it by the thread.    The movement must be as n. «rly vertical at p sstbi«     Do 
not touch any part of the Seismometer; do not allow the test weight to touch any part of the Seismomnrr. 
Record and measure the deflection.    The deflec ion may be either pas live or negative depending on 
the polarity of th« connect ons at CIOI and EI02.  See the note at the bottom of page 5-11 

f. Whan the required measurement is complete, replace the teal weight on the boom aa .«mbly 
Wait until t e boom assembly has come to rest, and then repeat step e     Average the results of 
several weight lifts. 

g. After replacing and latching the cover, replace the pipe plug in the cover fsee figure ft>l) 

Table S-V    Performance Standards 

Test No    I Critical Damptn« Resistance (COR) 

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS: Determine both signal cot   reslsMnces as described in 
paragraph 9-9   to an accuracy «I SIO slim»     Unlock 
suspension arm.    Level the Seismometer and ad|est fee 
correct period and mass position     Determine the free 
ported as described in paragrapli f«ll     Cesweci test 
circuit as shown in figure S*4 

STEP 

OPERATION 
or TEST 

EQUIPMENT 

CONTROL SETTINGS 
POINT AND OPERATION Of 

OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
PER roilMANCE 

StANOARM 

IA EIOI and Perform «eigM lift 
f-  01 «s described in para« 

graplt **ll 

m ».« 
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A. PRfEFERREO METHOD 
«T=«C + "l 

MICR0VOLTMETER MfUT 
RESISTANCE ■ I MEGOHM 

3 OECAOE 
RESISTOR 

fe 
MCaOVOiTMCTM-HEWlfn. 
PACKARD. MOML «l»A 
(OR IQUIVAUNT) 

lONG RCRIOO 
VfRTICAl 

SflSMOMlTIR 
MOOEl 7S0SA 

R  AiTfRNATf MfTHOO 

1 

CiOff 

L.   €3 

RA  - PHOTOTUH AMRIMBI RtfUT 

•t " «0 ♦ "A * "C 

RIVMO* 

RcaiMR0C 
AT IHRTRAMOUCV 
OumiT   THMNAlt 

iOMOI. 
VfftlCAl 

MiSMOMtlR 
»OOti 'SOS* 

r,tmf %.*     T».i %»*** r«r Cr««i<«l DM^e^ ^«••I«K« fCOHl 

♦   * 
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Table 5-5.    Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

STEP 

OPERATION CONTROL SETTINGS 
OF TEST POINT AND OPERATION OF 

EQUIPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 

STANDARDS 

IB Adjust decade 
resistor RQ until 
overshoot is be- 
tween 20% and 25% 
(See note below) 

1C Disconnect test 
equipment 

E101 and 
E102 

Repeat weight lifts 
as described in 
paragraph 5-13 

a. 

b. Percent overshoot - 
a/bx 100 

c. Determine ratio of 
actual damping to critical 
damping (k) from table 5-6 

a.   Calculate the critical 
damping resistance (CDR) 
using the formula 
CDR r R- K X* 

b.   CDR « 80 x free 
period in ohms 

STtP 

Test No   2 External Cnt cal Damping Resistance (CDRX) 

OPERATION CONTROL SETTINGS 
OF TEST POINT AND OPERATION OF 

EQUIPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 

STANDARDS 

IA a    Calculate the external 
critical resistance (CDRX) 
us tag the formula CDRX * 
CDR.RC* 

b.   CDRX > 1600.291 ohms 
■ IS 10 ohm* 110% at 
t ■ 20 sac (coils connected 
in parallel) 

Polarlly of ir 

NOTE 

lucer owipvi should be posit ve mhmm maae H 
taa is moved op for when weight is Siflodl. 

* For preferred «etlwi * T • ^ ♦ He 

For alloroate «efiMd  *T  * "C* *D # ** 

RA e top«« roeieiaoce o4 Plle<e«obs AmpMi»r 
Rc * KoeiaMace of data coil M »» 
»O e Reatetaoce of 4>coia roetaior 
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Table S-5      Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

Tust Nu.   i Calibration Coil Motor Constant (G) 

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS: Connect test circuit as shown in figure 5-5. 

OPERATION CONTROL SETTINGS 
OF TEST POINT AND OPERATION OF PERFORMANCE 

STEP EQUIPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT STANDARDS 

3A 

ih Complf tf circuit 
through tup call - 
bration cuil as 
shown in figure 
S-S.    CU<»o switch 
SI and ubiierve 
.nitial deflection- 
The drflecttun 
should be in the 
-..iiTV- direction 
a» that of step 
3A.    If it is nul, 
reverse iMitery 
connection« 
Leave SI • Insed 
-mill the mast 
• lops moving 
Open SI   •»> 1 re- 
iitrd and mpii»ure 
the re*4ltini: 
deflection    This 
dvflerlion n  .»i be 
in  ih«  oppumte 
dire«.lion lo the dr- 
flection of step }A. 

E101 and 
E102 

E101 and 

Perform weight lifts 
as described in para- 
graph 5-13,  using 
200 mg test weight 

Remove test weight 
before proceeding to 
next step 

Not applicable 

CAUTION 

Do not permit the 
current through the 
calibration coils to 
exceed SO milliam- 
peres at any time. 
To do so «rill 
damage the coils. 

b    Measure and record 
Xw in millimeters for 
each weight lift 

)C Ad)u«t variable 
resiMor while 
opemng and cloa» 
tng cir< uit through 
c4libraiton roil, 
a till X, caused bf 
Mpening circuit ■• 
• ithin 10% ot X_ 

i   r  i     1.101 
a. Meatiure and record 
X. in nulttmeter« 

<»^*^*J |/~ 

b. Record current |i| 
through calibration rotl 
in amperes |aer«-io-prafc| 

%  i: 

!?«♦ 
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MULTWETtt 

(ADJUST TO MEASURE 
&CMIU 

LONG KRIOD 
VERTICAL 

SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 7505 A 

MICROVOLTMETER 
HEWLETT-PACKARD. 
MODEL r«A 
(OR EQUIVALENT) 

I 

l « .♦• S«S.    ' - •• lot C«ltkrMio« Coil Mo«ar Ca»*t«M ICI 
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Table l-i     Ht-rfurniance Standards (Cont'd) 

Test No    3 Calibration Coil Motor Constant (G) (Cont'd) 

STEP 

OPERATION CONTROL SETTINGS 
OF TEST POINT AND OPERATION OF 

EQUIPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 

STANDARDS 

3D Disconnect the 
test equipment a    Calculate the motor 

const; nt of both calibration 
coils in newtons/ampere 
using the formula:* 

C > 980 x 10*% 0.04 
ra 

^.   3 ■ .032 ♦.002 
new.ons/ampere per coil 

Test No   4   Mass Position Monitor Alignment 

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS: Remove the cover from the Selamometcr (paragraph S.|7) and block 
the suspension arm with a small piece of wood     Be careful to 
block the arm with the mass position pointer centered on its 
scale     Check that the bar on the face of each photoresistor is 
vertual     Loosen the two strews holding the aperture to the boom 
assembly and adjust the aperture to be parallel to the face of the 
phctoresislor housing and within 1/12 inch of the face     The 
eperture shall not touch the face of the photoresistor housing al 
any point in the travel of the suspension arm     Tighten the screw 
to secure the aperture clip to the arm 

Connect the test circuit a« shown in figure %-6 

STEP 

OPERATION CONTROL SCTTIK"«8 
OT TKST POSNT AND OPERATION OF 

EQUIPMENT OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 

STANDARDS 

4A Set the power sup- 
plies tor *hr volt • 
ages shew« in the 
diagram Set lb* 
muroammeler to 
III« 100 mic foemj 
tcale          

UOi. pms 
A. n. C. D. 
E. and F 

• Top calibratioa cetl is not used in pÄrallei data coil coafifaraiion. 

«14 
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Table S-S.    Ffrformancc Standard» (Cont'd) 

Test No.  4   Maas Foaition Monitor Alignment (Cont'd) 

OPERATION 
OF TEST POINT 

EQUIPMENT OF TEST 

CONTROL SETTINGS 
AND OPERATION OF 

EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 

oihar diroctioa «• th« arm 
• wing« through conlor to 
th« other «top 

Otaconnttt toat 
equipment 

Table f »6     Ratio «r Actual Damping to Critical Oompiog (4) 

PERCENT 
OVERSHOOT 

iO 0 

iO % 

11 0 

il * 

u.o 

u s 

it • 

14 0 

1% • 

0 4f» 

0 444 

0 444 

0 414 

0 4M 

0 «4 

f 444 

• 414 

0 444 

I 

f • 14     MAM POM rION Vt   PERIOD TEST     T e porpoee of IM» loot •• to 4e«*rm«*e if too apriog- 
iraaa ad/welmeol. oormollr mode at toe ta< ion    •• «ttoi« opoclftod toloroaco«     AHer ropHroiweM 
«I lite apriM« or of o«t critical pert of ike t#>4ico or or toe ooepeoeto« aretem   or if «Of of ibeee 
paria are ».«.«e-ed or damaged -o ahtpmo««. it «t I be ooceeoorr I« porfora» to a tool     f • a*»term 
toie feet. pr<M eed «a lol 

a     Propore a grap* aimuor to toe e»e ekoan M '»gore f »f 

»    RemOTe toe ««»er ood le*«l toe Mocromont HI   cc■rit«to ento pot»gropb % n 

c     Ootormioe i^e *ai«ral per ed of I*-» petemome«  r «lib (to maae poettte« 
motelv m d-ra*«« a«»d toe ooioraJ period ody»e«ia»eol a- Me loooel fboNoml poeil( 

4    Make *4<(«tme-4a m*v t*» rear ie*oliog »ere« aod too period odpaeimeoi 
period ta hot ween If ood it oocoad«.   Koop too pourfer reotered «tto toe moae | 

I tfcol too oaloral 
»•lie» f " 
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•.    Plot 10 points on the grapk tty dc-tvrniininu the period at masü positions from -10 to »10 on the 
pointer scale.    Use only the mass position adjustment to change the mass position.    Do not disturb 
the JevclinR screw adjustment or the period adjustment. 

t    If the curve is symmetncai as shown by curve A in figure S-7, the spring mass adjustment is 
within tolerance and the instrument is properly balanced. 

It     If the curve is nut symmetrical and appear» as either curve B or curve C. adjustment of the 
spring is necessary as indicattd (see figure S-7^. 

** 

t ■ 
A:   Normal 
B:   Linkaite too long • tighten spring 
C:   Linkage loo short • loosen spring 

f««Mre %-T     M««« Pomn»*m Vs   Pertorf Crap** 

XOTt 

tlMS «4>«sltmeM is ealrefnelf < rilita) near W>e pol«! of praft spring Ivnsiwi     Ott 
•MS lor« tiHi «pfiMc a4pt*<<r*nl •• »»ws owr !/• tmtn oilfcowl plaltMig U no« care« 
to tfetermme if farther a«if«sl«n^M( is «ocessarr 

k     Repeal step« a mm* g «Mil « f «r*e is »Maiar^ similar to curve A 

I     Le*ol !*• losirwfwol SM! «4JN*«I Ifce iMlarM poriotf «Hlh the p»rtm* a«l   .•»" *'i to Ih« desired 
frff^oeocf in «ccortfoMce «Mlh par««rspM *• II 
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Chapter 5 1200-40 
Paragraphs 5-15 to 5-20 

5-15.    DISASSEMBLY. 

5-lb.    Disassembly is described in the following paragraphs to the extent necessary for replacement 
and cleaning of critical parts.    Further disassembly will rarely be necessary and requires no special 
instructions     Refer to Chapter b for identification and location of parts.    The procedures must be 
performed in the order given; however, do not proceed further than necessary to remove the parts 
that require cleaning or replacement. 

5-17     REMOVAL OF COVER. 

5-18.     To remove the cover,  proceed as follows: 

a. Brush all loose insulation, dust, and dirt off the cover.    Wipe off any moisture. 

CAUTION 

Be careful that no dust, dirt,  or moisture falls on the Seismometer while the cover 
is off. 

b. Operi the twenty latches. 

c. Lift the cover straight up.    Be careful that the cover doesn't strike any internal parts of the 
Scismonn-ter. 

5-19.    REMOVAL OF COIL ASSEMBLIES. 

'i-iO.    To remove the coil assemblies, proceed as follows: 

a.    Remove four socket-head capscr«. ws holding the top magnet assembly to the spacer and remove 
the magnet assembly. 

CAUTION 

Cover the magnet gaps with paper or tape to protect gaps from contamination with 
foreign matter.    Be careful to keep magnetic materials away from the magnet. 

b     Pull the pointer out of the end of the coil support. 

Remove the two binder-head screws and the clamping block that hold the coil support and coil 
assemblies to the boom assembly. 

(I.    Remove the coil support with the coil assemblies.   Avoid unnecessary strain on the leads 
attached to (he coils 

•     Separate the coil assemblies, the spacers, and the coil support after removing the screws that 
hold these parts together. 

i      Disconnect the leads from the eight terminal posts of the coil assemblies.    Be careful to avoid 
cKcessive heat; the plastic coil form melts readily. 

NOTE 

U«e soldering iron tinned with thermal free solder to avoid   contamination of leads 
ami terminals. 

9-IS m'J 
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Chapter 5 
Paragraphs 5-21 to 5-24 

5-21.    REMOVAL OF SPRING AND FLEXURE ASSEMBLIES. 

5-22,    To remove the spring and the flexure assemblies that support it, proceed as follows: 

a. Lock the boom assembly against the bottom stop by tightening the stop screw. 

b. Remove the inertial masses from the boom assembly after removing the bolt that holds each 
mass in place. 

c. Release the spring tension by loosening the adjusting nut at each end of the spring. 

d. When the spring is relaxed,  support the spring with one hand and remove the adjusting nut from 
the top end of the spring. 

e. Lift the upper flexure assembly out of the hanger. 

f. Remove the spring with the lower flexure assembly. 

g. Inspect the flexure ribbons of both flexure assemblies to be sure that each is free of nicks, 
bends, and creases.    Remove any defective flexure ribbons after removing the capscrews and clamp 
blocks that hold them in place. 

5-23.    REMOVAL OF BOOM ASSEMBLY AND MAIN PIVOTS. 

5-24.    To remove the boom assembly and the main pivots, proceed as follows: 

a. Disconnect the fine wires that connect the three terminal boards of the boom assembly to the 
three terminal boards on the frame. 

b. Remove the aperture from the boom assembly after removing the two screws that hold it in 
place. 

c. Remove the screw that secures each of the two flexure pivot blocks (located under the boom 
assembly) to the hanger. 

d. Loosen the friction screws in the bottom stop until the stop screw can be turned freely.    Care- 
fully support the boom assembly with one hand and remove the stop screw. 

CAUTION 

Handle the boom assembly and pivots with extreme care to avoid bending the flexure 
ribbons. 

e. Carefully work the two flexure pivot blocks off the dowel pins. 

f. When the flexure pivot blocks are free,  slide the boom assembly forward, and remove it from 
the Seismometer. 

g. Remove the four capscrews that secure the period support assembly. 

h. Remove the capscrew that secures each of the two flexure pivot blocks to the boom assembly. 
Lift each of these two blocks off the dowel pins. Remove both sets of flexure pivots from the boom 
assembly. 

i.   Inspect the flexure ribbons to be sure that each is free of nicks, bends, and creases.    Remove 
any defective flexure ribbons after removing the capscrews and clamp blocks that hold them in place. 

Ikl 
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Chapter 5 
Paragraphs 5-25 to 5-33 

5-25.    CLEANING. 

5-26.    GENERAL.    Cleaning disassembled parts includes refinishing or recoating the parts as 
necessary.    The cleaning methods used must be adequate for the conditions without being harsh or 
injurious.    Painting or coating with corrosion resistant compounds shall be limited to the exterior 
of the Seismometer. 

5-27.    The Seismometer operates as a sealed unit and should not require extensive cleaning unless a 
failure in the seal has allowed the entrance of dust, dirt, or moisture.    Normally,  wiping the parts 
carefully with a clean dry cloth,  or brushing out any dust with a soft-bristled brush will be sufficient. 
If a solvent is necessary,  use trichloroethylene sparingly and wipe clean of any deposited film.    Do 
not use trichloroethylene or any other solvent on the plastic parts of the Seismometer. 

WARNING 

Trichloroethylene is extremely poisonous.    Use only in a well-ventilated area. 

5-28.    CORRODED PARTS.    If corrosion is present,  it may be removed with very fine sandpaper or 
steel wool.    Remove the magnet assemblies from the frame before reconditioning any part of the 
frame.    Do not allow any steel particles to enter the air gaps in the magnet assemblies.    The toler- 
ances of the working parts of the Seismometer are very close, severely corroded parts shall be 
replaced.    Do not attempt to sand or otherwise recondition the flexure plates, the coil assemblies, 
or the magnets.    Brush or wipe off all foreign particles and appl/ a thin coat of grease (Fiske Bros. 
Refining Co. ,  Lubriplate 630AA, or equivalent) or rust prevent*'.ive (Humble Oil and Refining, 
Rust-Ban 392,  or equivalent) after removing corrosion.    Do not allow any grease or rust preventative 
to enter the magnet air gaps.    When reassembling the Seismometer,  perform the adjustments described 
in paragraph 5-31.    After the Seismometer has been reassembled,  perform the tests and adjustments 
described in paragraph 5-12. 

5-29.    CLEANING THE AIR GAPS.    Clean the air gaps in the magnet assemblies before installing 
the coil assemblies.    Remove particles from the gaps using a nonmetallic rod tipped with masking 
tape,  sticky side out.    Be careful to avoid causing nicks or burrs in the gaps or at their edges.    Keep 
magnetic materials away from the air gaps. 

NOTE 

Upper magnet assembly has shunts on the outside of the magnet case. 

5-30.    REASSEMBLY AND ADJUSTMENT. 

5-31.    The reassembly instructions in the following paragraphs begin where the disassembly proce- 
dures in paragraph 5-15 stopped.    If the Seismometer was not disassembled to this extent,  begin 
reassembly at the appropriate paragraph.    The procedures must be performed in the order given. 
Refer to Chapter 6 for identification and location of parts.    Be sure to perform all the tests and 
adjustments described in the reassembly procedures.    After reassembly has been completed, perform 
the tests and adjustments described in paragraph 5-10. 

5-32.    INSTALLATION OF BOOM ASSEMBLY AND MAIN PIVOT FLEXURE RIBBONS. 

5-33.    To install the main pivot flexure ribbons and the boom assembly,  proceed as follows: 

CAUTION 

Exercise extreme caution in handling and mounting to avoid bending or damaging 
the flexure ribbons. 

5-2 0 
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Chapter 5 
Paragraphs 5-34 to 5-3 5 

a. Assemble the dowel pins and the flexure ribbons to the flexure pivot blocks, being careful not 
to bend the ribbons while placing them over the dowel pins.    The two left-hand flexure pivot blocks 
form a pair; the two right-hand flexure pivot blocks form a second pair. 

b. Install the clamp blocks in place to secure the flexure ribbons Be sure that there is not dirt, 
dust, or other foreign matter between the ribbons and the clamp blocks. Orient the clamp blocks so 
that the edge of the block is aligned with the edge of the flexure pivot block. 

c. Install the two 4-40 x 3/8 capscrews that secure each clamp block.    Tighten the capscrews until 
they are snug. 

d     Place the side of one flexure pivot block of one pair on a smooth flat surface such as a surface 
plate.    Place a 9/32 inch toolmaker's flat under the other flexure pivot block of the pair (see figure 
5-tj)     While holding one block against the surface plate and the other block firmly against the flat, 
tighten all eight capscrews securely. 

e. Repeat step d for the other pair of flexure pivot blocks. 

f. Install the two reassembled pairs of flexure pivot blocks on the boom assembly with the dowel 
pin and capscrew that secures each pair.    Tighten the capscrews until they are snug. 

g. Install the four capscrews that secure the period support assembly to the two flexure pivot 
blocks.    Tighten the capscrews until they are snug. 

h.    Place the boom assembly in its position in the frame,    Carefully work the two flexure pivot 
blocks (under the boom assembly) onto the dowel pins at the bottom of the hanger 

i.   Install the socket-head capscrew that secures each of these two flexure pivot blocks to the 
hanger.    Tighten these screws until they are snug but not tight     Align the boom until the side of the 
boom is parallel to the frame and the distance from boom to frame is the same on both sides- 
Tighten the screws securely. 

j.   Install the stop screw and tighten it sufficiently to hold the boom down while the spring is 
installed. 

k.   Install the aperture on the boom assembly. 

1.    Connect the fine wires (No.  40 AWG) between the three terminal boards of the boom assembly 
(TB101, TB102. and TB105) and the three terminal boards (TB103, TB104, and TB106) on the frame 
(s>?e figure 7-1). 

5-34.    INSTALLATION OF SPRING AND FLEXURE ASSEMBLIES. 

5-35.    To install the spring and the flexure assemblies that support it, proceed as follows: 

CAUTION 

Exercise care in handling and mounting to avoid bending or otherwise damaging the 
flexure ribbons. 

a.    Assemble the upper and lower flexure assemblies with the dowel p ns and ti i 4-40 x 7/16 inch 
capscrews.    Be sure that there is no dirt, dust, or other foreign matter between the flexure ribbons 
and the clamp blocks.    Orient the clamp blocks so that the edge of each block is aligned with the edge 
of the support, anchor, or yoke to which it is attached.    Tighten the capscrews until they are snug 
but not tight 

1^3 
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Paragraphs 5-36 to 5-37 
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FLEXtÄfeS. ILOCKS 

ALLEN 
WRENCH 

9/32 INCH BLOCK 

Figure 5-8.    Flexure Pivot Reassembly 

I)     Hani; the upper flexure assembly in its position near the top of the hanger. 

c. A;tach the tie rod at one end of the spring to the lower flexure assembly with one adjusting nut 
Do nut tighten the nut beyond the f rst one or two threads. 

d. Hook the lower flexure assembly in the recesses in the boom assembly.    Attach the tie rod at 
the top of the spring to the upper flexure assemb.y with the adjusting nut. 

Bi Install both inertial mass sections on the boom assembly with the two large bolls The two 
dowel pins in the boom assembly prevent installing a mass section on the wrong side. Be rure to 
install the trim weights supplied with each mass section. 

f.    Install the coil assemblies as described in paragraph 5-36.    Then adjust the flexur    ribbons as 
described in paragraphs 5-38 and 5-40. 

5- it.    INSTALLATION OF COIL ASSEMBLIES. 

S-37.    To install the coil assemblies, proceed as follows* 

a     Assemble the coil assemblies,  the spacers, and the coil support.    Install and tighten the screws 
that hold these parts together. 

CAUTION 

Be careful to keep magnetic materials away from the magnet 

^-ZZ 
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Paragraphs 5-38 to 5-39 

b. If the magnet assemblies were removed from the frame,  reinstall the bottom magnet assembly 
before proceeding.   Note that the bottom magnet case does not have magnet shunts. 

c. Clean the air gap in the magnet assembly as described in paragraph 5-29. 

NOTE 

Use only the thermal free solder. 

d. Solder the leads to the eight terminal posts of the coil assembly.    Use the schematic diagram 
in Chapter 7 to determine the correct connections.    Avoid excess heat; the plastic coil form melts 
readily. 

e. Install the coil support with the coil assemblies on the boom assembly. Be careful that the 
bottom coil assembly does not touch any part of the magnet assembly. Secure the coil support in 
place with clamping block and screws. 

f. Replace the magnet spacer. 

g. Replace the pointer in the end of the coil support. 

h.    Replace the top magnet assembly.    Top magnet case has two magnet shunts on the outside of 
the case, 

5-38.   ADJUSTMENT OF SPRING AND FLEXURE RIBBONS, 

5-39.    If the spring was removed or loosened during disassembly,  readjust the spring tension and the 
flexure ribbons as described in the following steps.    If the spring was not loosened or removed and 
the flexure ribbons were not removed, omit this adjustment and proceed with paragraph 5-41. 

a. Tighten the adjusting nut at each end of the spring until about 1/4 inch of tie rod is exposed 
beyond each nut. 

b. Loosen the stop screw until the mass position pointer reaches the top of its scale when the boom 
assembly is lifted. 

c. Check that the boom assembly swings freely from bottom stop to stop screw without binding, 
sticking, or friction. 

d. If the coil sticks in the magnet assembly, loosen the two screws that clamp the coil support to 
the boom assembly.    Shift the coil support until the coils are centered in both magnet assemblies air 
gaps when the boom assembly is in the center of its travel, and the boom assembly can swing from 
stop to stop without binding.    Tighten both screws securely. 

NOTE 

When the coil assemblies are in the correct position and the boom assembly is at 
one of its stops, a clearance of approximately 1/64 inch exists between each coil 
and the magnet assembly.    Therefore, the adjustment of each coil position described 
in step d must be made with care so that each coil will have sufficient clearance at 
both ends of its travel. 

e. Tighten the adjusting nut at each end of the spring until the boom assembly floats near the center 
of its travel.    This adjustment must be made carefully, since there is only one spring tension at 
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which the  Sfisruometcr will operate properly. 

f.   Check that the tic rod at each end of the spring is centered between the collars. 

u.    Check that the four capscrews securing the period support assembly are slightly loose.    Check 
that the capsi rews securing the flexure pivot blocks to the boom assembly and to the hanger are 
slightly loose.    Check that the capscrews securing each flexure ribbon,  with the exception of those 
flexures of the boom support blocks,  are slightly loose. 

h.    Tighten all the capscrews enumerated in step g until they are snug. 

t.    Tighten all the capscrews enumerated in step g until they are tight,  working in a random pattern 
to avoid tightening any one flexure completely before tightening the others partially and to divide 
equally the load among the flexure ribbons. 

j.    Inspect the flexures to be sure that the flexure ribbons do not touch at the crossing point.    In- 
spect each flexure ribbon to be sure that it is free of nicks, bends, and creases. 

5-40.    ADJUSTMENT AND TEST AFTER REASSEMBLY. 

5-41.    After reassembling the Seismometer or any other time after adjusting the spring or flexures, 
perform the adjustments and tests described in the following steps: 

a. Loosen the stop screw until the mass position pointer reaches the top of its scale when the 
boom assembly is lifted. 

b. Check that the ooom assembly swings freely from bottom stop to stop screw without binding, 
sticking,  or friction. 

c. If the coil sticks in the magnet assembly, loosen the two screws that clamp the coil support to 
the boom assembly.    Shift the coil support until the coil is centered in the magnet assembly air gap 
when the boom assembly is in the center of its travel, and the boom assembly can swing from stop 
to stop without binding.    Tighten screws securely. 

NOTE 

When the coil assembly is in the correct position and the boom assembly is at one 
of its stops, there is a clearance of approximately 1/64 inch between the coil and 
the magnet asspmbly.    Therefore, the adjustment of the coil position described in 
step c must be made with care so that the coil will have sufficient clearance at 
both ends of its travel. 

d. Check that the tie rod at each end of the spring is centered between the collars. 

e     Inspect the flexures to be sure that the flexure ribbons do not touch at the crossing point. 
Inspect each flexure ribbon to be sure that it is free of nicks, bends, and creases. 

f. Perform the tests and adjustments described in paragraph 5-7. 

g. Adjust the setscrews in the bottom stop so that the stop screw can be adjusted against the drag 
and will stay wherever it is set. 

h.    When the Seismometer is in proper operating condition, prepare it for reshipment as described 
in paragraph Z-7. 
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CAUTION 

Chapter  5 
Paragraphs 5-42 to 5-48 

To avoid damaging the flexures, never move the Seismometer without first locking 
the boom assembly. 

5-42.    REPAIR OF MASS POSITION MONITOR ACCESSORY. 

5-43.    REPLACEMENT OF LAMP. 

5-44.    To replace the lamp located in the mass position monitor accessory lamp housing, proceed as 
follows: 

a. Remove the bayonet-base lamp from its socket by using a pair of tweezers and working through 
the aperture in the side of the lamp housing. 

b. When the lamp is free, hold the open lamp end of the housing downward and allow the lamp to 
slide out. 

c. If it is necessary to remove the lamp socket, use a pencil or similar object to push the socket 
and retaining ring out of ihe socket end of the housing.    Otherwise, install a new lamp using the 
tweezers as in step a.    Note that the lamp can only be installed in the socket when the socket is 
inside the housing. 

5-45.    REPLACEMENT OF PHOTORESISTORS. 

5-46.   If it becomes necessary to replace one photoresistor, both must be replaced with a matched 
pair.    To replace the photoresistors, proceed as follows: 

a. Remove the photoresistor bridge assembly from the oase by lifting it out of the mounting clip. 
Be careful not to damage the leads. 

b. Remove the cover surrounding the housing to gain access to the leads. 

c. Disconnect the leads and remove both photoresistors from the housing. 

d. Install two matched replacement photoresistors in the housing. The light-sensitive face of each 
photoresistor shall be flush with the front of the housing, and the bar on the face of each photoresistor 
shall line up with the bar on the other photoresistor.    Do not connect the photoresistor leads. 

e. Perform test No.  4 of table 5-5 to check that the photoresistors are correctly aligned. 

f. Solder the leads to the terminals in the housing.    Hold the lead with a pair of pliers while 
soldering, to conduct heat away from the photoresistor.    See figure 7-1 for connections. 

R.    Slide the sleeve back into place surrounding the housing and covering the connections. 

h.    Install the photoresistor bridge assembly on the frame by snapping it into the mounting clip. 
The bar on the face of each photoresistor shall be vertical. 

i Perform test No. 4 of table 5-5 to check that the photoresistors are operating correctly and that 
the aperture is adjusted correctly. 

5-47.    MAINTENANCE OF REMOTE CENTERING ACCESSORY. 

5-48.    Disassembly and reassembly of the remote centering accessory requires no special instruc- 
tions.    Refer to Chapter 6 for identification and location of parts     The remote centering accessory 

Ikl 
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shall not be lubricated. 

5 -4'j.    PRESSURE TEST.    Connect the sfismometer as shown in figure 5-9.    Secure latches on Seis- 
mumetcr.        Seal   ail    threaded connections with Permatex No.  2 or an equivalent sealant.    To test 

tin' pressure seal of the  Seismometer,   perform the following steps: 

a. Pump ^auge to 20 ounces per square inch and disconnect pump, 

b. Wait 1 hour for the temperature to stabilize.    If gauge drops below 14 ounces per square inch, 
add air tu 2 0 ounces per square inch again; if gauge rises above 20 ounces per square inch,  bleed off 
the excess. 

c. Head and record gauge reading (Gj),  barometer reading (Bj), and thermometer reading (Ti)at 
test location.    Repeat in 4 hours to obtain G2.  B2    and T2. 

NOTE 

Always tap the pressure gauge and barometer before taking a reading. 

d. Convert Bj and Bj from inches of mercury to ounces per square inch by multiply   ig by 7.86, 

e. Convert Tj and T2 from degrees Fahrenl.eit to degrees Rankins (0R) by adding 460. 

SEISMOMETER 

T 
PUMP 

VALVE CAP 
TANK VALVE 

BUSHING 

TEE 

NIPPLE 

PRESSURE GAUGE 

MERCURY THERMOMETER 

{    B V-ANEROID 
y^^/     BAROMETER 
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Figure 5-9.    Pressure Test Setup 
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f. Calculate the correction for change in barometric pressure by subtracting Bi from B2: 

B2 — Bj = pressure correction (in ounces per square inch) 

g. Calculate the correction for change in temperature by the following formula: 

Pi II — 1= temperature correction (in ounces per square inch) 

where P| • B| 4 0| 

NOTE 

The temperature and pressure corrections may be negative numbers, 

h.    Calculate the corrected final gauge pressure (G2C) by the following formula: 

CJ2C = CJ2 + (pressure correction) + (temperature correction) 

NOTE 

If either correction is a negative number, it must be subtracted from G2. 

i.   Compute the pressure drop ratio       "l 
G2c 

j.    Pressure drop ratio must not exceed 1. 65. 

k.    If the pressure drop ratio is greater than 1.65, check the fittings on the test setup; the latches 
for metal-to-metal seal between the base and the cover; and the connectors and glass window seals. 

1^9 
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Paragraphs 6-1 to 6-16 

CHAPTER 6 

ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN 

SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION TO ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN 

6-1.    GENERAL. 

6-2.    This illustrated parts breakdown lists and illustrates parts for the LONG PERIOD VERTICAL 
TRANSDUCER, Model 7505A.    This breakdown will be used for requisitioning,  stocking, issuing, 
identifying parts and for illustrating assembly and disassembly relationship. 

6-3.    Related publications:   None. 

6-4.    MAJOR SECTIONS. 

SECTION I Introduction 
SECTION II Numerical Index 
SECTION III Reference Designation Index 
SECTION IV Group Assembly Parts list 

6-5.    NUMERICAL INDEX. 

6-6.    The numerical index contains all parts that appear in the Group Assembly Parts List,  super- 
seded parts, parts that are riveted or welded, altered vendors' parts and commercial hardware to 
which no part number has been assigned. 

6-7.    PART NUMBER SEQUENCE. 

6-8.    Part numbers are listed in alpha-numerical order.    Commercial hardware parts are listed in 
sequence, considering the identifying noun as the part number. 

6-9.    STOCK NUMBERS. 

6-10.   Stock numbers are not included in this manual. 

6-11.    FIGURE AND INDEX NUMBER COLUMN. 

6-12.    Figure and index numbers in this column key part numbers to their location in the Group 
Assembly Parts List. 

6-13.   QUANTITY PER ARTICLE COLUMN. 

6-14.    The quantity shown in this column is the total quantity required per article. 

6-15.    REFERENCE DESIGNATION INDEX. 

6-16.    This section contains reference designations, indexed to the Group Assembly Parts List, 
figure and index numbers,  stock numbers, when available, and the part numbers of the reference 
designated parts.   All reference designations established for any electrical or electronic parts 
listed in the Group Assembly Parts List are included in thir, section. 

150 
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6-17.    GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST. 

6-18     The Group Assembly Parts List provdes the parts identification drawing and parts 1 st. 

o-19.    PART NUMBERING SYSTEM. 

6-20.    The manufacturer's part number consists of a group of letters and digits assigned chronolo- 
gically and has no particular sigmfica  ce. 

6-21.    ATACHING PARTS. 

6-22.    Attaching parts appear in the Group Assemb y Parts List following the item they attach.    The 
symbol **::'#«* indicates the end of attaching parts. 

6-23.    VENDORS' PARTS OR ASSEMBLIES. 

6-24.    Vendors' items are listed by the vendor part number.    T  e vendor's code is listed in the MFR 
CODE column.    See Vendors' Code List at the end of S ction I to determine vendor's name and address. 

6-25.    UNITS PER ASSY. 

6-2b.    The quantity listed in this column is the total quantity used at that location and ie not neces- 
sarily the total quantity used in the equipment. 

6-27.    USABLE ON CODE. 

h-28.    The Usable On Code column does not apply for this equipmen 

6-29.    The symbol *•* preceeding the Mfr Part Number designated reference to a footnote.    The 
footnote will be located at the end of the figure. 

6-30.    HOW TO USE THIS ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN. 

6-31.    HOW TO FIND THE PART NUMBER. 

a.    Locate the part and its index number on the illustra ion. 

b     Find the index number on the Group Assembly Parts List page to de ermine the part number or 
complete description. 

6-32,    HOW TO FIND THE ILLUSTRATION OF A PART IF THE PART NUMBER IS KNOWN, 

a. Refer to the numerical index (Section II) and find the pa t number. 

b. Turn to the Group Assembly Parts List (Sec ion IV) and ind the first figu e and index number 
indicated in the Numerical Index for that part. If his figure shows the part in a location other than 
the one desired,  refer the other figure num  ers lis ed in the Numerical Index. 

c. On the face of the illustration, find the index n mber d termined in step b. 

VENDORS' CODE LIST* 

Code Code 
Number Vendor's Name and Address Numbe Vendor s Name and Address 

Oli'il Dynamic Gear Co  , Inc 01528 Cal Ohm Laboraton  s, Inc. 
Amityville, Ne./ York r^ San    lego, Californ' 
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VENDORS' CODE LIST* (Cont'd) 

Code 
Number 

03797 

03911 

06008 

11503 

12139 

24455 

25140 

70331 

70903 

71041 

71279 

Code 
Vendor's Name and Address Number 

Eldema Corp. 72653 
El Monte, California 

Clairex Corp. 73734 
New York, New York 

New Departure Division 79566 
of General Motors Corp. 
Meriden, Connecticut 

Keystone Mfg Co. 79963 
Warren, Michigan 

Pic Design Corp. 81168 
Van Nuys, California 

General Electric Co., Lamp 85780 
Division of Consumer 
Products Group 
Nela Park (Cleveland), Ohio 88245 

Globe Industries Inc. 
Dayton, Ohio 89462 

Alpha Wire Corp. 
New York, New York 96188 

Beiden Mfg. Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 97197 

Boston Gear Works Division 
of Murray Co.  of Texas 98003 
Quincy,  Massachusetts 

Cambridge Thermionic Corp. 99515 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Vendor's Name and Address 

G.  C. Electronics Mfg. Co. 
Rockford, Illinois 

Federal Screw Products Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Whitney Blake Co. 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Zierick Mfg. Corp. 
New Rochelle, New York 

Linear, Inc. 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania 

Moyer,  W.  A. , and Sons 
Parkers Landing, Pennsylvania 

U. S. Engineering Co. 
Glendale, California 

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Precision Rubber Products, Corp. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Edmund Scientific Corp. 
Barrington, New Jersey 

Nielson Hardware Corp. 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Marshall Industries, Electron 
Products Division 
Pasadena, California 

«Geotechnical Corp. , Garland, Texas, as prime contractor is not listed 

?52 
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SECTION II 

NUMERICAL INDEX 

FIG. 
AND OTY 

INDEX PER 
^C PART NO. STOCK NO. NO. ART. 

A 1-2 5                                                                             b-3-2 1 2 
6-4-2 

Bl-1                                                                                      6-4-17 1 
Cl.oüi                                                                       6-5-6 2 
CS-ll                                                                       6-1- 2 

C53Ali7-l                                                              6-4-16 1 
Dä-750                                                                     6-1- 2 
D4-312                                                                      6-2-3 16 

..-2-9 
D4-375                                                                     6-3-28 8 

D5-500                                                                     '-J- 6 
6-3-31 

FB4h-3                                                                                 6-3- 2 
6-4-22 

HS179286-2SS                                                         6-1-6 20 

H310F                                                                       6-5-8 1 
LEVEL                                                                     6-1- 2 
\1C25U                                                                      6-1-9 3 
M.S3t    ,-4                                                                           6-1- 1 

MSJ057-J2                                                          fc-1- 2 

M,S31U2C1USL4P                                                            6-1-4 1 
MS3102C20-UP                                                             6-1-42 1 
.M.S310:C20-4.S                                                                 6-1-40 1 

.M.SiK)t.A10SI.4S                                                             6-1- 1 

M,S31Ü6A20-11S                                                               6-1- 1 
M.S31U6A2Ü-4P                                                                6-1- 1 
NUT                                                                                        6-3-13 9 

6-4-5 
PIN                                                                                  6-1-4.. 4 

PLUG                                                                              6-l-7 1 

PVC105-5                                                                 6-5-2 AR 

P,rC105-8                                                                6-1- AR 
6-5-1 AR 

pvr     5-io                                                 6-1- AR 
RCO      F153J                                                                     6-5-4 2 
RS77R2                                                                      6-4-2 1 2 

6-4-3 
SCREW                                                                                  6-1-31 190 

6-2-1 
6-3- 
6-4- 

SC-BH3314-2                                                                6-1-50 20 
SETSCREW                                                                   6-1- 12 

6-4-1 
WASHER                                                                    6-3- 2 
WIRE                                                                          6-1- AR 

i,-3- 
6-5- 

W2-205                                                                      6-4-17 1 
1K5742                                                                        6-5-U 1 
:U0(J2                                                                                       6-1-15 1 
||J003                                                                          6-1-16 1 
LJUÜ4                                                                                       6-1-26 1 
10005                                                                                       6-3-19 2 

6-4-12 
10008                                                                                       6-4-8 2 
11074                                                                                       6-1-38 1 
16075                                                                          6-3-32 1 
IU107                                                                                               6-3-H 2 
101 OB                                                                          6-3-5 1 

FIG. 
AND QTY 

INDEX PER 
%. PART NO. STOCK NO. NO. ART. 

10121                                                                             6-3-18        1 
10132                                                                              6-3-6          1 
10133                                                                              6-3-2           1 
10134                                                                              6-3-3          1 
10155                                                                             6-1-17        l 
10159                                                                              6-1-18        1 
10166                                                                             6-1-28        1 
10170                                                                        6-1-14      2 
10171                                                                              6-1-13        1 
10172                                                                         6-1-           2 
10207                                                                        6-1-           3 
10216                                                                              6-1-33        1 
10220                                                                        6-1-48       1 
10283                                                                        6-1-37      2 

6-3- 
10293                                                                         6-1-25       1 
10331                                                                        6-4-4         1 
10332                                                                         6-4-18       1 
10333                                                                         6-4-15       1 
10334                                                                              6-4-23        1 
10581                                                                         b-3-4        2 
10765                                                                         6-5-            1 
10766                                                                        6-S-            1 
10767                                                                        6-5-12       1 
10768                                                                         6-5-9          1 
10769                                                                         6-5-7          l 
10770                                                                        6-5-            1 
10771                                                                         6-5-15        1 
10772                                                                         6-5-14       1 
10775                                                                         6-5-3          1 
11-016                                                                      6-1-            1 
11-024                                                                      6-1-           2 
11013                                                                         6-3-           2 
11064                                                                         6-3-1         2 
1118-2                                                                       6-1-49       2 
116                                                                             6-3-            5 
12                                                                               6-5-10        1 
13296-1                                                                     6-3-30A     1 
13296-2                                                                     6.3-29A     1 
139                                                                             6-3-33       2 
1426                                                                           6-4-20       3 
15822                                                                         6-1-            3 
15823                                                                         6-1-            3 
15824                                                                        6-1-34       3 
15939-1                                                                     6-1-29       2 
15940                                                                         6-3-7         2 
15943-2                                                                     6-1-36       2 

6-3-22       2 
16373                                                                         6-1-2          1 
16374                                                                         6-1-3          1 
16375                                                                         6-1-1          1 
16434                                                                         6-1-8         1 
16435                                                                         6-1-10      2 
16436                                                                        6-1-11        1 
16437                                                                         6-1-            1 
16438                                                                         6-1-            1 
16535                                                                         6-1-27       1 
16572-2                                                                     6-1-52        1 
16696                                                                         6-1-43       2 
16735                                                                         6-1-3A       1 
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Reference Designation Index 

FIG. 
FG 
AND QTY 

AND QTY INDEX PER s/ 

DADT   Kin STOCK NO. 
INDEX 

NO. 
PER 
ART. 

S'c PART NO. STOCK NO. NO 
L
ARTI   c4 

'""••""          1               1 ' 
""■1                                                                                     6   J.41            1 

'"41                                                                           6.-24           1 «730-3                                                                         fc.   .,,          , 
16748                                                                                                   1 »"1                                                                             6.   .12          I 
l*W                                                                           6.j.10           5 "«                                                                             .,-2  6            I 
'"9Z                                                                           tj-9             1 "33                                                                             b.z   5            , 
16937-1                                                                      ^Lj.           4 "34                                                                             j 4.   ,           , 

lb892                                                                           6-1-24           1 ""B5                                                                                   6-2-2             Z« 
IMM                                                                      t.j.ll          I 9089                                                                             b.z.,, 
16937-2                                                                       J.^.                1 6-3-26 
16939                                                                           ,,^.3,           1 6-2-4            12 
"■9S0                                                                           j.,^,           , 9091-1                                                                         6.2.io 
l*M«                                                                           ,,.,.35           1 6-3-27 
16954-1                                                                       ^j.               1 6-1-22          2 
16954-2                                                                       b  ^                1 9093                                                                                   fc.,.2,          2 
16954-3                                                                       j.j.               2 9094                                                                             e.,.20         2 
17041                                                                           6.1.44           1 9095                                                                             b.3.j7         2 
17066-1                                                                       b.j.45           i 9096                                                                             b.j.j5         2 
17066-2                                                                            j   ■                   1 9098                                                                             „.s.u         2 

»'**»                                                                           6-1-30           1 91                                                                                 6-3-40          1 
9101                                                                             b.j.M          1 17800                                                                           t   ,                 AR 

l»"                                                                             6-5-5             * 9103                                                                             b.3.j8          1 

204'C                                                                          6-1-5            2 9108                                                                            fc.3.j,          1 

»I»*                                                                             6-4-6             1 9109                                                                            6.3.i7         2 
251-186HS250                                                          ••?                 3 9113                                                                             b.4.,0 

33-11°                                                                         6-3-23 6-3-30          1 
6-1-12           1 9U3-1                                                                        b.3.2,          1 

389-7184                                                                    ,   uf,           1 9143-2                                                                        t.4.,3          1 
•»950                                                                             .,.               1 9990                                                                            6.j.1$          1 
5115-37C                                                                                            ! 
"05A                                                                          ,.,.               1 

9994 

 .  
■ 

1 ilia 
""■—" 

B201 6-4-16 
C20I 6-4-19 
DS101 6-5-10 
E101 6-1-43 
E102 6-1-43 
J101 6-1-40 
J102 6-1-42 
J104 6-1-4 
LI 6-3-7 
1.2 6-3-8 
P101 6-1-40 
»-:o2 6-1-42 
PI 04 6-1-4 

SECTION III 

REFERENCE DESIGNATION INDEX 

REF 
DESIG- 
NATION 

FIG. 
AND 

INDEX 
NO. 

STOCK NO. 

PART NO. 

C53AU7-1 

16696 
16696 
MS3102C20-4S 
MSJ102C20-11P 
MS3102C10SL4P 
15940 
15940 
MS3106A20-4P 
MS3106A20-11S 
MS3106A10SL4S 

REF 
DESIG- 
NATION 

FIG. 
AND 

INDEX 
NO, 

Rl 6-1-9 
RI0I 6-5.4 
R102 6-5-4 
R2 6-1-9 
R3 6-1-9 
TB101 6-3-22 

TBI02 6-3-22 
TBI03 6-1-36 
TBI04 6-1-36 

TB105 6-3- 
TB106 6-1-37 

VI0I 6-5-6 

V102 6-5-6 
XDS301 6-S.li 

STOCK NO 

PART NO, 

MC250 
RC70GF153J 
RC70GF15 3J 
MC250 
MC250 
15943-2 
15943-2 
15941-2 
15943-2 
1028 3 
10283 
CL603 
CL60 3 
1K5742 

15h 
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SECTION IV 

GROUP ASSEMBLY FARTS LIST 

I 

F gure 6-1.    Long Pen d Vertical Se    mometer (Sheet 1 of 2) 

FIG.  h 
INDEX  NO. PART NUMBER DESC   IPX ON 

12    3   4     5 7 

MFB. 
CODE 

UN TS 
P   R 

ASSY 

USABL 
ON 

CODE 

f.-l- 

-I 

-i 
■i 

-3A 
-4 

-5 

505A 
16375 
17041 
16373 
16374 
16735 
MS3102C10S1.4P 

COML 

CO ML 
11-0  6 

2196 

VERTICAL SEISMOMETER.  Long Pe od                                 1 
.     COVER ASS       IN  ULATION 1 
.     .    COVER, Round Plug 2 
.      .    COVER, Squ  r    Plug 1 

COVER    INSULATION 1 
.     COVER AS  Y 1 
.     .    CONNECTOR    RECEPTACLE, 

ELECTRICAL 1 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.      .     SCREW    MACHINE,  Pan hd   4-40 
thd size b     1 /,      . ,  sst 4 

WASHER,  1.   CK,  bit tooth, no. 4,    at                        4 
SEAL, O-ring 8   168          1 

I   '   »i 
WINDOW 97 97 

tj-b 
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Group Assembly Partis List 

FIG. It 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER 

b-l.o 

■7 

-8 

DESCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6    7 

MFR 
CODE 

UNITS USABLE 
PER ON 

ASSY CODE 

HS 179286-253 

COML 
16437 
16  38 
16434 

COML 

COML 

MC250 

COML 
COML 

COML 

1853 
-10 16435 

COML 

COML 

-11 6436 
-12 389-7184 
-13 10171 

COML 

COML 
COML 

101 2 
D3-750 

•14 10170 
COML 

•15 10002 
16 10003 
17 10155 

18 10159 

9103 

20 9095 
21 9094 
22 9093 

COML 

-23 16892 156 

STRIKE, Sat 98003 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE    Pan hd, 4-40 
thd size by 1/4 in., ist 

*««   * 
PLUG   Pipe    1/4 NPTF. Sit 
INSULATOR,  Lower heater 
INSULATOR,  Upper heater 
HEATER ASSY 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE    Pan hd. 8-32 

thd s ze by 7/16   n  ,  ist 
WASHER    LOCK,  In   tooth, no    8   set 

RESISTOR    70 ohm, 25W,  i.% 01528 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

NUT,  PLAIN,  HEX, 4 40 thd lize 
WASHER,  LOCK, Shakeproof, no. 4 

■ ■ 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd. 4-40 

thd size by 5/ 16 in. , lit 

WIRE,  ELECTRICAL 70331 
STANDOFF   HEATER PLATE 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd. 6-32 

thd size by 5/  6 in. ,  sit 
WASHER.   LOCK   Shakep oof, no    6 

• st 
**•* .•» » 
PLATE    HEATER 

SEAL, O-Ring 96188 
LEVEL ASS 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE    Pan hd, 4-40 thd 
size by 5/16 in. ,  «st 

NUT    PLAIN    HEX, 2-56 thd size,    at 
SCREW,  MACHINE    Flat hd. 2-56 thd 

size by 5/8 in. .  as 
SPRING, Compression 
PIN   DOWEL 121'9 
HOUSING ASSY 

LEVEL    0.32 i in   da.   1 in   lg, 
2 PGMS grit      25-. 5 sec (May be 
purchased from 85(80) 

HOUSING 
BASE 

FLEXURE ASSY,  UPPER (See figure 
6-2 for breakdown) 

FLEXURE ASSY,  LOWER (See figure 
6-2 for breakdown) 

SPRING 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

NUT, ADJUSTING 
SPACER, ADJUSTING 
TIE ROD 
SCREW,  MACHINE,  Socket hd,  4-40 

thd size by 1/4 in. , sst 
COLLAR, Spring tie rod 
♦■:"<■*-• 

20 

40 

2 
2 

3 

6 

6 

6 

AR 
2 

4 

4 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

10 
4 
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1200-58 

FIG.  k 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

12    3    4    5    6 

MET. 
CODE 

UNITS 
PER 

ASSY 

USABLE 
ON 

CODE 

t.-l-24 

-2 5 

-2 b 

-n 

-28 

-29 

-30 

-31 

-32 

-33 

34 

■35 

-36 

STOP ASSY 
COLLAR 
SCREW STOP 
RING, External, circular ••!{- 
locking 

SCALE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE,  Fill hd,  0-80 
thd size by 1/8 in. ,  brat* 

****** 

APERTURE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, MACHINE. Binder hd, 4-40 
thd size by 1/2 in. ,  itt 

****** 

•9462 

b-M 

16938 
17469 
16939 
511S-37C 

10293 

COML 

10004 

COML 

16535 

COML 

10166 

COML 

15939-1 

COML 

17800 

COML 

lo741 

COML 

10216 

COML 

CS-11 
15824 
10207 
15822 
15823 
16954-1 

16954-2 

16954-3 

15943-2 
* £• 7       (ATTACHING PARTS) 

COML 13 ,     SCREW, MACHINE,  Fla''.id. 2-56 thd 
size by 5/8 in. ,  sat 

"Upp.-r magnet assembly include« 2 shunts,  magnet, part number, 13313-E 

2 

I 

BOCM ASSY (See figure 6-3 for 
bre&kdown) 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd, 6-32 thd ■it* 

by 1/2 in. , sat 
*♦*♦*♦ 
SPACER 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW, CAP, Socket hd, 4-40 thd •!■• 

by 1/2 in. ,  s^t 
****** 
MAGNET ASSY* 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW. CAP, Socket hd, 6-32 thd sis« 

by 1/2 in,,  sat 
**><■**« 

COVER, MAGNET 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd,  1/4-28 
thd aize by 1/2 in.,  sat 

****** 
PLATE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW. MACHINE,  Flat hd,  1/4-28 thd 
size by 5/8 in. .  sat 

****** 
STOP ASSY,  Bottom 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd,   1/4-28 thd 
size by  1/2 in. ,   sst 

«*##«* 
.     SETSCREW. No-mar,  8-32 thd siae          12139         2 
LEVELING SCREW ASSY 3 

SCREW,  LEVELING 3 
PLATE.   JAM 3 
PLATE, ADJUSTMENT 3 

GLASS INSULATOR ASSY,  Plane,  right 
front leveling screw 1 

GLASS INSULATOR ASSY. Hole left 
front leveling screw 1 

GLASS INSULATOR ASSY, Slot, rear 
It-veling screw 1 

TERMINAL BOARD ASSY 2 
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UC\B^ 

158 
Figure 6-1.     Lunj; Period Vertical Transducer (Sheet I of 2) 
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1200-faO 

FIG.  k 
INDEX NO PART NUMBER 

0-1-17 

■38 

i9 

-40 

-41 

-47 

102 B) 

COML 

J3-U0 

COML 
D5-5UO 
10074 

COML 

16950 
PVC-105-10 
COML 

MS3102C20-4S 

COML 

11-024 

16951 
PVC 105-8 
PVC105-10 
COML 

COML 

817» 
MS3102C20- 

COML 

11-024 

UP 

43 6696 
44 17066-1 
45 17066-2 

MS3106A20-4P 
MS3106A20-HS 
MS 3106A10SL4S 
MS 3057-12 
MS3057-4 
COML 

4t. D5-5Ü0 
COML 

8728-3 

COML 

DESCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6    7 

MFR. 
CODE 

UNITS 
PER 

ASSY 

-40 

TERMINAL BOARD 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, MACHINE,  P«n hd. 2-56 thd 
size by 5/16 in. ,   sst 

WASHER. NONMETALLIC,  Fiber 
****** 
PIN, DOWEL,  3/16diaby 1-3/4 in. 
PIN, DOWEL 
MASS POSITION MONITOR ACCESSORY 

(See (igure 6-5 for breakdown) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, MACHINE,  Binder hd. 8-32 
thd size by 3/8 in. , sit 

****** 
CABLE ASSY,  Frame 

TUBING. PLASTIC 
CABLE,  ELECTRICAL, 4-conductor, 

awg 20,  strd 7/28, 0.010 in. 
chrome vinyl ins, 200 V (May be 
purchased from 70903, part no. 8484) 

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, 
ELECTRICAL 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd, 4- 
thd size by  1/4 in. ,  sst 

SEAL,  O-ring 

CABLE ASSY,   FRAME 
.     TUBING,  PLASTIC 

TUBING,  PLASTIC 
WIRE, ELECTRICAL, Tinned copper, 

awg28,  strnd 7/36, 0.010 in. Poly- 
vinylchloride .ns, 600 V, temp rtng 
-550C, +105oC 

WIRE,  ELECTRICAL, Tinned copper, 
awg20,  sf.-nd 7/36,  0.010 in. Poly- 
vinylchloride ins, 600 V, temp rtng 
-550C. +105oC 

.     TERMINAL,  ELECTRICAL, Lug 

.     CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, 
ELECTRICAL 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE,  Pan hd, 4-40 

thd size by  1/4 in. . 
SEAL,  O-ring 
♦*♦**♦ 

BINDING POST ASSY 
WIRE, Copper circuit 
WIRE,  Copper circuit 
CONNECTOR, PLUG, 
CONNECTOR,  PLUG, 
CONNECTOR,  PLUG. 
CLAMP,  CABLE 
CLAMP.  CABLE 
PIN,  DOWEL,   3/16 in, . 
PIN,  DOWEL 
SCREW,  CAP,  Socket hd,  6-32 thd size 

by 5/8 in. ,   sst 
HANGER 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP,  Socket hd,   10-32 thd 

size by   1-1/2 in. ,   sst 

73734 

12139 

sst 

ELECTRICAL 
ELECTRICAL 
ELECTRICAL 

by 1-3/4 in. 

1 
70331     AR 

AR 

I 

4 
I 

70331     AR 
70331    AR 

AR 

AR 
72653     1 

1 

4 
1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
2 
1 
2 

12139    2 

2 
1 

USABLE 
ON 

CODE 

6-10 II;M 



1200-61 
Chapter 6 Section IV 

Group Assembly Parts List 

UNITS USABLE 
FIG. Ic 

INDEX NO. 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6    7 

MFR 
CODE 

PER 
ASSY 

ON 
CODE 

6-1-48 10220 .     ADJUSTOR ASSV 1 
-49 1118-2 .     WRENCH,  Leveling «crew 2 
-50 SC-B83314-2 

COML 

.     CATCH 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd, 4.40 thd 
size by 3/8 in. , sst 

****** 

98003 20 

40 

-51 4950 .     NAMEPLATE 1 
-5. 16572-2 FRAME 1 

6-2- 10155 

COML 

-2 9089 
-3 D4-312 
-4 9091-1 
-5 8734 
-6 8733 

10159 
-7 COML 

-8 9089 
-9 D4-312 
-10 9091-1 
-11 8731 
-12 8732 

♦♦All coml wire may be purchased from 70331 
or 70903.   Specify color when ordering 

FLEXURE ASSY, UPPER (See figure 
6-1 for next higher assembly) 

SCREW, CAP, Socket hd, 4-40 thd 
size by 7/ 16 in. , list 

CLAMP,   Flexure plate 
PIN, DOWEL 1213? 
RIBBON,  Flexure 

.     SUPPORT,  Upper 
YOKE,  Upper 

FLEXURE ASSY,  Lower 
.     SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd, 4-40 thd 

size by 7/16 in. , sst 
CLAMP,  Flexure plate 
PIN. DOWEL 12139 
RIBBON,  Flexure 
ANCHOR,  Lower 

.     YOKE,  Lower 

Ref 

16 
8 

Figure 6-2.    Flexure Assembly 

160 
6-11 
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l B i Figure 6-3.        Boom Assembly 
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C ha pier 6 Section IV 
Group Assembly Parts List 

FIG.  b 
INDEX NO. 

PART NUMBER DKSCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS USABLE 
MFR. PER ON 

CODE ASSY CODE 

6-3- 16535 

-1 11064 
-2 10133 

11013 

-3 10134 

11013 

-4 10581 
-5 10108 

COML 

COML 
6 10132 

7 15940 

COML 

COML 
COML 

8 10107 

15940 

COML 

COML 
COML 

10107 

9 16937-1 

COML 

10 16792 
116 

11 16937- 

COML 

116 

12 COML 

13 COML 
14 COML 

15 9994 
COML 

16 COML 

BOOM ASSY (SM figure 6-1 for next 
higher assembly) 

.     WEIGHT. TRIM 
MASS,  RH 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.      BOIT,  BRASS 
MM» 

.      MASS,  LH 

.      BOLT,  BRASS 

.      PIN,  DOWEL 

.     SUPPORT,  COIL 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW, MACHINE,  Pan hd.  6-32 thd 
size by 1/2 in. ,  brass 

WASHER,  LOCK,  Int tooth, no.  6, sat 
BLOCK, CLAMPING 

.     COIL ASSY,  Bottom 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW,  MACHINE,  Pan hd, 4-40 thd 
size by 5/16 in. ,  brass 

.     WASHER,  LOCK,  Int tooth, no. 4 sst 

.     SCREW,  MACHINE,  Flat hd. 2-56 thd 
size by 3/8 in. ,  brass 

.     SPACER,  Coil 
****** 
COIL ASSY,  Top 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW.  MACHINE.  Pan hd. 4-40 thd 

size by 5/16 in. ,  brass 
.      WASHER.  LOCK,   Int tooth, no.  4,  sst 
.     SCREW,  MACHINE,   Flat hd. 2-56 thd 

size by 3/8 in. ,   brass 
.     SPACER,  Coil 

****** 
CABLE ASSY,   Boom (Made from 70903 

part no.  8484 or 79566 part no.   161-1436) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW,  MACHINE.  Pan hd. 2-56 thd 
size by 3/16 in. ,   brass 

CLAMP,  CABLE 
.     CLAMP,  CABLE, 

CABLE ASSY,   Boom (Made from 70903 
part no.  8484 or 79566 part no.   161-1436) 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE,  Pan hd, 2-56 thd 

size by 3/16 in. ,  brass 
.     CLAMP,  CABLE 

***4** 

.     SCREW,  CAP.  Socket hd,  6-32 thd 
size by 5/8 in, ,  sst 

.      NUT,  PLAIN,   HEX,   1/4-28 thd size,  sst 

.     SETSCREW, Socket hd,  4-40 thd size 
by 1/4 in. ,   sst 

.      PLATE,  ADJUSTMENT 
NUT,   PLAIN,   HEX,   3/8-24 thd size, 

thick,  sst 
PLAIN,   HEX,   3/8-24 thd size,  sst 

Ref 

79963 

79913 

.ilii in. 
-TO«, PL. 

I** 6-13 
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Group Assembly Parts List 
1200-64 

FIG   lc 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6 

UNITS       USABLE 
MFR.     pER 0N 

CODE   ASSY CODE 

6-3 -17 
-18 
-19 
-20 

-21 
-22 

-23 

-24 

-25 

-26 

-39 

-40 
-41 

9113 
10121 
10005 
COML 

Al-25 
15943-2 

COML 

33-110 
10283 

COML 

16748 
FB46-3 
16749 
COML 

9089 

COML 

27 9091-1 
28 D4-375 
29 9-43-2 
29A 13296-2 
30 9143-1 
30A 13296-1 
31 D5-500 
32 10075 

COML 

33 139 
34 COML 

35 9098 
36 COML 

37 9096 
38 9108 

COML 

9109 

COML 

9101 
8730-3 

SPRING,  Re ainer 1 
WEIGHT 1 
ROD 1 
SETSCREW,  Socket hd, 4-40 thd size 

y 1/4 in.,  sst 1 
SHAFT 12139 1 
BOARD,  TERMINAL 2 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW    MACHINE,  Pan hd, 2-56 thd 

a ze by 5/8 in. ,  sst 4 
«;> «** 
WASHER,  FIBER 73734 2 
BOARD    TERMINAL 1 

ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd, 2-56 thd 

s ze by 3/8 in.,  sat 2 
♦»,*** 
SUPPORT,  PERIOD ASSY 1 

BEARING,  FLANGED 71041 1 
.     SUPPORT,  PERIOD 1 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd, 6-32 thd 

s ze by 1/2 in., sst 2 
CLAMP    FLEXURE PLATE 8 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd. 4-40 thd 

siz    by 3/8 in  ,  sst 16 
*•»>(> i1* 

RIBBON,   FLEXURE 4 
PIN,  DOWEL 12139 8 
PIVOT BLOCK.   Flexure, 1 
PIVOT BLOCK,   Flexure, 1 
PIVOT BLOCK,  Flexure, 1 
PIVOT BLOCK,  Flexure, 1 
PIN,  DOWEL 12139 2 
REMO   E CENTERING ACCESSORY 
(See figure 6-4 fur breakdown) 1 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd, 6-32 

size by 5/8 in.,  sst 4 

CLAMP,  CABLE 79963 2 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd,  10-32 thd 

size by 5/8 in. ,  sst 2 
PIVOT 2 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd,  10-32 thd 

size by 7/8 in.     sst 2 
STOP 2 
HINGE,  BOOM 1 

(ATTACH NG PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, Socket hd, 4-  0 thd 

size by 3/8 in   ,  ss 1 

HINGE,  BOOM 1 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  CAP, Sock t hd, 4-40 thd 
size by 3/8 in. ,  s  t 1 

BRACE 1 
BOOM 1 

6-14 
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Group Assembly Parts List 

Figure 6-4.    Remote Cen ering Accessory 

UNIT USABLE 
FIG. b PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MFR PER ON 

INDEX NO. 12    3    4    5    6    7 CODE ASSY CODE 

6-4- REMOTE CENTER NG ACCESSORY (See 
figure 6-    for next highe    assy) R^f 

-1 CO ML .     SETSCREW, Socket hd, 4 40 thd 
s ze by 1/8 m.     sst 1 

-2 Al-25 .     SHAFT 12139 1 
-3 RS77R2 BEARING,  Ball 06008 1 
-4 10331 

COML 

PLATE,  BEARING 
ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SC   EW,  MACHINE,  Binder hd   4-40 
hd size by 3/8 i     ,  sst 

1 

2 
-5 COML NUT    PLAIN,  HEX    1/4 28 thd size,  sst 1 
-6 251-186HS250 GEAR 01351 1 
-7 COML .     WASHER    9/32 I D. x 1/2 O.D. x 

1/16   n   thk, b ass 2 
-8   . 10008 WASH   R,  THRUST 2 
-9 COML NUT,  PLAIN,   HEX,  3/8-24 thd size 

by 3  3     n.  thk    sst 2 
-10 9113 S   RING   RE   AINER 1 
-11 9085 W   IGHT 1 
-12 0005 .     R   D 1 
-13 9990 P    ION AND SPUR GEAR ASSY 1 
-14 COML S   TS   REW, Sock t hd, 2-56 thd 

s    e    y      8 in      s. t 1 
-15 10333 ,,   ,     PIN ON GEAR    M tor 

lb4 
1 

6-15 
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1200-66 

FIG.   k 
INDEX NO. PAKT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

12     3     4     5     6    7 

MFR. 
CODE 

UNITS 
PER 

ASSY 

USABLE 
ON 

CODE 

-16 C53AU7-1 

COML 

-17 Bl-1 
-18 10332 

6-5 

COML 

-19 TYPE W2-205 
-20 142 6 
-2 1 RS77R2 
-22 FB46-3 
-23 10334 

- 10073 

-1 PVC 105-8 
-2 PVC105-5 

10765 
-3 10775 

MOTOR 25140 1 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE,  Binder hd, 4-40 
thd size by 5/8 in. ,  sst 2 

«««■Jo«* 

SPACER 12139 1 
.     SPACER 1 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW,  MACHINE Flat hd,  4-40 thd 

size by 5/8 in. ,  sst 2 
i)t >*«««* 

CAPACITOR, 2.0 Mfd. 200V 99515 1 
STANDOFF,  Insulated 88245 3 
BEARING,  Ball 06008 1 
BEARING,   FLANGE 71041 1 

.     BAR,  MOTOR SUPPORT 1 

MASS POSITION MONITOR ACCESSORY 
(See figure 6-1 for next higher assembly) Ref 

TUBING,  PLASTIC 70331 AR 
.     TUBING,  PLASTIC 70331 AR 
.     BRIDGE ASSY,  Photo resistor 1 
.     .     COVER 1 

Figure 6-5.     Mass Position Monitor 

-4 RC07GF153J 

-5 2041C 
.6 CL603 
-7 10769 

RESISTOR,  FIXED, COMPOSITION, 
15K,   1/4W, ±5% 2 

TERMINAL 71279           4 
PHOTO-RESISTOR 039 U           2 
HOUSING 1 

6-16 IBb 
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Group Assembly Parts List 

FIG. Ic 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

12    3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS USABLE 
MFR. PER ON 
CODE ASSY CODE 

••COML 

10766 
8 H310F 
9 10768 
10 12 
11 1K5742 
12 10767 

PVC105-8 
««COML 

10770 
13 91 
14 10772 
15 10771 

WIRE, ELECTRICAL, Tinned 
copper, «wg 26, strd 7/34 
0.010 Polyvinylchloride ins, 600V, 
temp rtng -550C, +105oC 

LAMP AND HOUSING ASSY 
PLUG, Hole 
RING 
BULB 
SOCKET 
HOUSING 
TUBING 
WIRE, ELECTRICAL, Tinned 

copper, «wg 26, strd 7/34, 
0.010 Polyvinylchloride ins, 600V, 
temp rtng -S50C, +105oC 

BASE ASSY 
.     CLIP 
.     SUPPORT 
.     PLATE 

AR 

72653 

24455 
03797 

70331 

11503 

AR 

AR 
1 
2 
1 
1 

♦♦All coml wire may be purchased from 70331 
or 70903.   Specify color when ordering. 

Ißfi 
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Chapter 7 

Paragraph 7-1 

CHAPTER 7 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

7*1.   INTRODUCTION.   Thi« chapter contain« the schematic diagram of the Seismometer. 

167 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

VARIABLE CAPACITANCE TRANSDUCER 

MODEL VCT-201DA 

Jt  General Description 

The VCT-201DA Transducer is designed for use with a Lone 
Period Seismometer when displacement meter operation is 
required. 

a) The VCT-201 Transducer 

The Sprengnether VCT-2vJl ia a displacement sensing capaci- 
tance transducer where the capacitive element is incor- 
porated into a variable discriminator circuit. 

In FIG 3 two LC resonant circuits are formed between the 
detector plates and the shunt inductances Lj and L2. 

The carrier voltage from the 1.5 mc crystal oscillator is 
loosely coupled to the detector circuit through the air 
transformer formed by the variable inductor pairs L3 and 
Lj-Lj. 

At equilibrium, the voltages generated in the circuits L^Cj 
and L2C2 are equal and the sum of the rectified output 
voltages developed across RjR? and RgRo is zero.  Displace- 
ment of the center detector plate shifts the circuit 
resonant peaks with respect to the carrier frequency. 

The voltages developed across the output resistors K^R^ 
RgRo become unbalanced and their difference is observed 
as signal.  Output stability of this circuit is dependent 
principally upon the oscillator frequency regulation. 
Consequently, system stabilities adequate for tidal obser- 
vations are readily obtained. 

b) VCT-20inA Transducer 

The VCT-201 discriminator output requires a minimum load 
resistance of 10 megohms. 

To make the transducer system compatible with standard 
recorder inputs, a buffer amplifier stage has been incor- 
porated into the VCT-201BA system.  Load resistance as 
low as 1000 ohms can be employed without signal distort! n 

,69 
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c)  Operation with a Vertical Seismoaeter: 

Displacefflent Response 
The VCT-201BA (LPV) combination functions as a displace- 
ment meter with stable output sensitivity of approximately 
1.0 volt/mm of ground motion. 

Gravity Response 
The VCT-201DA (LPV) also functions as a gravity meter with 
a response proportional to the square of the seismometer 
period. 

The Period-gravity response characteristic for gravity 
increments is given in PIG 5* 

The observed gravity response for constant period is given 
in PIG 6 for periods of 10, 20, 30 and 50 seconds. The 
principal limitation on gravity meter operation is the 
barometric and temperature response of the LPV Seismometer. 

To check gravity response load the boom at the center of 
mass using standard balance weights and observe deflection 
at scale. The sensitivity should be approximately 0.025 
mm/mg for a seismometer period of 30 seconds. 

To convert to equivalent gravity sensitivity, use the 
formula; 

4* s igJL 'J~/JW* 
Where 

m = mass of added weight in grams 
g = acceleration of gravity in cm/sec2 

M ■ seismic mass in grams 

d) (deration with a Long Period Horizontal Seismometer. 

The VCT-2010A Transducer is combined with the LPH Long 
Period Seismometer for displacement meter or tiltmeter 
operation. 

VCT-201DA Displacement Meter Operation: 
The VCT-201BA (LPH) combination functions as a displacement 
meter with a stable output sensitivity of about 1 volt/mm 
of boom motion. 

LPH Tilt Meter Operation: 
Prom the general theory of operation for the Long Period 
Horizontal Seismometer, the boom deflection resulting from 
a tilt (^) is given by: 
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where small deflections are assumed. 

b) 

c) 

& « deflection of boom 
if • tilt of base in radians 
2 ■ angle of inclination of mast 
% • acceleration of gravity 
^ ■ reduced pendulum length 

II.  Specifications: 

a)  Detector Plate Gap 

Plate Area 

1 2 mm nominal 

25*8 cm2 

Sensitivity 
Discriminator Output - 0*5 v/mm 

plate displacement 

- 2*5 v/mm referred to 
scale for S-S100 V & H 
Seismometers 

Duffer Output 

d)  Linear Range 

e) Operating 
Temperature Range 
Permissible 
Temperature Excursion 
about operating point 

f) Power Comsumption 
Required Regulation 

g) VCT-201D 
Power Supply 
Regulation 

h)  Mass of Center 
Plate Assembly 

i)  VCT-201BA Weight 

• 1 v/mm referred to 
scale for S-S100 V & II 
Seismometers 

• t 2 mm plate displacement 

*■ 1 10 mm referred to scale 
for S-S100 V & H Seismometers 

0oc to +50oc (-20oc to +S0oc 
• with Special Amplifiers) 

- t S0c 

• 1 12 VDC, 0.5 watts, 20 ma quiescent 
■ 0.005£ line and load 

■ 110V, 60 Hz input 
1 12 VDC, 60 ma output 

» 0.005£ line and load 

60 gm 

2 lbs. 

1 7j[ 
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III.  Installation 

The seismometer and the discriminator/amplifier unit 
form a matched set. 

The complete system has been assembled at the factory 
and tuned for optimum performance. If a proper field 
installation has been carried out, only minor adjust- 
ments will be required. 

Connections: 

The capacitance plates are shipped assembled on the 
seismometer. 

The end plate assembly is mounted on the seismometer 
base. The center plate is an integral part of the 
boom and is connected electrically to the seismometer 
frame (ground). 

Unpack the discriminator unit and set it on the pier 
adjacent to the seismometer. 

Electrical connections are made through corresponding 
terminals on the boom and seismometer base. Coaxial 
leads connect to the discriminator unit. The seis- 
mometer base and the discriminator unit should be con- 
nected to a common ground located adjacent to the pier. 
Proper grounding insures negligible signal effects due 
to stray capacitance, displacement of leads, etc. 

Connect power supply to discriminator unit terminal 
block OBSERVING CORRECT POLARITY (See FIG 1) 

Power required is t 12 volts DC, 
load and temperature regulation. 

30 ma; 0,00556 line. 

Connect output to suitable recorder. Buffered output 
will accept loads down to 1000 ohms without appreciable 
distortion. 

Preliminary Checkout 

Activate the system and run a preliminary calibration 
by observing output voltage while moving the seismometer 
boom from stop-to-stop in one mm increments. The result 
should approximate Curve IV in FIG 4* 

If the response is linear and the mechanical and elec- 
tronic zero points coincide to a few tenths of a milli- 
meter, the system is ready to operate. In this case, 
the complete tuning and adjustment procedure that follows 
can be omitted. 

12 
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If the output voltage is low or fails to pass through 
zero as the boom is moved from stop-to-stop, the dis- 
criminator is detuned. Tuning procedures are given in 
Paragraph (d). 

If output is obtained but fails to approximate the 
curves shown in FIG 3> one or more of four control 
adjustments will be required.  Typical signal output 
diviations and the necessary corrective adjustments 
are outlined in FIG 9* 

1. 

3. 

4. 

Failure to achieve linearity (FIG 9-A). 
Resonance peaks fall within the operating 
range.  Paragraph (e) describes the adjust- 
ment for maximum linearity. 

(FIG 9-B) Horizontal displacement of the 
electronic zero with respect to mechanical 
zero. The procedure for adjusting the 
discriminator zero point is given in 
Paragraph (g). 

(FIG 9-C) Displacement of the output charac- 
teristic along the voltage axis. See Paragraph 
(h). 

(FIG 9-0) Deviation of amplifier gain. 
Paragraph (i). 

See 

If more than one of the output deviations described 
above occurs, apply thg Foquirgd adiuatiBcnt prflciBriurfis 
in the order given 1 through i. This is necessary 
because operations 1 and 2 control the position of 
the dual discriminator characteristic with respect to 
true boom position, while J and 4 regulate the elec- 
tronic voltage zero only. Adjustments 3 and 4 cannot 
be made until the detector response characteristic has 
been established. 

Tuning the Discriminator Input 

Equipment required; 
voltage detector. 

VTVM or equivalent high impedance 

Loosen the 4 top panel screws on the electronic unit 
and lift the assembly from the box. 

Identify the components according to FIG 2.  The center 
inductor (Lj) is the primary of the air transformer. 
Connect the VTVM between either point A or point C 
(FIG 2) and the common output (use a miniture alligator 
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clip to connect to the diode on the P.C. Board).  Lock 

d) 

the seismometer boom at center zero, 
inductor) for maximum voltage. 

Tuning the Discriminator 

Adjust L3 (center 

Unclamp the seismometer boom. Check position of detector 
plates for proper centering. They should not come into 
mutual contact at extreme boom positions. 

If the plates are not properly centered, loosen clamp 
screws securing the outer plates (C2 & Cj) to the 
seismometer frame.  Insert a 0.020 inch t0.5 MM) spacer 
into the lower gap.  (Right hand gap for LPH).  Lock the 
boom at extreme lower (right) position and align lower 
plate (C3) against spacer.  Tighten clamp screws. 

Clamp boom against upper stop and repeat operation for 
C2.  (Left hand stop for LPH). 

Identify the three plate connectors with the associated 
inductor controls and connect as follows: 

Left hand connector #1 to upper (left for LPH) 
plate (C2) and #1 inductor (L^) (Point A). 
Center connector (#2)to center plate (C), 
Right hand connector (#3) to lower (right) 
plate (C3) and the L2 inductor (Point C). 

Connect the VTVM across A & B shown in FIG 1 with B 
positive, (i.e. between the wh±«e output lead and tuning 
Point "A" on the P.C. Board).  Move the center plate 
towards C* by holding the boom against lower (right) 
stop.  This will give a maximum gep in the circuit being 
monitored.  Adjust Li for maximum positive voltage. Note 
that B is always positive with respect to A and C. 

A value of 30-40 volts DC should be obtained. 

Move center plate to a position adjacent to C2 by 
holding boom against the upper (left) stop. 

Transfer the negative VTVM probe from A to C and adjust 
L2 for maximum voltage. 

Check adjustment of L3 for maximum voltage. 

Repeat procedure with boom at upper (left) and lower 
(right) stops to obtain optimum tuning. 

The discriminator circuit resonances will now be found 
at the extreme positions of the seismometer boom. 
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e) Adjustment for Maximum Linearity 

Due to the angular deflection of the capacitance detector 
plates, the linear response range will be limited to 
about t 4 mm boom displacement. To extend the range of 
linear response, it is necessary to increase the resonance 
peak separation.  Turn the L^ and 1*2 controls clockwise 
(increasing inductance) by about 1/4 turn.  Response 
should now be linear over the entire stop-to-stop range. 

f) Calibration of discriminator output 

Connect the VTVM between A & C (PIGS 1 & 2).  Move the 
boom in one millimeter intervals, taking readings on the 
VTVM.  The results should appear as in PIG 4, Curve III. 

g) Zeroing the Discriminator Output 

Occasionally the electronic and mechanical zero points 
do not coincide.  (See PIG 9-D).  To effect coincidence, 
translate the discriminator resonance along the frequency 
axis*  To correct a negative zero voltage, move to the 
right by increasing L^ and decreasing Lj by equal amounts. 
To eliminate a positive zero voltage, reverse this pro- 
cedure . 

h)    Output adjustment 

Clamp the boom at center zero.  Observe the signal output 
of the VCT-201BA on a recorder or the VTVM.  If a zero 
shift is indicated (PIG 9-C), zero the output by adjusting 
the trim potentiometer (R15 PIG 2)  mounted on the P.C. 
Board. 

i)    Gain 

After zeroing, observe the maximum voltage output with 
the boom positioned at each extreme.  The amplified 
voltage output is inverted.  The output may be above 
or below the 1 V/mm specified for this equipment 
(PIG 9-D). To obtain the required t voltage output, 
set the "Scale Adj.** potentiometer (RJA PIG 2) until 
maxima of t 10 volts are obtained. 

Return unit to case and calibrate output at one milli- 
meter intervals referred to scale. 

11 q 
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VCT-210 
Addendum to Paragraph H 

For Example: 

With boom -et to Left and Right maximum deflection, outpute 

of 8 and 9 volts reapectively are observed. Adjust R15 

with boom at Left until 8.5 volts is obtained. Move boom 

to Right.  If setting is correct, an equal value of 8.5 

volts will be observed. 

1 ,!..: 
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W.F.   SPREN6HBTHBR IMSTRUNBMT COMPAMT,   INC. 
VCT-201BA CAPACITAMCE TRAMSDVCBR 

PARTS LIST 

Circuit Reference 
Designation Deecriotion Mennfacturer 

Al, A2, A3 

Cl 

c2 f  C5 
C3 , C6 

C4 » C7 
CRi , CR2 

Li, L2, L3 

R! , R9 

R2 , R8 

R3. R5, R6 

RlO 

Rll » Rl2 

R4 
R7 

R13 

R14 

MS 

TBi 

Pi 
Jl 

P2» p3. p4 
Jgi J3. J4 

J6 
Case 

Cover 

Operational Amplifier, Type UA741C 

Capacitor, ISOpf, ± 10%,  IKVDC 

Capacitor, .047 mtd t 10%, 100  WVDC 

Capacitor, .001 afd t 10*, IKVDC 
Capacitor, .01 mfd t 10*, 200 WVDC 
Diode, IN4148 

Inductor, Variable, 61-122 uHjr, #2060-7 

Resistor, Metal Film, T4W, 511K ± 1% 

Resistor, Metal Film, T4W, 24.9K * 1* 

Resistor, Metal Film, T4W, 10K ± 1* 

Resistor, Metal Fila, T4W, 24.9K ± 1* 

Resistor, Metal Fila, T4W, 10K ± 1* 

Resistor, Metal Fila, T4W, 4.64K * 1* 

Junper Wire (0 Ohns) 

Open (Infinite Resistance) 

Helipot, Single Turn, 3/4W, 5K ± 10* 

Helipot, Single Turn, 3/4W, 10K 1 10* 

Terminal Block 3-140-T 

Cable Plug 91-MC3M 

Receptacle 91-PC3F 

Coaxial Plug 309-2225/309-2275 

Coaxial Receptacle 309-2175/309-2275 

P.C. Receptacle 006022-022-940-002 

MT11281-063-300 

MT21281-063-010 1 w / 

Fairchild 

Sprague 

Sprague 

Sprague 

Sprague 

G.E. 

Cambion 

Coming 

Coming 

Coming 

Coming 

Coming 

Coming 

WFS 

N/A 

Beclunan 

Bookman 

Cinch-Jones 

Amphenol 

Amphenol 

Amphenol 

Amphenol 

Elco 

Mborlee 

Moorlee 
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INTRODUCTION 

This publication contains technical instructions for Long Period Horizontal Seismometer,  Model 8700C, 
a highly sensitive electromechanical device which converts horizontal motion into electrical signals. 
The publication consists of seven chapters bound in one volume.    Chapter 1 contains general informa- 
tion and leading particulars; the installation phase is covered in Chapter 2; Chapter 3 is not applicable, 
since the seismometer requires no attention during operation; principles of operation are described in 
Chapter 4; Chapter 5 provides instructions for maintenance and overhaul; Chapter 6 is the illustrated 
parts breakdown; Chapter 7 contains complete circuit diagrams for the unit. 

The following publications govern the use of abbreviations,  symbols, and reference designations in 
this publication: 

Abbreviations for Use on Drawings and in Technical-Type Publications 
Electrical and Electronic Symbols 
Electrical and Electronic Reference Designations 
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Figure 1-1.    Long-Period Horizontal Seismometer,  Model 8700C 
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ChAbter 1 

F.ir.inr.ijjlis 1-1  to 1-4 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

l-I.    DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. 

1-2,    Long   Period Horizontal Seismometer,   Model 8700C,   is a highly sensitive electromechanical 
moving-coil device that converts horizontal motion into electrical signals.   The seismometer has a 
natural period that is adjustable from 1 ". to 30 seconds.   When the cover is properly secured,   the 
seismometer is watertight and will operate under adverse environmental conditions.    The seismometer 
is shown in figure 1-1. 

1-3.    INFORMATION AND REFERENCE TABLES. 

1-4,    Tables 1-1 through 1-4 contain information which will be helpful in the operation and main- 
tenance of the seismometer. 

Table 1-1.    Leading Particulars 

A-c power 

D-c power 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Storage and shipping 
conditions 

150 ma,  4,0 v,  60 cps (for Mass Position Monitor) 
350 ma,   115 v,  60 cps (for Remote Centering Accessory) 

22, 5 v,   1, 5 ma (for Mass Position Monitor) 
24 v,   115 ma (for seismometer heater) 
24 v,   11.5 amp   maximum (for Thermal Jacket Heater) 

12 x 15-1/2 x 24 inches 

115 pounds net 

Mass sections must be removed from suspension 
arm and suspension system must be locked 

Table 1-2.    Capabilities and Limitations 

Natural period 

Weight of inertial mass 

Seismometer: 

Type 
Damping 
Maximum flux density 

Coils: 

Signal Coil: 

Number 
Effective generator 
constant   

10 to 30 seconds,  adjustable 

1 C kilograms 

Moving coil (velocity) 
Electromagnetic 
1750 ±100 gauss 

105 volt-sec/m (each coil) 

203 i-i 
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Table 1-2.    Capabilities and Limitations (Cont'd) 

Signal Coil, continued: 

Resistance 
Turns 
Wire size 
Length of wire 
Inductance 

Calibration Coil: 

Number 
Resistance 
Turns 
Wire size 
Effective motor 

constant 

Critical damping re- 
sistance 

Mass Travel 

565 ohms ilO ohms at 250C (770F) each coil 
3260 each coil 
No.  36 AWG 
1324 feet 
Negligible 

0.2 ohms ±0. 05 ohms (each coil) at 250C (770F) 
1 
No. 36 AWG 
0.032 ±0.002    newtons/amp 

80 times the natural period in ohms ±10% 

3 degrees stop-to-stop 

Thermal JVcket (Accessory which houses seismometer) 

Inputs 

Power required 

Air leak rate 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Pressure 

Humidity 

Mass Position Monitor (acces- 
sory mounted on seismometer) 

Outputs 

Power required 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Remote Centering Motor (Acces 
sory mounted on seismometer) 

Motor Type 

Number of poles 

Power required 

Speed 

5 (to seismometer) 
1 (to Thermal Jacket heater) 

1. 5 amp at 24 vdc (max) 

8 hr time constant from 1-1/2 psig differential 

36 in. high x 43 in. diameter 

280 lbs, approx. 

Insensitive to normal atmospheric variations 

0 to 95% 

Zero to ±1.5 vdc (max.) 

1. 5 ma at 22. 5 vdc 
150 ma at 4 vac 

1-1/4 x 3-1/4 x 1-3/4 inches 

0.25 lb 

Synchronous,  single-phase, bidirectional 

6 

350 ma at 115 vac,  60 cps 

0. 7 rpm 

1-2 
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Table  1-3.    Equipment Supplied 

Chapter 1 

NAME QUANTITY DESCRIHTION AND PURPOSE 

honn Period Horizontal seismometer, 
Model 8700C 

Mass Position Monitor Model 10074* 

Remote Centering Accessory 
Model  10076* 

Connector,   P101,   MS3106A-20.4P 

Connector,   P102,   MS3106A-20. US 

Moving-coil seisnvjmotiT to convert 
horizontal motion into electrical signals 

A remotely monitored photoelectric device 
to provide electrical indication of mass 
position 

Motor-driven leveling device to provide for 
remote adjustment of inertial  mass position 

4-contact connector to connect external 
cable to one of the Transducer coils 

13-contact connector to connect external 
cable to one of the Transducer coils and 
the seismometer accessories 

Connector,   P104,   MS3106A. 10SL.4S 1 

Cable Clamp MS3057.12 2 

Cable Clamp MS3057-4 1 

Glass Insulation Assemblies, 1 each 
16954-1.   -2,  and -3 

Calibration kit,   10391 1 

Wrench.   1118-2 2 

Desiccator Breather Assembly, 1 
17025* 

Insulation Cover Kit,   P/N 16375 1 

Plug,   Pipe.   1/4 in.   PPTF 1 

Thermal Jacket,   Model 14414* 1 

Shipping Crate 1 

2-contact connector to connect external 
cable to heater 

Placed under leveling screws to provide 
insulation 

Used to manually calibrate the seismometer 

Used to adjust and lock leveling screws 

Used to dehumidify air entering the 
seismometer 

Used as insulation to minimize the effects 
of temperature changes 

Pressure relief fitting used during shipment 

Houses and isolates the seismometer from 
pressure and temperature changes 

Special carton for shipping seismometer 

*Not furnished.    Available as optional accessory. 
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Chapter 1 
Paragraph 1 «4 (Cont'd) 

1300-10 

Table 1 -4.    Equipment Required but not Supplied 

QUANTITY EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 

Micro volt meter 

Wheatstone Bridge 

Power Supply 

1 pkg Graph paper 

1 pint Cleaner,  soldering 

Amplifier 

Recorder 

D-C Ammeter 

Variable Resistor 

Decade Resistor 

Voltage Divider 

Battery 

Electric Timer 

Resistor 

Stop Watch 

1 pint Flux,  soldering 

1 spool Solder,  thermal 
free (2 ft.) 

1-4 

Phototube Amplifier 

206 

Hewlett-Packard 425A or 
equivalent 

Leeds & Northrup 5300 Type S 
or equivalent 

Hewlett-Packard,  Model 72 IA 
(or equivalent) 

10 x 10 divisions/inch (linear), any 
manufacture 

Kester Thinner,  Formula 101, 
or equivalent 

Geotech Helicorder Amplifier 
Model 4983 or equivalent 

Geotech Helicorder 
Model 2484-1 or equivalent 

Triplett 630A or equivalent 
(O-la) 

500 ohms,  2 watt, any 
manufacturer 

General Radio 1432-N or 
equivalent 

General Radio 1454-A or 
equivalent (10 K) 

Burgess TW-2 or equivalent 

Standard,  Model S-l 

100 ohms,     10 watt 

Type A-8 

Kester Formula 135 or equivalent 
(pure resin in alcohol) 

Leeds ti Northrup 107-1-0-1 
or equivalent 

Geotech Model 4300 (with 3 cps 
galvanometer no. 4100-213 and 
resistive filter) 
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Paragraphs 2-1 to 2-3 

CHAPTER 2 

INSTALLATION 

2-1.    INTRODUCTION.    This chapter provides the information necessary to install the seismometer 
and to prepare it for operation, 

2-2.    LOGISTICS. 

2-3.    UNPACKING.    The seismometer is shipped in a specially designed plywood shipping crate (see 
table 2-1).    The Remote Centering Accessory, Desiccator-Breather Assembly, connectors,  Glass 
Insulator Assemblies,  wrenches. Insulation Cover Kit,  and Thermal Jacket are shipped in separate 
cartons.    To unpack the equipment,  proceed as follows: 

a. Check packages against table  1-3.    Report any missing or damaged packages immediately to 
the supplying agency. 

b. Place the shipping crate containing the seismometer near selected location. 

c. Remove the cover of the crate after removing the fourteen retaining bolts. 

d. Remove the tape from the waterproof paper and fold the paper. 

e. Carefully lift the seismometer out of the crate. 

f. If the seismometer appears damaged,  send it to the depot for repair. 

NOTE 

Retain the shipping crate and all the associated packing materials for use in 
reshipment. 

g. Unpack accessories and examine them for damage.    If the Remote Centering Accessory appears 
to be damaged, determine the extent of the damage; and if necessary,  send it to the depot for repair. 
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Cnaptor I 
Paragraphs 2-4 to <J-6 

lablu 2-1.    Shipping and Rocoiving Information* 

CASE NO.       DIMENSIONS (INCHES) CONTENTS VOLUME (CU FT) WEIGHT (LBS) 

1 17-1/4x28-3/4x20        Long  Period Horizontal b 170 
Seismometer,  Model 8700C 

Accessories 0.7 1° 

Thermal Jacket 70 435 

2 12 x 10 x 10 

3 52 x 52 x 45 

4 30 x 30 x 32 

5 14 x 14 K 8 

0. 7 

70 

18. 8 

0 9 

Jacket installation materials 18.8 115 

Jacket installation hardware 0« 9 22 

6 28 s  14-1/4 \ 5, Insulation Cover Kit 1. 15 3 
:':A11 dimensiona 1  weights and volumes are approximate values 

:-'.    MATERIAL HANDLING.    The seismometer can be transported in a light-d Uy truck.    Two men 
can handle the unit v/ithout special handling equipment.    The arm shall be secured as described in 
paragraph 5-1J while the seismometer is being moved or shipped.    The seismometer shall be 
shipped in the specially designed shipping crate.    No other special handling precautions are 
necessary beyonc. ordinary care to avoid excessive shock,  vibration,  or temperature extremes. 

2-5.    INSTALLATION PROCEDURES. 

2-6.    To install the seismometer in the selected location,  proceed as follows: 

a. Insure that Thermal Jacket Model 14414 has been installed in accordance with TI 2W-1-1. 

b. Remove right leveling screw (viewed from the window end) from base of seismometer.    Retain 
leveling screw for use when reshipping seismometer. 

c. Attach Remote Centering Accessory to base of seismometer as shown in figure 2-1.    Secure 
accessory to base by installing hex screw (supplied) into hole previously occupied by leveling screw. 

d. Apply 115 volts a-c between pins A and C of connector P103 on Remote Centering Accessory. 
The accessory shall lower the right side of the  seismometer.    Apply II5-volt8 a-c between pins B and 
C of P1Ü3.    The accessory shall raise the right side of the seismometer.    Apply 115 volts a-c between 
pins A and C to bring the accessory back to the center of its range. 

e. Place glass insulator assemblies,  part no.   16954-1,   -2,  and -3 on the Thermal Jacket floor 
as shown in figure 2-2. 

f. Place   seismometer on glass insulator assemblies,  taking care to set leveling screws in insula- 
tor cutouts. 

g. Brush all loose insulation,  dust,  and dirt off seismometer cover.    Open latches and remove 
cover.    Be careful not to strike internal parts with cover. 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt,  dust,  or moisture to fall into seismometer when cover is off.    The 
presence of foreign material inside the case may affect operation of the  seismometer, 

h.    Measure the  resistance of the coils as described in paragraph 5-12. 
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f.r   , r .('• i-6 (Conl'd) 

REMOTE CENTERING ACCESSORY 

LATCHES 

SEISMOMETER 

ORlXG (GROOVE) 

Figure 2-1.   Inttallalton of Rcmotf Ci-ntcrin|i Acccttory 

•II <)/l». 

ALIGN SLOT IN INSULATOR    A' 
WITH HOLE IN INSULATOR    B' 
AS SHOWN 

rigON 2-2.    Glass Insulator Assi-mb'.y Setup 
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Chapter 2 
Paragraph Z-L (Cont'd) 

i.     Using the wrenches,   part no.   1118-2,   manually adjust the left leveling screw (viewed from the 
window end) so that the bubble in the vial is centered between the etchings. 

NOTE 

Be certain that the Remote Centering Accessory is approximately in the center of its 
range (extended 3/16").    If not,   repeat step   d. 

j.     Unlock the suspension arm by removing 6,   7,   8,   & 9 and set the stops (3,   figure 5-1) so that the 
pointer will swing over the entire width (±10mm) of the scale. 

k.    Check that the suspension arm swings freely from stop to stop without binding or sticking. 

1.       If the coils stick in either of the magnet assembly air gaps,   slightly loosen screws which hold 
the corresponding magnetic assembly support to base.    Shift magnet assembly until suspension arm 
swings freely from stop to stop without sticking.    Tighten screws which hold magnetic assembly 
securely.     With the suspension arm at the center of its travel (pointer on scale zero),  the coils 
shall be centered in the air gaps of the magnet assemblies. 

NOTE 

When the magnet assembly is in the correct position and t.ie suspension arm is at one 
of its stops,  there is a clearance of approximately 1/64 inch between the coil and the 
magnet.    Therefore,   the adjustment of the magnet assembh   position described in 
step m shall be made with care so that the coil will have sutficient clearance at both 
extremes of its travel. 

m. Observe that the black bar on front of each photoresistor in the Mass Position Monitor Acces- 
sory is parallel to base. 

n.    Lock the suspension arm so that the pointer is on scale zero and set up the equipment as shown 
in figure 5-5.    If the microammeter does not read 0,  perform test number 3 as described in table 5-4. 

o.    Repeat step j.    Tighten the locking screws (2,  figure 5-1). 

p.     Make certain that the O-ring seal is in its groove and replace the seismometer cover.    Secure 
the latches. 

q.    Assemble the Desiccator Breather Assembly as shown in figure 6-2. 

r.     Using the mounting hardware supplied,  mount the Desiccator Breather Assembly to the bracket 
on the inside of the Thermal Jacket.    Remove the shipping plug from the seismometer cover (opposite 
side from window) and insert the male union fitting into this hole.    Connect tubing to the fitting.   Save 
the shipping plug for future use. 

s.    Allow seismometer to reach temperature of its surroundings.    This may require as long as  12 
hours. 

t.     Raise the rear of the seismometer by placing a 1/2-inch thick block beneath the rear leveling 
screw. 

u.     Connect a jumper wire across binding posts E101 and E102. 

v.     Observe the pointer through the window on the seismometer cover.    If the pointer is more than 
i 5mm from center scale,  either the pointer is bent or the flexure assemblies are out of alignment 
(see chapter 5 for adjusting flexures).     If the pointer is within this tolerance, proceed as follows: 
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Paragraphs 2-7 to 2-8 

w.    Using the wrenches,  part no.   1118-^,   manually adjust the left Sovt.-lins screw (viewed from the 
window end) so that the pointer is as close as possible to scale zero      Lock the leveling screws by 
tightening the knurled jam nuts,   being careful not to disturb adjustment. 

x.     Make final critical adjustment for pointer to be at scale zero by connecting  115 v a-c to the 
Remote Centering Accessory.    Connecting 115 v a-c between pins A and C of connector PI03 causes 
the pointer to move to the right; between pins B and C causes the pointer to move to the left. 

NOTE 

The Remote Centering Accessary should be approximately in the cenU-r of its 
range.    If not,   repeat step d,  d,  w,  and x. 

y.    Remove the jumper wires previously installed in step v,   and connect signal leads to binding 
posts E101 and E102. 

z.      Connect Remote Centering Accessory to seismometer by inserting connector plug PlOi into 
connector receptacle J103.    Tighten coupling ring securely to assure a watertight installation. 

aa.     Remove the 1/2-inch block beneath the rear leveling screw. 

bb.     Perform tests and adjustments described in paragraph 5-ii to assure that the seismometer is 
in good operating condition. 

cc.    Connect external cable to connector receptacle J101 by inserting connector plug PI 01. 
Tighten coupling nut securely to assure a watertight installation. 

dd.    Connect external cable to connector receptacle J102 by inserting connector plug P102. 
Tighten coupling nut.to assure a watertight connection. 

ee.     Place expanded polystyrene insulation cover over seismometer. 

ff.    Connect heater external cable to connector receptacle J104 by inserting connector plug P104. 
Tighten coupling nut to assure a watertight connection. 

2-7.    PREPARATION FOR RESHIPMENT. 

2i8.    DISCONNECTING AND LOCKING.    If it is necessary to reship the seismometer,  proceed as 
follows before repacking: 

a. Remove connector plugs P101 through P104 from respective connector receptacles  J101 through 
J104.    Remove external cables from binding posts E101 and E102. 

b. Remove insulation cover from seismometer if it is in place.    Retain insulation cover for use in 
repacking. 

c. Remove and completely disassemble the Desiccator Breather Assembly,   and insert the ship- 
ping plug in the hole previously occupied by the male union fitting.    Refer to figure b-2. 

NOTE 

It is important that the original shipping plug be used.    This is a special vented plug 
to prevent excessive internal pressure build-up during high altitude air shipment. 

d. Brush all loose insulation,  dust,  and dirt off cover.    Wipe off any moisture.    Open latches and 
remove cover from seismometer.    Be careful that cover does not strike any internal parts. 
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Chapter t 
Paragraph i-9 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt,  dust,  or moisture to fall into seismometer when cover is off. 
The presence of foreign material inside the case rn..y affect operation of the 
seismometer. 

e. Fully tighten suspension system as described in paragraph 5-11, 

f. Replace cover an i  secure latches. 

g. Disconnect Remote Centering Accessory.     Removr accessory from base of seismometer by 
removing hex screw which secures it, 

h.     Replace leveling screw which was removed from the left side. 

2-9.    REPACK1NC.   To repack the seismometer,  proceed as follows: 

a.     Place seismometer in shipping crate,   taking care to set leveling screws in cutouts in the 
insulation. 

Ih     Cover the seismometer with waterproof paper.    Seal waterproof paper with waterproof 
pressure sensitive paper. 

c. Replace shipping crate cover and secure it with fourteen bolts, 

d. Pack accessories in a cardboard carton. 

04   ) 
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OPERATION 

NOT APPLICABLE 
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Paragraphs 4-1  to 4-6 

CHAPTER 4 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

4-1,    INTRODUCTION.    This chapter contains information that will help the experienced maintenance 
technician understand the operation of the Horizontal Seismometer.    Refer to Chapter o fur identifica- 
tion of parts.    An electrical schematic diagram is in Chapter 7. 

4-2.    OPERATION OF SEISMOMETER. 

4-3.    The seismometer converts horizontal motion into electrical signals.    Horizontal inutiun is trans 
mitted through the base to the magnet assemblies.    The main coils arc located within the field of the 
magnets and are mounted at the end of the suspension arm.    The suspension arm is mounted on 
flexure pivots and tends to remain stationary.    Relative motion between the magnets and the coils 
generates a voltage in the coils proportional to either the velocity, acceleration, or displacement of 
the relative motion.    Two coils and two magnets are used to minimize "piston effect" and to improve 
linearity of the instrument. 

4-4.    SUSPENSION SYSTEM.    The suspension system for the inertial mass assembly and the main 
coils consists of the suspension arm, which is mounted on the mast by two flexure pivot assemblies. 
The flexure pivot assemblies permit relative motion between the base of the  seismometer and the sus- 
pension arm in a horizonu! direction, but prevent such motion in a vertical direction.    Flexure pivot 
assemblies operate by bending flexure plates of Ni-Span C rather than by a sliding motion of bearing 
surfaces.   Since there i* no contact between moving parts of the suspension system, friction is elimi- 
nated and mechanical losses are reduced to the relatively small loss of the flexure plates.    Gravity 
and the small net spring action of the flexure plates provide the restoring force in the suspension 
system. 

4-5.   NATURAL FREQUENCY.    Natural or resonant frequency is the frequency at which the suspen- 
sion arm would oscillate if it were undamped and set in motion.    Natural frequency is determined by 
the restoring force, the weight of the inertial mass,  and the angle between the centerline of the sus- 
pension arm and the horizontal.    Changing the angle between the centerline of the suspension arm 
and the horizontal by raising or lowering the rear of the base provides adjustment of natural  fre- 
quency to any value between 0. 033 and 0. 1 cps.    Stated another way,  the natural period,  which is the 
reciprocal of the natural frequency, can be adjusted to any value between 10 and 30 seconds  per 
cycle. 

4-6.    DAMPING.    The voltages induced in the main coils by their motion causes currents to flow 
through the main coils and the external load.   As these currents flow through the main coils operating 
in the fields of the magnets,  they create forces which tend to oppose or damp the motion.    Thus, 
electromagnetic damping is provided in the seismometer by action of the induced currents in th« mam 
coil assemblies.    The amount of damping is determined by the total resistance in each of the main 
coil circuits and may be controlled by adjusting the external loads.    Critical damping is defined as 
the amount of damping that will allow the suspension arm to return to the center of its travel in the 
shortest time without overshoot.    The total amount of resistance required to produce this condition 
is called Critical Damping Resistance (CDR).    The amount of resistance external to the seismomiMer 
which produces the critical damping condition is called External Critical Damping Resistance (CDKX) 
at a given natural period.    CDRX varies directly with the natural period and must bo redetermintd 
when the natural period is changed. 

ilk 
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Chapter  i 
Pa r igraphi -4 -V i<' 4-lo 

i- •.    ! .'■..•■icii E CALJBRA 1 tQN. 

■i-^.     '.in.- calilir iituii ^uiU   iri   wound on the s.unc lurin .is the main cuilü.    A   ;arrent pulse .ipplied 
to iiiher ol the calibration cuils will dellec. Uie suspension arm.    The ainuunt and rate of deflection 
.-■ determined hv th«- current,  the characteristics of the deflection system,  the amount of damping, 
arid the mutur constant of the calibration coils.    The output of the main coils caused by this deflection 
is determined in the generator constant of the main coils.    If the current inputs to the calibration 
i oils art- known)   the outputa Of the main coils may be used for remote calibration of the seismometer. 
Since the charaeterictict ot the  seismometer change when the natural frequency is changed,  the seismo- 
mder mist be recalibrated for each new natural frequency.    Fhe motor constants ot the calibration 
coils <lo no)  '  iry with natural frequency; this allows remote calibration without knowledge of the 
n.tt ur 11 I re juency . 

I-'.    REMOTE CENTERING. 

■l-|i).    Best results are achieved if the inortial mass rests at the center of its travel when it is not 
deflected by motion.    Under these conditions the characteristics of the suspension system and the 
portions of the magnetic fields traversed by the coils are symmetrical.    Large temperature changes, 
etpecially during the first few weeks after installation,  will cause the inertial mass to rest off center. 

1 he inertial mass can be centered by raising or lowering one side of the  seismometer.    This can be 
tccompliuhed manually by adjusting the leveling screws,  or from a remote point by operating the 
motor of the Remote Centering Accessory. 

1-1 I.    MASS POM 1 ION MONITOR. 

1-1 i.     1 he Mass Position Monitor Accessory produces an electrical indication of the mass position 
tt any time.     The accessory consists of a lamp, an aperture,  and two photoresistors and two fixed 
resistors connected as a Wheatstone bridge.    The aperture is mounted on the suspension arm and is 
located in the light path between the lamp and the photoresistors.    When the inertial mass is in the 
i enter ot its travel,  the aperture allows an equal amount of light to fall on both photoresistors and 
the bridge is balanced.    When the inertial mass is off center,  the aperture allows more light to fall 
on one photoresistor than on the other,   unbalancing the bridge.    The amount and direction of unbalance 
is determined Ijy the amount and direction that the inertial mass is oft center.    The unbalance of the 
iirid^.   c iti be sensed by connecting a source of 22, S volts d-c to pins A (+ ) and B (-) of Jl 02 and a 
/. ro-ceiM r microammetcr or micro volt met er to the bridge at pins C and D of J101.   (See figure 7-1.) 

4   13.    HEATER ASSI.MBl.Y. 

•I   14.    The  seism.muter heater (see figure 7-1) consists of three power resistors mounted under the 
top of the   sei smoineter cover  mside of the instrument.     This heater assembly is operated from a unit 
which supplies a Ü-24 volt d-c input      The heater serves to stratify the air in the instrument case, 
thus,   Riinimising noise produced b^ air flow caused by temperature inversion. 

4-15.    lilKHMAl. JACKET 

4-lt).    Th.- Thermal  Jacket  is  a special tatik used to house the   seismometer.     This tank is designed to 
Isolate the seismometer from barometrit  and temperature cnanges by:   (1.)   air stratification within 
the tank by heating the top of the tank with an internal heater,   and by (2.) being nearly air-tight (the 
leak-rate time constant  is 8 hours). 
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CHAPTER 5 

MAINTENANCE 

5-1.    INTRODUCTION.    This ciiapter contain« information necessary to maintain the Horizontal 
seismometer.    Section I covers organizational/field maintenance; section II covers special 
maintenance. 

SECTION I 

ORGANIZATIONAL/FIELD MAINTENANCE 

5-2,   GENERAL.    Test equipment for organizational/field maintenance is lilted in table 5-1. 
Performance tests and standard« are listed in Section II.   All tests listed in Section II, except those 
specifically indicated a« depot teat«, may be performed in the field. 

NOTE 

The characteriatic« of equipment Hated in table 5-1 are the characteriatica required 
to teat the aeiamometer and do not necessarily reflect the full capabilities of the 
equipment. 

Table 5-1.    Test Equipment Required for Organizational/Field Maintenance 

EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURER AND 

MODEL 
REQUIRED 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Multimeter 

Battery 

Power Supply 

Potentiometer 

Triplett 630A or equivalent 

Bürge«s TW-2 or equivalent 

Hewlett-Packard Model 721A 
or equivalent (2 ea.) 

Any 

Ohmmeter range:   0.2 ohms to 
0. 5 megohms 

12 volts d-c 

22. 5 volts d-c, at 1.5 milli- 
amperes; 4-6 volts a-c or d-c, 
at 150 milliamperes 

500 ohms, 2 watts 
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IM pter S Section I 

Par  grapht 5-3 to S-6 

5-3.    '. OllAGE REÜL'1KLM1..\,1.S AND SOURCr.. 

-1.     VoltagCt rt-quin-fi to test UM ••icmoRMtof and their suimested soum-s are shown in table 5-2. 

Table T-2.    Voltage Requirements and Sources 

VOLTAGE APPLICATION SUGGESTED SOURCE 

115   olts a -c 
t)0 cpa 

•1. i) volts a-c or fl»c 
it  1 it) milli xniperes 

22  5 volts il-c 

Operating power tor remote 
centering accessory motor 

Lamp excitation 

Fhotoresistor bridge input 

Standard 6Ü cps source 

Power supply,  Hewlett- 
Packard,  Model 721A 

Power supply,  Hewlett- 
Packard. Model 721A 

^--1.     IHERMAL FKK.L SOLDEUING PROCEDURE 

'-tj.    A special solder is used in the .seismometer coil eonnections to reduce the generation of thermal 
voltages«    When necessary to resolder a thermal free connection,   usually painted bright green,   use 
the following procedure. 

i.    Use a new soldering tip tinned with thermal free solder.    Do not use this tip for any purpose 
other than soldering with thermal free solder. 

b.    Use any standard soldering iron from 30 watts to 200 watts, depending on the size of conductors 
to be  soldered. 

e<    Use a clean and uncontaminated flux and apply with a non-metallic applicator.    The flux must 
be pure rosin in alcol.ol. 

fl.    Clean and tin all conductors to bo soldered.    Place as close together as possible to reduce the 
imoutll ot  solder necessary to make the joint. 

e.    Solder the connection.    The joint will not have a bright smooth appearance,   but may look like 
; cold joint.    These joints,   It properly made,  arc electrically and mechanically sound. 

t.    Piint the joint bright green to identify it as a thermal free connection. 

i'      Do not allow soldering tip to overheat or become badly oxidized.    Re-tin as necessary with 
i in' rinal  tree  solder. 

n « 
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SECTION II 

SPECIAL MAINTENANCE 

5-7.    SPECIAL TOPICS AND TEST EQUIPMENT. 

5-8.    No special tools or test equipment are required. 

5-9.   BENCH TEST. 

5-10.   Refer to table 1-4 for test equipment required for testing the seismometer. 

5-11.    LOCKING THE SUSPENSION SYSTEM.    Lock the suspension system as follows: 

a. Remove connector P104 from receptacle J104 and the polystyrene insulation cover from seismo- 
meter. 

b. Brush all loose dirt, dust, or moisture off seismometer cover. 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dirt,  dust,  or moisture to fall into seismometer when cover is off.    The 
presence of foreign material inside the case may affect the operation of the 
seismometer. 

c. Remove cover from seismometer, being careful that cover does not strike internal parts. 

d. Refer to figure 5-1 and lock the suspension arm by loosening the locking screws (2) and fully 
tightening the stops (3) so that the pointer (5) is locked on scale zero.    Fully tighten the locking 
screws (2) for reshiptnent or moving. 

e. Replace  seismometer cover. 

Figure 5-1.    Locking the Suspension System 
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1300-24 

5-12 RESISTANCE OF COILS.    This test may be performed in the field as well as the depot.    If 
testing in the field,  perform steps 1 and 2 of table 5-3.    If the testing is done in the depot,  test in 
accordance with steps 1A and 2A of table 5-3.    Do not connect seismometer to a power source for this 
test.    Lock suspension system as described in paragraph 5-11 and perform test in accordance with 
table 5-3. 

NOTE 

Measurements in table 5-3 are for data coil connected separately.   For 
data coils in parallel use one-half the standard (or 290 ohms) in steps 
1 and 1A. 

Table 5-3.   Coil Resistance Test 

STEP 

For field use 

OPERATION OF 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

POINT OF 
TEST 

CONTROL 
SETTINGS 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 

2 

VOM adjusted to 
RX100 ohms scale 

VOM adjusted to 
RX1 ohms scale 

a. Between pins 
B and C on J101 

b. Between 
binding posts 
E101 and E102 

a. Between pins 
A and D on J101 

b. Between pins 
H and J on JIO^ 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Resibtance 
shall measure 
580 ±20 ohms 

Resistance 
shall measure 
0.8 ±0. 16 ohms 

For depot use 

1A Wheatstone 
bridge adjusted 
to measure 
hundreds of ohms 

a. Between pins 
B and C on J101 

b. Between 
binding posts 
E101 and E102 

Not applicable Resistance 
shall measure 
580 i20 ohms 

2A Wheatstone 
bridge adjusted 
to measure 
tenths of ohms 

a. Between pins 
A and B on JI01 

b. Between pins 
H and J on J102 

Not applicable Resistance 
shall measure 
0. 8 ±0. 16 ohms 

5-13.    INSULATION RESISTANCE.    This test may be performed in the field as well as in the depot. 
Be sure the suspension system is locked as in paragraph 5-11, 

5-4 
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Table 5-4.    Insulation Resistance (Cont'd) 

Chapter 5 Section   II 
Paragraphs 5-14 to  S-17 

OPERATION OF POINT OF CONTROL 
STEP      TEST EQUIPMENT TEST SETTINGS 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARDS 

1 Use VTVM on 
RX1 megohm 
range 

As in step 1 

As in step 1 

As in step 1 

Between pin 
A on J101 
and ground 

Between B 
on J101 and 
ground 

Between 
E101 and 
ground 

Between pin 
H on J102 
and ground 

Not Resistance shall 
applicable measure 1 megohm 

minimum 

Not Resistance shall 
applicable measure 1 megohm 

minimum 

Not Resistance shall 
applicable measure 1 megohm 

minimum 

Not Resistance shall 
applicable measure 1 megohm 

minimum 

5-14.    PERFORMANCE TESTS 

5-15.   The performance tests described in the following paragrphs and in table 5-5 shall be per- 
formed after installation and after major repairs both in the field and at depot level.   If testing 
facilities are not available in the field,  repair of the operating components of the seismometer should 
not be attempted.   This series of independent tests should be performed in the sequence given.    Pre- 
liminary instructions in a test apply only to that test, but do not restore the   seismometer to normal 
conditions until you have read the instructions for the next test.   After complete testing, restore the 
seismometer to normal condition as described at the end of the table. 

5-16.   NATURAL FREQUENCY   AND DAMPING. 

5-17.    Measure and adjust the natural frequency; check the damping of the seismometer suspension 
system as described in the following steps.    This test may be accomplished in the field. 

NOTE 

During the performance of this test, the mass sections must be assembled 
to the suspension arm,  and the suspension system must not be locked, 

a. Allow seismometer to reach the temperature of its surroundings.    This may require as long as 
12 hours if cover is removed. 

b. Short binding posts E101 and E102 to damp the suspension. 

c. Apply heater power (24 volts, d-c) to J104. 

d. Perform the final cross-leveling adjustment by adjusting the leveling screws while observing 
the inertial mass position through the window in the front of the cover.    The seismometer is properly- 
cross-leveled when the pointer is centered on its scale. 

NOTE 

If the Remote Centering Accessory is attached to the seismometer, final cross 
leveling may be performed by completing step y of paragraph 2-6. 
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 :"" """■ "   "■ 

MICROVOLT 
METER 

1 NOTES: 
MULTIMETER—TRIPLEH. MODEL 
630A (OR EQUIVALENT) ADJUSTED 
TO MEASURE DC MILLIAMPERES 

MICROVOLTMETER—HEWLETT. 
PACKARD, MODEL 42SA (OR EQUIVALENT) 
ADJUSTED TO 30 MV SCALE 

RI —DECADE VOLTAGE DIVIDER, 
GENERAL RADIO MOD A. 1454-A 
(OR EQUIVALENT) 

R2—DECADE RESISTOR, GENERAL RADIO, 
MODEL 1432-N (OR EQUIVALENT) 

BAHERY—I2VOLT, BURGESS 
TW2 (OR EQUIVALENT) 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 8700C 

0 
STANDARD ELECTRIC 

TIMER 
MODEL S-l 

B. ALTERNATE METHOD 

MULTIMETER 

BATTERY ± 

SI 

f* 

<*< 

<«- 

JI02 

~~|H 

CALIBRATION 
COIL 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 8700C 

NOTES: 
MULTIMETER—TRIPLEn. MODEL 
630A (OR EQUIVALENT), ADJUSTED 
TO MEASURE D-C MILLIAMPERES 

R I—POTENTIOMETER, 500 OHM, 
2 WATT 

BATrERY-l2VOLT, BURGESS 
TW-2(OR EQUIVALENT) 

Figure 5-2.    Test Setup for Natural Period and Damping 

5-6 
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1300-27 Paragraph 5-17 (Cont'd) 

e. Lock leveling screws by tightening knurled jam plates,  being careful not to disturb adjustment. 
Remove short from binding posts E101 and E102. 

f. Connect a zero-center microvoltmeter between E101 and E102.    Set microvoltmeter to the 
30 mv scale. 

NOTE 

When this test is performed at field level,  a microvoltmeter and stop watch 
may not be available.    In that case, the period may be checked with accept- 
able accuracy by observing the mass position pointer through the window in 
the front of the cover,  and timing with any ordinary watch having a sweep 
second hand. 

g. Connect test circuit shown in figure 5-2.   Set the voltage divider or variable resistor for the 
lowest voltage that will give a usable deflection of the suspension arm when the switch is closed 
momentarily. 

CAUTION 

To avoid damage to the seismometer, do not allow the current throu^i calibra- 
tion coil L2 to exceed 50 ma. 

h.   Set suspension arm in motion by momentarily closing switch. 

i.    Using a stop watch, Type A-8, or equivalent, determine the amount of time required for the 
pointer of the microvoltmeter to swing from zero to maximum, through zero to maximum in the 
other direction, and back to zero again.   If this test is being performed in the field without a zero- 
center microvoltmeter, determine the time required for the mass position pointer to swing from 
zero to maximum, through zero to maximum in the other direction, and back to zero again.    Refer 
to the note following step f.    This time is the natural period of the  seismometer.    The correct natural 
period is between 10 and 30 seconds. 

j.    Repeat step i several times and average the results.    If the excursion of the pointer become» 
too small to observe conveniently, apply another pulse to the calibration coil. 

k.    If the natural period is not correct,  adjust the leveling screw at the rear end of the seismo- 
meter.    Raise the rear end to shorten the period; lower the rear end to lengthen the period. 

1.    After performing the adjustment described in step k,  repeat steps g through j to determine the 
new period.    When the period is correct, lock rear leveling screw by tightening knurled jam plate, 
being careful not to disturb the adjustment. 

NOTE 

The suspension system used in this seismometer is subject to drift during the 
first few days following installation.    It may be necessary to center inertial 
mass and readjust the natural period every day during this initial period. 
Always center the inertial mass before adjusting the natural period.    Once 
this initial period is past,  the seismometer will continue to operate fur a lon^ 
time with only occasional slight readjustments. 

m.    Calculate reciprocal of natural period.    This is the natural frequency and shall be between 
0. 1 and 0.033 cps. 
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Paragraphs 5-l.H to 5-19 

ljOU-2b 

n.    Chrck electroflUgnetic damping by repeating step h.    After the boom is in motion,  short bind- 
iiii; post.-. Eiül ant! K102.    The mass position pointer should stop moving immediately,  and the pointer 
oi the microvoltnwter should not move after the short is removed. 

o.     DisCOIUMCt test equipment. 

5-I.s   WEICHiT 1 IFTS. 

5-19. When ih. instructions for a performance test state that weight lifts shall be performed, pro- 
i-eed as follows: (These instructions assume that test equipment has been connected and weight lifts 
must bo recordedi) 

a. Adjust seismometer for correct period as described in paragraph "i-l?; do not replace the cover 
tttmt adjusting the period. 

b. Remove third latch from the rear on the right aide by removing the two screws which hold the 
latch to the base. 

C.    Refer to figure 6-1 and attach Calibration Jig Assembly, part no.   10391 by proceeding as 
follows; 

(1) Attach alignment plate 10389 to calibration bar 10388 with two 4-40 x 1/4 screws, 

(2) Attach calibration bar to base with alignment plate facing suspension arm. becure calibra- 
tion bar in place with two 4-40 x 1/2 screws. 

(3) Attach nylon thread between calibration bar and suspension arm.   Secure nylon thread to 
calibration bar with bar cap 10387 and two 4-40 x 3/8 screws.   Secure nylon thread to sus- 
pension arm with suspension cap 10390 and a 2-56 x 3/8 screw. 

(4) Tie test weights (2 each 200 mg weights) in center of the nylon thread. Adjust thread length 
so that portion between test weight and calibration bar is parallel to diagonal edge of align- 
ment plate.    Wait until suspension arm comes to rest before proceeding. 

d. Perform weight lif; by picking test weights straight up with a small card.    Be careful not to 
touch thread or any part of the seismometer.    Measure and record deflection produced. 

e. Allow the test weights to return to their initial positions.    Wait until suspension arm comes to 
rest,  and then repeat step d.    Average results of several weight lifts. 

Table 5-4.    Performance Standards 

PRELIMINARY 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Test no.   1.    Critical Damping Resistance (CDR) 

Determine resistance of the main coils as described 
in paragraph 5-12.    Unlock the suspension arm. 

Determine the natural period,  as described in 
paragraph 5-17. 

Connect test circuit as shown in figure 5-3. 

L~ 
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Paragraph 5-18 (Cont'd) 

A. PREFERRED METHOD RT ■ R— •+• R. 

Q 

'1 
I 
I 

DO* 

"iiSff 
-K> 

^  • 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL ITOOC 

JI02 

MICROVOLTMETER INPUT 
RESISTANCE s I MEGOHM 

2 R _ DECADE 
D JF RESISTOR 

►> 

►> 

MICROVOLTMETER—HEWLEH- 
PACKARD. MODEL 425A 
(OR EQUIVALENT) 

I. ALTERNATE METHOD 

f" 

I 

■n 

EI021 
& 

RA = PHOTOTUBE AMPLIFIER INPUT RESISTANCE 

^T == "n + RA + R^» RCIS THE DC RESISTANCE 
AT THE TRANSDUCER COILS 
OUTPUT   TERMINALS 

DECADE 
RESISTOR 

Q 

-   Gl 
|JI02 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL S700C 

n i 
XIII 

PHOTOTUIE 
AMPLIFIER 

MODEL 4300 

HELICOROER 
AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 4913 

RECORDER 
MODEL 2484-1 

Figure 5-3.    Test Setups for Critical Damping Resistance 
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TabR- 5-4.    Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

Test No.   I.    Critical Damping Resistance (COR) (Cont'd) 

OPKRATION OF       POINT OF       CONTROL SETTINGS AND 
STEP    TEST EQUIPMENT        TEST OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARD 

1A 

IB 

E101 
and 

E102 

Adjust decade E101 
resistor RD until and 
overshoot is E102 
between 20% and 
2 5% 

Perform weight lifts as 
described in paragraph 5-17 

Repeat weight lifts 
■"l 

1C Disconnect test 
equipment 

a.   Percent overshoot 
a    x 100 

b.   Determine ratio of 
actual damping to critical 
damping (\) from table 5-5 

a.   Calculate the critical 
damping resistance (CDR) 
using the formula 
CDR RT x X 

b.   CDR = 80 x natural 
period ±10% (ohms) 

Test No. 2.    Calibration Coil Motor ConsU.nt (G) 

PRELIMINARY 
INSTRUCTIONS:    Connect test circuit as shown in figure 5-4. 

NOTE 

A north-south seismometer should be installed with the 
front of the instrument (the end with the mass indicator 
window) facing west.    An east-west seismometer should 
be installed with the front of the instrument facing 
north.    Viewed from the front, a mass movement to 
the lei't (calibration weight off) should generate a nega- 
tive signal,  and a mass movement to the right (cali- 
bration weight on) should generate a positive signal. 
During weight lifts,  observe that the polarities of the 
data coil signal voltages are correct. 

Make sure two shunts are installed 180° apart en each 
magnet case of the magnet assembly. 
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A. Ml MITHOO 

MULTIMETER 
MODEL «30-A 
(ADJUST TO MEASURE 
DJC MILLIAMPERES) 

•ATTERY 
•UR6ESS 
TW.2 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 8700C 

MICROVOLTMETER 
HEWLETT-PACKARD. 
MODEL 425A 
(OR EQUIVALENT) 

RECORDER 
MODEL 24M.I 

1. AlTRNAn MITHOD 

MULTIMETER 
MODEL 430-A 

HEUCORDER AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 49» 

(ADJUST TO MEASURI 
MILUAMPERES) 

IATTERY i 
•URGESS T 
TW.2 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 8700C 

EIOI * 

J s 
100 

OHMS 

s |—o-^o—kf^ 
CD E,0^JI 

POTENTIOMETER 
500 QHMS 
2 WATT 

PHOTOTUK AMPLIFIER 
MODEL  4300 

» 

» 

J L 

» » 

» 

»■ 

» 

RECORDER 
MODEL 2404-1 

HEUCORDER 
AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 4*83 

Figure 5-4.    Teat Setups for Calibration Coil Motor Constant 
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Table 5-4.    Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

Test No. 2.   Calibration Coil Motor Constant (G) (Cont'd) 

OPERATION OF       POINT OF     CONTROL SETTINGS AND 
STEP    TEST EQUIPMENT TEST OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARD 

^A 

2B Complete circuit. 
Close switch and 
leave switch closed 
until mass stops 
moving.   Open 
switch.    Measure 
and record initial 
deflection. 

Binding Perform weight lifts as 
Posts E101     described in paragraph 5-17 
and E102 

NOTE 

Remove Test Weight 
before continuing to 
next step. 

b.    Measure and record 
Xw in millimeters  for 
each weight lift 

ii   mi _ 

Xi 

CAUTION 

Do not allow current 
to exceed 50 ma 

2C Adjust variable 
resistor while 
opening and 
dos mg circuit 
through calibra- 
tion  :oil,  until 
Xj caused by 
opening circuit 
is within 10% 
of JC«, 

Binding 
Posts E101 
and El02 

a. Measure and record 
Xj in millimeters 

b. Record current (i) 
through calibration coil 
in amperes 

2D Disconnect the 
test equipment 

a.    Calculate the calibra- 
tion coil motor constant 
(G) using the formula: 

(980 x 10-5)(.04) xi 

G = 
'w 

0. 032 i- 0. 002 newtons/ 
ampe re 

i'li 
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r 
« 

i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 

VIOI 

LONG PERIOD 
HORIZONTAL 

SEISMOMETER 
MODEL 8700C 

PHOTO-RESISTOR 

ISK 
RI02 

VI02 

® 
DSIOI 

POWER SUPPLY 

C 

D 

1&. 
»+ 
»>- 

22.5 VOLTS DC 

L^>J 
POWER SUPPLY 

JI02 

» 

» 
4.0 VOLTS D-C 

Figure 5>5.    Test Setup for Mass Position Monitor Alignment 

PRELIMINARY 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

Table 5-4.    Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

Test No.  3.    Mass Position Monitor Alignment 

Remove cover from seismometer and lock suspension 
arm as described in paragraph 5-11.    Be careful to 
lock the arm in the center of its travel.    Check that 
the bar on the face of each photoresistor is parallel 
to the base of the seismometer.    Loosen the screw 
holding the aperture clip to the suspension arm and 
adjust aperture to be parallel to the face of the 
photoresistor housing and within 1/32 inch of the 
face.    The aperture must not touch the face of the 
photoresistor housing at any point in the travel of 
the suspension arm.    Tighten the screw to secure 
the aperture clip to the arm.    Connect test circuit 
as shown in figure 5-5. 
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Table 5-4.    Performance Standards (Cont'd) 

Test No.   3.    Mass Position Monitor Alignment (Cont'd) 

OPERATION OF      POINT OF       CONTROL SETTINGS AND 
STEP   TEST  EQUIPMENT       TEST OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT 

PERFORMANCE 
STANDARD 

3A 

<B 

Sot power supplies J102 
tur voltages Pins A 
shown in ciiaj> ram. and B 
Set  microam - 
meter to 1 00 ua 
scale. 

Close test J102 
circuits Pins A 

and B 

»c 

»D Disconnect test 
equipment 

J102 
Pins A 
and B 

Loosen screw holding aperture 
to aperture clip on the suspension 
arm. Adjust aperture sideways 
until microammeter reads zero 
ua. Tighten screw, being care- 
ful not to disturb the adjustment. 

Unlock suspension arm.   Care- 
fully swing arm from one stop 
to the other. 

Microammeter reads 
zero ua 

The reading of the 
microammeter shall 
increase smoothly in one 
direction as the suspen- 
sion arm swings toward a 
stop. 

The reading shall then 
decrease smoothly 
through zero and increase 
smoothly in the other 
direction as the arm 
swings through center to 
the other stop. 

Table 5-5.    Ratio of Actual Damping to Critical Damping (\) 

PERCENT 
OVERSHOOT 

^0.0 
20.5 
21.0 
21.5 
22.0 
22.5 
23.0 
24.0 
25.0 

0.455 
0.449 
0.444 
0.439 
0.434 
0.429 
0.424 
0.414 
0.404 
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5-20.    PERIOD VERSUS MASS POSITION TEST. 

Chapter 5 Section  II 
Paragraphs 5-20 to 5-23 

5-21,    Verify that the mass is centered by observing the pointer through the window on the 
seismometer cover and perform the following steps in the order listed: 

a. Time the natural period by performing steps f through i of paragraph 5-17. 

b. If the natural period is not between 15 and 20 seconds,  adjust the leveling screw at the rear end 
of the seismoncter.    Raise the rear end to shorten the period; lower the rear end to lengthen the 
period. 

c. Prepare a chart the same as figure 5-6, 

d. Time the natural period for 7 to 10 different points on the scale.    These points are obtained 
by raising or lowering the right or left leveling screw (this changes mass position).    Attempt to time 
each point between approximately the same voltage readings on the voltmeter.    One test point should 
fall under each bracket at the top of figure 5-6. 

e. Compute the average period.    No test point should vary more than ±10% from the average. 
The curve should be symmetrical about the scale zero.    If the mass position response does not meet 
the above requirements, the upper pivot assembly should be adjusted as described in paragraph 5-52. 

40 
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Figure 5-6.    Mass Position versus Period Graph RIGHT 

5-23.    Disassembly of the  seismometer is described in the following paragraphs.    Do not proceed 
any further than is necessary to remove the parts which require cleaning or replacement.    Refer to 
Chapter 6 for identification and location of parts. 
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Paranraphs 5-24 to 5-29 

5-2 4      REMOVAL OF COVER. 

^-Zö.    To remove cover,  proceed as follows: 

a      Drusli all loose insulation,  dust,  and dirt off the cover.    Wipe off any moisture. 

CAUTION 

Do not allow dust,  dirt or moisture to fall into seismometer rase while cover is off. 
The presence of foreign matter inside the case may affect the operation of the 
seismumeter. 

b. Open latches and lift cover straight up from seismometer.    Be careful that cover does rot strike 
any internal parts. 

5-26.    REMOVAL OF COIL ASSEMBLIES. 

5-27>   To remove the coil assemblies proceed as follows: 

CAUTION 

Keep magnetic materials away from magnets.    Protect magnet gaps with paper tape 
when exposed.     Do not strike coils while removing magnet assemblies. 

a.    Remove the magnet assemblies and their supports from the base after removing three cap- 
screws which secure each support to the base. 

I).    Remove the two pan head screws that hold the coil assemblies and coil bases to coil mount. 

c. Remove the coil assemblies and bases.    Be careful with the leads. 

d. Disconnect the leads from the eight terminal posts of the coil assemblies.    Be careful to avoid 
excess heat; the coil form melts readily. 

v.    Remove coil assembly from its coil base after removing four flat head screws. 

5.28,    REMOVAL OF SUSPENSION ARM. 

1-29.    To remove the suspension arm,   proceed as follows: 

CAUTION 

Do not allow suspension arm to swing through a greater arc than it would with the 
masses in place. 

i.    Remove mass sections after removing flalhead screws. 

CAUTION 

Ke«p magnetic materials away from magnets.    Protect magnet gaps with paper tape 
v hen expobed.    Do not strike coils while removing magnet assemblies. 

5-1») n   > 1 
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Chapter 5 Section II 

Paragraphs 5-30 to 5-35 

b. Remove the magnet assemblies after removing cap-head screws holding assemblies to base. 

NOTE 

The two curved plates attached to the magnet cases are magnet shunts. 
Do not remove from the cases. 

c. Disconnect wires which connect terminal boards TB103 and TB105 to terminal boards TB102 
and TB104. 

d. Remove the two capscrews (25, figure 5-7) which secure the lower pivot assembly to the mast. 

e. Remove the two capscrews on slide mount (14) which secure upper pivot assembly to mast. 

f. While supporting suspension arm with one hand,  remove shoulder screw (30) from the upper 
pivot assembly and carefully work lower pivot assembly support off its dowel pins until suspension 
arm is free. 

g. Lay suspension arm down.   (Guard against damaging coils.) 

h.   Inspect both pivot assemblies to be certain the flexure plates (3, 4,  21, and 22, figure 6-3) of 
each pivot assembly do not touch at the crossing point.   Inspect each pivot fle-cure plate and the hori- 
zontal flexure plates (13) to be sure that each is free of nicks, bends, and creases.    Replace any 
defective flexure plate. 

5-30.   REMOVAL OF PIVOT ASSEMBLIES. 

5-31.   Refer to figure 5-7 and remove the pivot assemblies, by performing the following steps in 
the order listed: 

a. Remove the two capscrews (29) holding the upper pivot assembly to suspension arm.   Remove 
pivot assembly. 

b. Remove two capscrews (31) holding the lower pivot assembly to the suspension arm.    Remove 
pivot assembly. 

c. Remove the two capscrews (27) holding the slide mount (14) to the upper pivot assembly. 
Remove the slide mount. 

5-32.   DISASSEMBLY OF UPPER PIVOT ASSEMBLY. 

5-33.   Refer to figure 5-7 and proceed as follows: 

a. Remove the 10 capscrews (12) holding the clamping blocks (1 and 2) and flexure plates (3 and 4) 
in place.    Remove the clamping blocks. 

b. Carefully work the three flexure plates free from dowel pins. 

5-34.   DISASSEMBLY OF LOWER PIVOT ASSEMBLY 

5-35.   Refer to figure 6-3 and proceed as follows: 

a. Remove the three capscrews (12) which hold the clamping block (11) and horizontal flexure 
plates (13) to the flexure bracket (10).    Carefully remove the bracket. 

b. Remove the three capscrews which hold the clamping block (14) to the horizontal flexure block 
(15).    Carefully work horizontal flexures (13) free from dowel pins. 

c. Remove the two capscrews which secure the horizontal flexure block (15) to the lower flexure 
««Mm. 232 
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Figure 5-7.    Disassembly of the Boom 
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Paragraphs 5-36 to 5-43 

d. Remove the 10 capscrews holding the clamping blocks (17 and 20) and flexure plates (21 and 22) 
in place.    Remove the clamping blocks. 

e. Carefully work the three flexure plates (21 and 22) free from dowel pins. 

5-36.    CLEANING. 

5-37.    GENERAL.    Cleaning disassembled parts includes refinishing or recoating the parts as 
necessary.    The cleaning methods used must be adequate for the conditions without being harsh or 
injurious.    Painting or coating with corrosion resistant compounds shall be limited to the exterior 
of the seismometer. 

5-38>    The seismometer will normally not require extensive cleaning.    Normally,   wiping the parts 
carefully with a clean dry cloth, or brushing out any dust with a soft-bristled brush will be sufficient. 
If a solvent it necessary,  use trichloroethylene sparingly and wipe clean of any deposited film.    Do 
not use trichloroethylene or any other solvent on the plastic parts of the seismometer. 

WARNING 

Trichloroethylene is extremely poisonous.    Use only in a well-ventilated area. 

5-39.   After using trichloroethylene, apply a thin coat of grease (Fiske Bros. Refining Co., 
Lubriplate 630AA or equivalent) or rust preventive (Humble Oil and Refining Co., Rust-Ban 393, or 
equivalent) to the clean area.    Do not allow any grease or rust preventive to enter magnet air gap. 

5-40.   CORRODED PARTS.    If corrosion is present, it may be removed with very fine sandpaper or 
steel wool.    Do not allow any steel particles to enter the air gap in the magnet assembly.   The toler- 
ances of the working parts of the seismometer are extremely close; severly corroded working parts 
shall be replaced.   Do not attempt to sand or otherwise recondition the flexure plates, the coil as- 
sembly, or the magnet.    Brush or wipe off all foreign particles. 

5-41.   CLEANING THE AIR GAP.   Clean the air gaps in the magnet assemblies before replacing the 
assemblies on the base of the  seismometer.    Remove particles using a nonmetallic rod tipped with 
masking tape, sticky side out.    Be careful to avoid causing nicks or burrs in the gap or at its edges. 
Keep magnetic materials away from air gap. 

5-42.   REASSEMBLY AND ADJUSTMENT. 

5-43.   The reassembly instructions in the following paragraphs begin where the disassembly pro- 
cedures in paragraphs 5-21 through 5-34 stopped.   If the seismometer was not disassembled to the 
extent, begin reassembly at the appropriate paragraph.   The procedures must be performed in the 
order given.    Refer to Chapter 6 for identification and location of parts.    Perform all the tests and 
adjustments described in the reassembly procedures.   Alter reassembly, perform the tests and 
adjustments described in paragraph 5-13,    When the seismometer is operating properly, prepare it 
for re shipment to the field. 

CAUTION 

To avoid damaging the flexure plates, never move the seismometer with out first 
locking the suspension arm. 
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S-44.    REASSEMBLY OF LOWER PIVOT ASSEMBLY 

1*49,    Refer to iikiurc S-7 and reassemble the lower pivot assembly by performing the following 
steps in tile order listed; 

CAUTION 

A bent flexure plate will cause improper operation of the seismometer.    Be careful 
not to bend the flexure plate while placing it over the dowel pin». 

a. Carefully work flexure plates (21 and 22) over dowel pins on pivot block (24). 

b. Install clamping blocks (20 and 17) and clamping screw«.    Tighten screws until they are snug 
but nut tiijht. 

c. Place ■ steel rule behind flexure plates,   as illustrated in figure 5-8,   and adjust the plates 
until they are perpendicular to the block, 

d. Carefully work flexure plates (21 and 22) over the dowel pins in the stationary flexure block 
(19).    Install clamping blocks and screws and tighten. 

e. Attach horizontal flexure block (15) to the lower flexure block (19). 

f. Carefully work horizontal flexure plates (13) over the dowel pins. 

g. Install clamping block (14) and clamping screws (12).    Tighten screws until they are snug but 
not tight. 

h.    Attach assembly to the flexure bracket (10) by carefully working the horizontal flexure plates 
over the dowel pins of the bracket.    Install clamping block (11) and clamping screws (12).    Tighten 
tlie screws until they are snug but not tight. 

i.     Position the horizontal flexure plates ( M) so that they are perpendicular to both the flexure 
block (IS) and bracket (10).    Use a steel rule.    Tighten clamping screws. 

1.46.    REASSEMBLY OF UPPER PIVOT ASSEMBLY 

5-47,    Refer to figure 5-7 and reassemble the upper pivot assembly by performing the following 
steps  in the orrler listed. 

CAUTION 

A bent flexure plate will cause improper operation of the seismometer.    Be careful 
not to bend the flexure plate while placing it over the dowel pins. 

a. Carefully work the flexure plates (5 and 4) over dowel pins in the stationary pivot block (7). 

b. Install clamping blocks (1 and 2) and clamping screws.    Tighten screws until they are snug 
but not tight.    Install flexure plates and clamps in the movable flexure block in the same manner. 

5-48.    INSTALLATION OF PIVOT ASSEMBLIES AND SUSPENSION ARM. 

5-49.    Refer to figure 5-7 and install the pivot assemblies and suspension arm by performing the 
following steps in the order listed. 

S-20 
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ADJUST UNTIL FLEXURE 
IS PARALLEL TO MARKS 
ON RULE, THEN TIGHTEN 

Figure 5-8,    Adjustment of Flexure Plate 

CAUTION 

Exercise extreme care in mounting the pivot assemblies and the suspension arm 
to avoid bending or damaging the flexure plates. 

a. Attach lower pivot assembly to the suspension arm using the two capscrews (31). 

b. Attach slide mourn (14) to upper pivot assembly with two capscrews. 

c. Attach upper pivot assembly to suspension arm with the two capscrews (27). 

d. Mount suspension arm on vertical mast by first working the flexure bracket over the dowel 
pins in the mast.    Secure with the shoulder screw (30) then put two capscrews through the slide 
mount.    Secure the lower pivot assembly to the mast with two capscrews (25) holding flexure bracket 
to vertical mast. 

e. Assemble inertial mass sections to suspension arm with the two flat head screws. 

f. Inspect both pivot assembles to be sure that the flexure plates of each pivot assembly do not 
touch at the crossing point. 
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Para^rajj!^ 5-5U to S»J3 

^.    Conned ihc fine xiris betwnen terminal boards TUlOi and TD105 on the suspension arm and 
UTininal boart's   IBlOi and  115104 on iht.' seismometi-r base.     Use the schematic diagram in Chapter 7 
to determine the corrfct connections« 

■--50.    INSTALLATION OF COIL AND MAGNET ASSEMBLIES. 

S.51.      to install the coil assemblies,   proceed as follows: 

a      Connect leads to the four terminal posts of each coil assembly.    Use schematic diagram in 
Chapter 7 to determine the correct connections.    Avoid excess heat; the plastic coil form melts 
readily.    Use thermal free soldering procedure (see paragraph 5-6), 

b. Attach coil assemblies to the coil bases with the eight flat head screws. 

c. Assemble coil bases with coil assemblies to coil mount at end of suspension arm.    Secure the 
coil bases together with two pan head screws. 

d. Clean air gaps in the magnet assemblies as described in paragraph 5-41. 

e. Place magnet assemblies and supports in the correct position on the seismometer base with coil 
assemblies centered in the air gaps.   Secure magnet assembly supports to the base with the six cap- 
screws. 

f. Check that suspension arm swings freely from stop to stop without binding,  sticking or friction. 

g      If coil sticks in magnet assembly air gaps,   slightly loosen the capscrews securing magnet 
iss' inl>ly support to seismometer base.    Shift magnet assembly until suspension arm swings freely 
trom stop to stop without sticking.    Tighten the capscrews securely.    With suspension arm at the 
center of travel,   coils must be centered in air gaps. 

NOTE 

When magnet assembly is in the correct position and suspension arm is at 
one limit of its travel, there is only approximately 1/64 inch of clearance 
between coil and magnet; therefore, the adjustment of magnet assembly 
position must be made with care so that coil will have sufficient clearance 
at both extremes of its travel. 

5-52.     ADJUSTMENT OF UPPER PIVOT ASSEMBLY. 

5-5i'.    The upper pivot should be adjusted whenever the mass position versus period test fails (para- 
graph 5-19) or whenever the ^"ot assembly has been removed.    Refer to figure 5»7 and adjust the 
uppe. pivot assembly by perfon .ling the following steps in the order listed.    Base should be level. 

CAUTION 

Never make any adjustments to the pivot assemblies onless the clamping 
screws are loose.    Always let the suspension arm with attached masses 
swing several times when making setscrew adjustments to let the flexures 
find their least stressed position. 

a,    Siighlly loosen the  10 clamping screws (1<J) the shoulder screw (30) and two capscrews until 
they arc  snua,   but not tight. 
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b. Unlock the auapension arm and set the stops (3, figure 5.1) so that the arm travels from ♦ 10 
to -10 on the scale. 

c. Raise the rear by placing a 1/2-inch thick plate  beneath the rear leveling screw.    Let the arm 
swing freely between the stops. 

d. Lock the suspension arm on zero. 

e. Using vernier calipers,  set the upper pivot assembly so that the flexure blocks are parallel to 
each other.    This may be accomplished by rotating the mast post s^tscrew (26) which pivots ihr nlide 
mount (14) on the shoulder screw.    When the blocks are parallel, tighten the shoulder screw (30) and 
capscrews. Lock the Jam nut of the mast post set screw (26). 

f. Unlock the boom and let the suspension arm swing freely.   Relock the arm on zero. 

g. Tighten clamping screws (12) in the order shown in figure 5-9.   Clamps should be as flat as 
possible over the flexures.   Do not tighten screws excessively, but aim for the same torque on each 
screw. 

Bmmi 
LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE 

Figure 5-9.    Securing Flexure Plates 

h.    Unlock boom and set stops so pointer will swing over the entire scale.    Let pointer come  to 
rest.    If pointer does not fall on the scale zero i3mm,  center the boom with the set screws, (1,  fig- 
ure 5-1) on the lower pivoi assembly.    Run in the proper setscrew until the pointer moves, then back 
the screw out.    Repeat until pointer is within ±3mm of zero.    Make only small adjustments with these 
setscrews. 

i.    Remove 1/2-inch block from rear. 

j.    Rotate rear leveling screw approximately four revolutions to elevate that end of the seismometer 
level.    Time the period and make adjustments on rear leg until period is between 15 and 20 seconds 
uid stable.    Lock rear leg. 

k.    Perform the period versus mass position test as described in paragraph 5-19. 
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3-54.    KKiVMK OF MASS POSITION MONITOR ACCESSORY. 

3-53.    KKP! ACKMICNT OF LAMP. 

5-3u.     Tu replace the lamp located in the maus position monitor accessory lamp housing, proceed 
an  follosv.s: 

a. Homovf the bayonet-base lamp from its socket by using a pair of tweezers and working through 
tKe aperture m the .side of the lamp housing. 

b. When the lamp is free,  hold the open lamp end of the housing downward and allow the lamp to 
slide  out. 

c. If it is necessary to remove the lamp socket, use a pencil or similar object to push the socket 
atul retaining ring out of socket end of the housing.    Otherwise, install a new lamp using the tweezers 
as in step a.    Note that the lamp can only be installed in the socket when the socket is inside the 
housing. 

5-57.    REPLACEMENT OF PHOTORESISTORS. 

5-58.    If it becomes necessary to replace one photoresistor both must be replaced by a matched pair. 

To replace photoresistors, proceed as follows: 

a. Remove photoresistor bridge assembly from base by lifting it out of mounting clip.    Be careful 
not to damage leads. 

b. Remove cover surrounding housing to gain access to photoresistor leads. 

c. Disconnect photoresistor leads and remove both photoresistors from housing. 

d. Install two matched replacement photoresistors in housing. The light-sensitive face of each 
photoresistor shall be flush with the front of housing; black bar of face of each photoresistor shall 
line up with bar on other photoresistor. 

e. Perform test No.  3 described in Table 5-4 to insure proper aperture alignment. 

f. Solder photoresistor leads to terminals in housing.   Avoid excessive heat.    Hold lead with 
pliers while soldering to conduct heat away from the photoresistor.    See figure 7-1 for correct 
connections, 

g. Slide cover back into place around housing,  covering connections. 

h.    bibtall photoresistor bridge assembly on base by snapping it into mounting clip.    Black bar on 
face of each photoresistor shall be horizontal. 

i.    Perform test No.   i of Table 5-4 to check that photoresistors a-e operating and that aperture 
is adjusted. 

5-59.    MAINTKNANCE OF REMOTE CENTERING ACCESSORY. 

5-00.     LUBRICATION. 

3-tjl.     The  remote centering accessory requires no lubrication. 

*-** L > i 
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Paragraphs S-(J2 to =5-64 

S-oZ.    REPLACEMENT OF PARTS. 

=i-u3.     Disassembly and reassembly of the remote centering accessory requires no special instructions. 
Refer to Chapter o for identification and location of parts. 

5-tj4, When the remote centering accessory is disassembled, inspect the thrust bearing for exces- 
sive wuar. Clean and lubricate as needed with light machine oil. If the thrust bearing is replaced, 
lubricate lightly with Lubriplate 6iOAA (Fiske Bros.   Refining Co.) or equivalent. 

2^0 
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Paragraphs 6-1 to 6-16 

CHAPTER 6 

ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN 

SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION TO ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN 

6-1.   GENERAL. 

6-2.   This illustrated parts breakdown lists and illustrates parts for the LONG PERIOD HORIZONTAL 
SEISMOMETER, Model 8700C.    This breakdown will be used for requisitioning,  stocking, issuing, 
identifying parts and for illustrating assembly and disassembly relationship. 

6-3,   Related publications:   None. 

6-4.    MAJOR SECTIONS. 

SECTION I Introduction 
SECTION II Numerical Index 
SECTION III Reference Designation Index 
SECTION IV Croup Assembly Parts List 

6-5.   NUMERICAL INDEX. 

6-6.    The numerical index contains all parts that appear in the Group Assembly Parts Lists,  super- 
seded parts, parts that are riveted or welded,  altered vendors parts and commercial hardware to 
which no part number has been assigned. 

6-7.    PART NUMBER SEQUENCE. 

6-8,    Parts numbers are listed in alpha-numerical order.    Commercial hardware parts are listed 
in sequence,  considering the identifying noun as the part number. 

6-9.   STOCK NUMBERS. 

6-10.   Stock numbers are not included in this manual. 

6-11.    FIGURE AND INDEX NUMBER COLUMN. 

6-12.    Figure and index numbers in this column key part numbers to their location in the Group 
Assembly Parts List. 

6-13.    QUANTITY PER ARTICLE COLUMN. 

6-14.    The quantity shown in this column is the total quantity required per article. 

6-15.    REFERENCE DESIGNATION INDEX. 

6-16.    This section contains reference designations,  indexed to the Group Assembly Parts List, 
figure and index numbers,   stock numbers,  when available,  and the part numbers of the reference 

?'>■ I /-  v ^ 
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Pit r.; _IMI)1I> i-17 to b- 52 

di-si ^n.itni parts.    All reference designations I'stablisln-d for any electrical or plectronic parts listed 
in l'if Group Assembly Parts List  are included in this section. 

i -IT.    CROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST. 

i -IS.     The Group Assembly Parts List provides the parts identification drawing and parts list, 

t-1".     PART NUMBERING SYSTEM. 

t-£0.    The manufacturer's part number consists of a group of letters and digits assigned chronologi- 
cally and has no particular significance. 

6-21.    ATTACHING PARTS. 

t-22.    Attaching parts appear in the Group Assembly Parts List following the item they attach.    The 
symbol >:=>:■*'i":"* indicates the end of attaching parts. 

6«lt,    'ENDORS' PARTS OR ASSEMBLIES. 

b-24.     Vendor's items are listed by the vendor part number.    The vendor's code is listed in the 
MFR CODE column.    See Vendors' Code List at the end of Section 1 to determine vendor's name and 
.ifldress. 

6-28,    UNITS PER ASSEMBLY. 

t)-26.    The quantity listed in this column is the lotal quantity used at that location and is not neces- 
sarily the total quantity used in the equipment. 

i--27.    USABLE ON CODE. 

b-2H,    The Usable On Code column does not apply for this equipment. 

t)-29.    The symbol *• preceeding the Mfr Part Number designates reference to a footnote.    The 
t'ootnoU? will be located at the end of the figure, 

6- iO.    HOW TO USE THIS ILLUSTRATED PARTS BERAKDOWN. 

6-31.    HOW TO FIND THE PART NUMBER. 

n.     Locate the part and its index number on the illustration. 

b.    Find the index number on the Group Assembly Parts List to determine the part number or 
i omplete description. 

6- 52.    HOW TO FIND THE ILLUSTRATION IF THE PART NUMBER IS KNOWN. 

a. Refer to the numerical index (Section II) and find the part number. 

b. Turn to the Group Assembly Parts List (Section IV) and find the first figure and index number 
Indicated In the Numerical Index for that parr.    If this figure shows the part in a location other than 
the one desiredi   refer to the other figure numbers listed in the Numerical Index. 

c. On the  face of the illustration,   find the  index number determined in step b. 

2k2 
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VENDORS' CODE LIST« 

Code 
Number Vendor's Name and Address 

00334 Humidial Co. 
Colton,  California 

01528 Cal-Ohm Laboratories,  Inc. 
San Diego,  California 

03797 Eldema Corp. 
El Monte, California 

03911 Clairex Corp. 
New York,  New York 

07829 Bodine Electric Co. 
Chicago,  Illinois 

11503 Keystone Mfg. Co. 
Warren,  Michigan 

12139 Pic Design Corp. 
Van Nuys,  California 

24455        General Electric Co., Lamp Division 
of Consumer Products Group 
Nela Park (Cleveland), Ohio 

30342 Imperial Metal Products Co. 
Grand Rapids,  Michigan 

70331 Alpha Wire Corp. 
New York,  New York 

70903 Beiden Mfg.  Co. 
Chicago,  Illinois 

71041 Boston Gear Works,  Division of 
Murray Co.  of Texas 
Quincy,  Massachusetts 

71279 Cambridge Thermionic Corp. 
Cambridge,   Massachusetts 

Code 
Number      Vendor's Name and Address 

71753 Smith,  A.   O.   Corp, 
Crowley Division 

71762 Culligan,  Inc. 
Northbrook,   Illinois 

72653 G.   C.   Electronics Mfg.   Co. 
Rockford,  Illinois 

77820 Bendix Corp,  Scintilla Division 
Sidney,  New York 

81168 Linear,  Inc. 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania 

85780 Moyer,  W.  A., and Sons 
Parkers Landing,  Pennsylvania 

86579 Precision Rubber Products Corp 
Dayton, Ohio 

88245 U. S.  Engineering Co. 
Glendale, California 

95987 Weckesser Co. 
Chicago, Illinois 

97197 Edmund Scientific Corp. 
Barrington,  New Jersey 

98003 Nielson Hardware Corp. 
Hartford,  Connecticut 

* Teledyne Industries,   Geotech Division, 
Garland,   Texas,  as prime contractor 
is not listed. 

2 it 3 
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SECTION II 

NUMERICAL INDEX 

FIG. 
AND QTY 

INDEX Pf.R 
% PART NO. STOCK NO. NO. ART. 

A010 6-4-16 1 
B68-4 (See 11465) 
Be262ElS00C (See 12782) 
aim 6-5-6 2 
CTC2041C 6-5-5 4 
DESSICANT 6-2-3 2 
04-375 6-3-5 

6-3.12 
6-3-16 
fc-3-18 
6-3-23 

16 

D4-500 6-4-13 
Gl-80 (See 11467) 
Ci-i2 6-4-17 
HS17')286-2SS 6-1-14 20 
HJIOF 6-5-8 
JAR 6-2-1 
MC250 6-1-16 
W.S200O3-I 6-2-4 
MS3057.1J 6-1-23 

6-1-28 
MS30S7- i 6-1-10 
MS3102C1081.4P 6-1-12 
MS3J02C20-HS 6-1-JI 
MSil02C2O-4S 6-1-26 
MSiI06AIOSL4S 6-1-11 
MStl06A?0-llP ^-1-29 
MS3I06A20-4P 6-1-24 
PC02C8-3P 6-1-33 
PC06AS-3S 6-4-6 
PIN 6-1-59 
PVC105-I0 6-1- AR 
PVCI05-5 6.1- 

6-4- 
6-5-2 

AR 

PVCI05-7 6-1- AR 
PVC105-8 6-5- 

6-5-1 
AR 

P890679 6-4-2 1 
RC20Ori53J 6-5-4 2 
RC42GFi51J 6-4-3 1 
SCn 179286 6-4-9 2 
.SCn^t H14-2 6-1- )5 

6-4-1 
22 

THREAD 6-1- AR 
TUBE 6-2-5 I 
VIA I, 6-1-46 I 
WEIGHT 6-1-77 I 
WIRE b-I- 

6-4- 
6-5- 

AR 

1 KS74J 6-5.11 1 
1007.1 6-1.74 

6-5. 
6 .1. T 3 

1 

|007( 1 
6-4- 

1020 ! 6-1-65 I 
10-.17 6-1.80 1 
10)8S 6.1.79 1 
1 f) 189 (,-1-7.: 1 
10 190 
t ft 1Q 1 

6.1.78 1 
I'M 

10411 t -4.7 1 

FIG. 
AND QTY 

INDEX PER 
% PART NO, STOCK NO. NO. ART. 

10765                                                                          6-5.                 1 
10766                                                                          6.5-                 1 
10767                                                                          6.5-12             1 
10768                                                                     6.5-9              1 
10769                                                                          6-5-7               1 
10770                                                                          6-5.                 1 
10771                                                                          6.5-15             1 
10772                                                                     6-5-14            1 
10775                                                                          6.5.3               1 
11-013                                                                        6.1.34             1 
11-016                                                                        6-1-13             1 
11-024                                                                        6-1-27             2 
1118-2                                                                        6-1-5               2 
11459                                                                          6-4-12             1 
11460                                                                          6-4-25             1 
11461                                                                          6-4-8               1 
11462                                                                          6-4-10             I 
11464                                                                          6-4-14             1 
11465                                                                          6-4-11             1 
11466                                                                          6-1-                 1 

6-4-24 
11467                                                                          6-4.15             1 
11468                                                                          6-4-19             I 
11702                                                                          6-4-5               1 
11703                                                                          6.4-                 1 
11704                                                                          6-1-45             1 
11718                                                                          6-4-                  1 
12                                                                                6-5-10             1 
12782                                                                          6-4-13             1 
1418B                                                                               6-4-4                3 
14587                                                                               6-1-75              1 
15738                                                                               6-3-2                2 
15739                                                                                      6-3-1                  2 
15757-1                                                                           6-3-21              2 
15757-2                                                                     6-3-22             1 
15757-3                                                                          6-3-3                2 
1^757-4                                                                          6-3-4                1 
15783                                                                                      6-3-6                  1 
15784                                                                                      6-3-7                  ! 
15785                                                                                      6-3-24               1 
15786                                                                                      6-3-19                1 
15824                                                                                      6-1-71                3 
15921                                                                                      6-1-21                1 
15934                                                                               6-3-13              2 
15935                                                                               6-1-70              1 
15936                                                                               6-1-69              1 
15   39-2                                                                           6-1-47              2 
15940                                                                                      6-1-61                2 
15941                                                                                6-1-                   2 
15943-1                                                                     6T1-4I             2 
15943-2                                                                          6-1-64              2 
15944                                                                               6-1-                   1 
15045                                                                               6-1-68              1 
15946                                                                               6-1-50              1 
16159                                                                               6-4-2)              1 
16187                                                                               6-4-22               1 
16299                                                                                      6-3-17               2 
16 300                                                                                      6-8-20               2 
16301                                                                                      6-3-15                1 
16325                                                                                     6-1-67                1 

6-3- 
16327                                                                                      6-1-66                1 

6-3- 

6-4 
i..  1   » 
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Numerical Index 
Reference Designation Index 

6-2-,1 1 
f.-2-IO 1 
6-2-6 1 
6-2-8 2 
6-2-7 1 
6-1-25 4 
6-1-30 
6-1-22 1 
6-1-72 1 
6-1-43 1 
6-1-37 1 
6-1-38 2 
6-1-39 1 
6-1-36 1 
6-2-9 AR 

6-1- 1 
6-1-53 2 
6-5-13 2 
6-1-51 1 
6-3-11 2 
6-3-14 
6-1-63 1 
6-1-60 2 
6-3-10 1 
6-1-48 1 
6-1-49 

SECTION III 

REFERENCE DESIGNATION INDEX 

1   B20I 6-4-18 
C201 6-4-2 
DS10I 6-5-10 
E10I 6-1- 
El 02 6-1. 
J101 6-l.;6 
J102 6-1-31 
J103 6-1-33 
JI04 6-1-12 
LI 6.1-61 
L2 6-1-61 
P101 6-1-24 
PI02 6-1-29 
P10) 6-4-6 
PI04 6-1-11 

PART NO. 

12782 
P89D670 
12 
16696 
16696 

MS3102C20-4S 
MS3102C20-11S 
PC02C8-3P 
MS3102C10SL4P 
15940 
15940 

MS3106A20-4P 
MS3106A20-11P 
PC06A8-3S 
MSJ106A10SL4S 

REF 
DESIG- 
NATION 

Rl 
R2 
R3 
R101 
R102 
R201 
TBI01 
TB102 
TB103 
TB104 
TB105 
V10I 
V102 
XDSI01 

FIG, 
AND 

INDEX 
NO. 

6-1-16 
6-1-16 
6-1-16 
6-5-4 
6-5-4 
6-4-3 
6-1-42 
b-1-41 
6-1-64 
6-1-41 
6-1-64 
6-5-6 
6-5-6 
6-5-11 

STOCK NO. 

PART NO. 

MC250 
MC250 
MC2 5a 
RC20CFlr.)j 
RC20GF153J 
RC42CFJ51J 
16722 
15943-1 
1594 3-2 
15943-1 
1594i-2 
CL60i 
CL60* 

2^5 
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liüO-32 

SECTION IV 

GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST 

FIG.  k 
INDEX NO. 

Figure 6--.    Long-Period Horizontal Seismometer 8700C (sheet 1 of 2) 

PART NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION 

12     3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS USABLE 
MFR. PER ON 
CODE ASSY CODE 

6-1. 

-2 
.3 
-4 
-5 

-6 
-7 
-8 
-9 
-10 
-11 

8700C 
17203 

16954-1 
16954-2 
16954-3 
1118-2 
1657S 
16373 
17041 
16374 
17801 
MS3057. 1 
MS31O6AI0SL4S 
164 J J 

HORIZONTAL SEISMOMETER,  Long Period 1 
.     DESICCATOR BREATHER ASSY (See 

figure 6-2 for breakdown) 1 
INSULATOR ASSY, Glass 1 
INSULATOR ASSY, Glass 1 
INSULATOR ASSY, Glass 1 
CAPSTAN WRENCH 2 
COVER  ASSY KIT, INSULATION (ACCESSORY) 1 
.     COVER,  PLUG 1 
.     COVER, PLUG 2 
.     COVER,  INSULATION 1 
PLUG,  SHIPPING 1 
CLAMP,  CABLE 1 
CONNECTOR,  PLUG,  ELECTRICAL 1 
COVER ASSY 1 

b-G 
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Group Assembly Parts List 

FIG.  b 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION 
12    3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS USABLE 
MFR. PER ON 
CODE ASSY CODE 

6-1-12 

■13 
•14 

• 15 

■ 16 

■17 

-18 

-26 

MS3102C10SL4P 

COML 

COML 

11-016 
HS179286-2SS 

COML 

2196 
16434 

COML 

COML 

MC250 

COML 

COML 

COML 

16435 

COML 

COML 

16436 
**COML 

19 16437 
20 16438 
21 15921 
22 398-7184 
23 MS3057.12 
24 MS3I06A20-4P 

16444 

25 3/16-6R 
COML 

COML 

MS3102C20-4S 
PVC105-10 

81168 
98003 

97197 

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE,  ELECTRIC 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd, 4-40 
thd size by 1/4 in. ,   sst 

WASHER, LOCK, Int tooth,  no.  4,   sst 
****** 
PACKING, PREFORMED, O-rlng 
STRIKE 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd, 4-40 

thd size by 1/4 in. ,   sst 
****** 
WINDOW 
HEATER ASSY 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd, 8-32 

thd size by 7/16 in. ,  sst 
WASHER, LOCK, Int tooth, no.  8,   sst 
****** 
.    RESISTOR,  FIXED, WIRE WOUND, 

Power,  70 ohms,  25 W, ±  I A 01528 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     NUT, PLAIN, HEX. , 4-40 thd 
size,  sst 

.     WASHER, LOCK, Int tooth, no. 4, 
sst 

.    SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd, 4-40 
thd size by 5/16 in. ,  sst 

****** 
.    INSULATOR,  STANDOFF 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd,  6-32 

thd size by 5/16 in. ,  sst 
.     WASHER,  LOCK, Int tooth,  no.  4, 

sst 
****** 

.    PLATE, MOUNTING, Heater 
.     WIRE, ELECTRICAL, Tinned 

copper,  awg 18,   solid,  0.010 in. 
Polyvinylchloride ins. ,  600 V, 
temp rtng -550C,   + 105oC 

.    INSULATION, Lower heater 

.    INSULATION, Upper heater 

.    COVER 
PACKING, PREFORMED, O-ring 86579 
CLAMP, CABLE 
CONNECTOR, PLUG, ELECTRICAL 
CABLE ASSY 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
CLAMP, CABLE 95987 
SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd,  6-32 

thd size by 1/4 in,,   sst 
SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd,  4-40 

thd size by 1/4 in. ,   sst 
****** 

.     CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRIC 

.    TUBING,  PLASTIC 70331 

4 
4 

1 
20 

40 

1 
1 

AR 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

I 

4 

1 
AR 

2kl 
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1300-^7 
Chapter 6 Sc I lun IV 

Group Asscm f;!)' PaflH  L'   ' 

FIG.   & 
INDKX NO. PART NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION 
12     3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS USABLE 
MFR. PER OK 
CODE ASSY CODE 

6-1-53 

-54 

-55 

-56 
-57 

-58 

-60 

-61 

-62 

-63 

-64 

-65 

9059 

COME 

16801 

COME 

COME 

COME 
COME 

COME 

COME 

9175 

COME 

15940 

COME 

16361 

COME 

16792 

9174 

COME 

15943-2 

COME 

COME 

COME 

16554 
15941 
10203 

COME 

MASS 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE,  Flat hd,   1/2-13 
thd size by 2-1/4 in. ,   sst 

SUSPENSION ARM ASSY 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  CAP, SCH,   10-32 
thd size by 1-5/8 in. ,   sst 

SCREW, CAP, SCH,   10-32 
thd size by 1/2 in.,   sst 

NUT, PLAIN, HEX.,  10-32 thd size,   sst 
SCREW,  CAP, SCH,   1/4-28 

thJ size by 7/8 in. ,   sst 
SCREW, SHOULDER, Sch,  0. 5 

shoulder length,   1/4-20 thd size 
by 15/16 in. ,   sst 

>|( $$ $ $ i|e 

PIN, STRAIGHT, HEADLESS,  3/32 
in.   dia.   by 3/8 in.     Ig,   sst 
BASE, COIL 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd,   10-32 

thd size by 5/8 in. ,   sst 

COIL ASSY,  580 ± 20 ohms 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE, Flat hd,  2-56 
thd size by 3/8 in. ,   sst 

COIL HARNESS (Made from 
70903 part no.  8484) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd,  2-56 
thd size by 1/4 in. ,   sst 

CLAMP, CABLE 

MOUNT, COIL 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  CAP, SCH, 4-40 
thd size by 3/8 in. ,   sst 

****** 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSY 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd,  2-56 

thd size by 5/8 in. ,   sst 
WASHER,  FLAT, No.  2,   sst 
****;■<* 

.     SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd,  2-56 
thd size by 3/8 in. ,   sst 

.     CLAMP, TERMINAL 

.     TERMINAL BOARD 
MOUNT, SLIDE 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,  CAP, SCH,  10-32 

thd size by 3/4 in.,   sst 
****** 

251 
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1300-58 

FIG.   k 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION 
1    E    3    4    5    6    7 

UNITS        USABLE 
MFR.      PER ON 
CODE     ASSY CODE 

6-1-bb 

.67 

-68 
-69 

-7'» 

16i27 

COML 

16325 

COML 

15945 
15936 

COML 

70 15935 

COML 

71 15824 
72 4950 
73 10076 

11466 

74 10074 

COML 

75 14587 
10391 

7b 10389 

COML 

77 COML 
COML 

7M 10390 

COML 

10388 

COML 

.     PIVOT ASSY,   UPPER (See 
figure 6-3 for breakdown) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW,  CAP, SCH,   10-32 
thd size by 3/4 in. ,   sst 

^ 4 ^ >jc ^C ](( 

.     PIVOT ASSY,   LOWER (see 
figure 6-3 for breakdown) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.    SCREW,  CAP, SCH,   10-32 
thd size by 5/8 in. ,   sst 

****** 
.    SUSPENSION ARM 
BASE, POST 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW, CAP, SCH,   1/4-28 

thd size by 1-1/4 in. ,   sst 

POST 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, CAP, SCH,   1/4-28 
thd size by 7/8 in. ,   sst 

SCREW ASSY, LEVELING 
NAMEPLATE 
REMO/E CENTERING ACCESSORY   ,, 

(See figure 6-4 for breakdown) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW, HEX.   (See figure 6-5) 
****** 
MONITOR,  MASS POSITION (See 

figure 6-5 for breakdown) 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE, Binder hd,   10-32 
thd size by 3/8   ,n. ,   sst 

****** 
BASE 
CALIBRATION JIG ASSY 
.     PLATE,  ALIGNMENT 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW, MACHINE, Pan hd,  4-40 

thd size by 1/4 in. ,   sst 
****** 

.     WEIGHT.  200 mg 

.    THREAD,  NYLON,  Class C 
.    SUSPENSION CAP 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW,  MACHINE,  Pan hd,  2-56 

thd size by 3/8 in. ,   sst 
****** 

.     BAR, CALIBRATION 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.    SCREW,  MACHINE, Pan hd, 4-40 
thd size by  1/2 in. ,   sst 

* * * •;; * * 

3 
1 

1 

Ref 

1 

2 
AR 

1 

Zt2 
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Chapter 6 Section IV 

Group AsRembly Parts  List 

FIG.   & 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION 
12    3    4    5    6    7 

UMTS USABLE 
MFR. PER ON 
CODE ASSV CODE 

6-1-80 10387 

COML 

BAR, CAP 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

SCREW,  MACHINE,  Pan hd,   4-40 
thd size by 3/8 in. ,   sst 

****** 

6-2 - 17025                                r 

-1 COML 

-2 17439 
-3 DESSICANT 

-4 MS20003-1 
-5 COML 

-6 266N 

-7 269N 

-8 268N 

-9 66PP 

** All coml wire may be purchased from 
70331 or 70903.    Specify color when 
ordering. 

DESICCATOR BREATHER ASSY (See 
figure 6-1 for NHA) 
JAR,  MASON,  Quart size,   glass, 

standard mouth 
GASKET 
DESSICANT, ACTIVATED, 4-unit 

bags per MIL-D-3464 
INDICATOR, HUMIDITY 
TUBE, ALUMINUM,   3/8 in.  OD 

by 0. 022 in.  wall thickness 
by 5- 1 /2 in.  Ig 

UNION, PIPE TO PIPE, Female 
3/8 by 1/4 in. ,   nylon 

ELBOW, PIPE TO TUBE,  Male, 
3/8 by 1/4 in. ,  ny.'on 

UNION, TUBE,  Male.   3/8 by 1/4 in. , 
nylon 

TUBE,   "TYGON",  3/8 in. OD 

Q 

Figure 6-2,    Disiccator Breather Assembly 
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Ref 

71762 
00334 

30342 

30342 

30342 2 

30342 AR 
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ljOO-60 

FIG.   k 
INDEX NO. PART NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION 
12     5    4    5    6    7 

UNITS 
MFR.      PER 
CODE    ASSY 

USABLE 
ON 

CODE 

'.-10 
-II 
-12 

-1 5 

17438 
17235-2 
COML 

CO ML 

TUBE,  AIR 
HOLDER,  DESICCANT 
SCREW,  MACHINE,  Hex.    hd,   1/4-20 

thcl size by 3/4 in. ,   sst 
NUT,  PLAIN,  HEX.,   I/4-20 thd size,   sst 

6-3 - 16327 

-1 15739 

COML 

15738 

COML 

-3 15757-3 
-4 15757-4 
-5 D4-375 

-fa 15783 
-7 15784 

16325 

-1 
-10 

COML 

COML 
9631-3 

COML 

11 P172 
12 D4-375 

13 159 34 

COML 

14 9172 
IS 16301 

COML 

-16 D4-375 

-17 16299 

COML. 

-18 D4- ^75 

-19 15786 

6-14 

PIVOT ASSY,   UPPER (see figure 
6-1 for NHA) 

.    CLAMP,  FLEXURE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW, CrtP, SCH,  6-32 thd size 
by 5/ 16 in. ,   sst 

.     CLAMP.  FLEXURE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW, CAP, SCH, 6-32 thd size 
by 5/ 16 in. ,   sst 

****** 
FLEXURE 

. FLEXURE 

.    PIN,  STRAIGHT, HEADLESS, 0.0938 
in.   dia by 3/8 in.   Ig 12139 

. BLOCK, UPPER FLEXURE 

. BLOCK. UPPER FLEXURE 
PIVOT ASSY,  LOWER (Fee figure 

6-1 for NHA) 
.    SCREW.  CAP, SCH, 4-40 thd size 

by 5/8 in. ,   sst 
,     NUT, PLAIN,  HEX..  4-40 thd size,   sst 
.    BRACKET, FLEXURE 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.    SCREW,  CAP, SCH,  2-56 thd size 

by 5/16 in. ,   sst 
****** 
BLOCK,  CLAMPING 

.     PIN,  STRAIGHT, HEADLESS, 0.0938 in. 
dia by 3/8 in.  Ig 12139 

.     PLATE.  FLEXURE, Horizontal 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW.  CAP,  SCH,  2-56 thd size 
by 5/16 in. ,   sst 

****** 
.    BLOCK.  CLAMPING 
.    BLOCK.  FLEXURE. Horizontal 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
.     SCREW,  CAP, SCH.   5-40 thd size 

by 1 /2 in. ,   sst 
****** 

.     PIN,  STRAIGHT,  HEADLESS, 0.0938 
in.   dia by  3/8 in.   Ig 12139 

.     CLAMP,  FLEXURE 
(ATTACHING PARTS) 

.     SCREW,   CAP,  SCH,  4-40 thd size 
by 5/16 in. ,   sst 

****** 
PIN,  STRAIGHT,  HEADLESS,  0.0938 

in.   dia by  5/8 in.   Ig 12139 
.     BLOCK.  LOWER FLEXURE,   50° 

Ref 
2 

2 
1 

6 
1 
1 

Ref 
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% 

Figure 6-3,    Upper and Lower Flexure Pivot Asaemblies 
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1300-63 
Chapttr 6 Si-. II«II iv 

Qmup AkNfinlil) I'.irl» Li»! 

no. i 
INDKX NO. HAMf NUMMCi 

|)»;H( H II* I ION 
lit**'    1 

UMTS USAIU » 

mn. l»M t>N 
• tun V<*<.V ' HIM 

•i »«•«O» Tl 

COML 

>» RC4IOr«%IJ 

* 
•1 

• 

MIW 
HIM 
I!f|. 

»*C0«A«.»l 
HVCIO«.* 
••COMI 

.1 IS4IC 
114»! 

COML 

rOMt 

.10 IMM 

.11 114*« 

•11 114%« 

.   OOML 

.It 
• N 
•II 

D4.*0« 
1   K 1 
114«? 

.1- 
• IT 
.It 

MM 
r.t.M 

.10 
IMM 
C;OMI. 

..•I roMt 

.It ibiar 

.1* IfclM 

.14 UV 

.H 114l>0 

.    C^HACITuN, 0. •*-». UOvmt 
(ATTACHINO HARtil 

.    fCIIICW. MACHINE. Bi«4»r M. 
10. «•• IM »IM by 1/4 IN.. ••! 

,    NUISTQII, riXSO. COMKMITION. 
%SO Ohm, JW, • ¥k 

,    rCRMIKAL 
.    TKRMIKAL BOAIID 
MARSC»» A»»Y 

CONSCCIOII, PLUO, ELECTRICAL 
.     I    •>!• - . PLAftTIC 
.    RIME, ELECTRICAL, TIMWO 

impjrr, •«■ 14, MrO T/li 
0-0|0 |Mlv»i««'l(M*r.4» Mi». 
»oov. I.M* »••• .%«■€, t |0**C 

OROMMLT. RURtER 
COVER, M«i«f 
»IRIRE 

(AfTACMISO RARTII 
%< Hi ». UM HIVE. R»«4»f M   4.40 

IM ••#• 0% 1/0 M.. ••• 
»AM4ER. LOCK, IM laoik. M. 4. ••! 

■CREW, LOCK, rataM M.  10. »i 
iM •!«» Ry t/4 l*i., Ml 

UK AlilNr, |Alir4 Irom t'«M 
i-•• ••.  !»• ««41 

COVER, RAM 
IATTACNIRO PARTSI 

OCRE», MACHIXE. rUl M.  10.11 
IM •    ■ by I M.. Ml 

PIK, STRAKHT, HEADLBRR 
FOOT,  E»n«U Irtrltn« 
GEAR, Tt>r*«4»4IAIir4 Iron« i<|i4 

Ml no.  '.I   «oi 
BEARINn,  THKUftT 
CLAN 
MOTOR. 0. T Rpm |Alinl Iron» OTaM 

|Mrt no.  n«;. .» i«noi i 
GASKET 
WASHER, PLAT,  1/2 tn. GO « •/■»> in. ID I 

lt%l Ihk.  ••! 
SCREta, MACHINE, HEX..«ocliri M. 

1/0.24 IM liM by 1/2 in.. 
fi «• point,   ..i 

SPRING 
PISTON 
SCREW. MIX 
RASE,  Motor 

TITS» 

a««4« 

TT020 

AR 
»2*« I 

HIM 

no4i 
1211« 

*•   All   ■ oi'.l    »irr   IIIAV  lit.   |l in l.->.r>l 
from 70 Ml or 70901.    SprrUy 
...IT    ... .    ..r.|.   n    k. 

257 
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1300-6* 

HU. k 
INDKX NO. I'AKI  Nt'MHKM 

MFR 
CODE 

UNITS USABLE 
OKSCRIPTION PER ON 

1    i    1   4   »   i    T ASSY CODE 

MAUS HCMIf ION MONITOR {U» tlgUt 
h'i tat nr»i i.i^hrf «••»mblv) M 

.    TUBINC, HtASTIC 70111 AR 
rURINC, PIAIITIC TOttl AR 

.    t*HOTO-REftWTOR RRIDOB ASSY 1 

.    .    COVER 1 

.    .    SCSttTOR, riXCD, COMHOftITION. 
i-K    I/4W. 1 «« 1 

.    .    TERMINAL »im 4 

.    .    PHOTO RESMIOR 01011 1 

.    .    HOUttINO t 

.    .    WWE. El ECTRICAL. 1****4 
'•PP*I. •*( 1*. «trST/H. 
0.010 palyviwvURIvriS« M« 
•00V   •»m» r*m .%%H.    • I0«*C AR 

.    LAMP AND HOUMNC ASSV 1 

.    .    PLUO, M-i. TMII 1 

.    .    RINO 1 

.    .    EULE 144«% 1 

.    .    AOCRKT OITfT 1 

.  .  Homwo 1 

.    .    TUEINO. PLASTIC »o.i. AR 

.    .    »IRE. KLECTRICAL. TIM*4 
■-(■<-•    ••« 1*. •It4 T/M. 
0.010 ^•lt%i*»liM«riS» Mat 
*«0V   um» Mt.« .M«C.  . |0*»C AR 

.    EASE AMIY 

.    .   CUT IIMI 

.    .    SUPPORT 

.    .    PLATE 

l<M>N 

i-vniH.« 
fV( l<1«.4 
inr.» 
mm 
R« Mnori*»J 

I If !04ir 
. i. .. 
ISTM 
••COML 

I0TM> 
• Ntior 
« I0».« 
1" li 
II wtfia 
IJ lOHf 

PVCIM.a 
•...*'. 

IOIT0 
1« «1 
'• |Ö»»i 
1» l«V| 

•• All toml «tr» may b* pir(MM4 
it««. fo»«i or TOOOt.   Spacity 
«•tor «Mt* arSarMg. 

Ktiiuri' • -*•.    M.i»» Pi>»ilti>n Munttor 

.-IH Ztö 
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K»r»iKr.»|ili 7-1 

T.I.   INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTOir 

ORCUIT MAORAMi 

I«   Thit chaptvi eunuina tht «thcnuiu di«gr«m ul thv Svtamwnioivr. 
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SPREHGNETIIER MODEL S-5018 

REMOTE CENTERING CONTROL 

MODXPZBD FOR USB WITH TilB 

oeoTecri 8-12 io*ir, PERIOD HORIZONTAL SRISNOMBTBR 

Specirieatienat 

Tof AI WedfTft CxeurniAn 

Tnpar 

Total ▼•rtienl Oleplaeeamt 

TftAl Tilt 

fftil Control 

/i.lnotlas Roto 

Pcffort 
Veltoso 
Curront 

2 Inehoo 

A.004 In/In 

A.01 Znoh 

IftO 800 of Are 

t,tS  800 Aro/Tum 

1 P.PH 
t.M 800 Aro/Hln 

12 VIC 
Approx. 40MADC 

8-1/2 Lb«. Wplrht - 

Inntollotloo Znotruetlonat 

Tho unit io ohlppod bolted to « ««ooden block. 

Retain ehippin/f oooeebly ineludinn boltn end nuta in eaoo of 
fttturo ohippins requireaonta« 

The atoinleaa etool waobora ore to bo need «dien ooouring the 
unit en the oeleaeaoter. 

ürpaek the two counting bolte. 

Plnco eoicaoeete? in final loeation on pier and raiao it onto 
rocdon blocke irith the two front level*ng eereua free« 

P.csove both front loyolins eerowa. 

Irotnll the centeHnft control unit with the eotor projecting 
to th« rif;ht «rd tho rcfro position coalo vlolhlo fron the 
front.  Socuro with the rpeoiat boltn provMct. Thooo bolto 
nnfn Into tho o^^rmen^or lovoUnf? rorntf holen. 

NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

2^ 

. 
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Throod on« of tho lovollnff aerows into tho holo provlHod at 
tho lowor loft end o? tho unit. 

Lowor tho aolonoaotor MHJii to '^»ol posit Ion on tho pi or. 

CAHTZOtft    RXOOJMVO etrooa or ahock will danaffo or dlatort 
tho Inolind onrfnoo or tho wadffo contaet Caeoo, thorohy 
<*ootro3rlaa llnoar^.ty rrd prodneAns an orratAo notion eharaeto- 
rfnti«,    Plnco A cno J^^h thick eotnl Mock rndor tho roar 
}cvo\irs ocrow to ecepenoato for tho thicknooo of tho contorlnfl 
ritt, 

?hi rotor rof|«iroa IS volta, K powor«    Tho driro i« aporoxi- 
n*ol* cna rm, ••ith a ^«tal «fodso oraurolon of t on« inch 
rhich rc*filro» approH-itolT 40 ntnM*oi travol tiao to oi*.hor 
cM frea a censor r*>o<*i<*»n. 
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL 

PHOTOTUBE AMPLIFIER, MODEL 5240B 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE EQUIPMENT 

The Phototube Amplifier, Model 5240B, is a galvanometer-phototube amplifier 
designed to amplify very low-level voltages or currents in the long-period 
region of the seismic spectrum. 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT 

1.2.1 Special features of this amplifier include a sealed optical-photoelectric 
assembly, separate power supply, low-power consumption, and ability to operate 
for long periods unattended except for centering of the galvanometer. 

1.2.2 Figure 1 is a front view of the Phototube Amplifier, Model 5240B, the 
Power Supply, Model 4304, and connecting cables. The sealed amplifier must be 
mounted on a concrete pier isolated from local disturbing vibrations in order 
to obtain low-noise levels. The power supply can be located separately to 
avoid transmission of power-line frequency vibrations to the galvanometer or 
to the associated optical components. 

1.2.3 The ESO GL261 galvanometer and a variety of plug-in filter components 
are offered by the.Geotech Division of Teledyne Industries, for use in the 
amplifier. The information contained in this manual applies to amplifiers 
equipped with the GL261 galvanometer and a bandpass filter with half-power 
points at 0.001 Hz and 0.04 Hz. Supplementary information is included when 
special galvanometer-filter combinations are shipped. Figure 2 shows the 
galvanometer frequency response for various values of damping. 

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS 

Input: 

Output: 

Direct input to galvanometer. 

Single-ended referenced to dummy cathode follower. 
Maximum linear output - 30 volts peak-to-peak into an open 
circuit; 16 volts into 10K ohms (recommended minimum load 
resistance for negligible loss in gain). Cathode-follower 
output impedance less than 1000 ohms. Will drive 
HELICORDER Amplifier, Model 4983, plus galvanometer in 
Film Recorder, Model 1301A, and certain galvanometers in 
the DEVELOCORDER, Model 4000. 
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Gain: From 7S0K to 4 million, depending on the galvanometer used, 

gain »  approx 8aiv0 sensitivity in , wTT 
amperes/mm at 1 m resistance 

SCO 
or    galvo sensitivity in V/rod 

Noise level: 

Hum: 

Dynamic range; 

Linearity: 

Temperature: 

Humidity: 

Adjustments: 

Power: 

Power line 
variation: 

Size and weight: 

Shipping weight; 

As low as 5 mV peak-to-peak at output depending on seismic 
motion at installation and galvanometer installed. 

l.S mV peak-to-peak at output. 

Will be at least 60 dB from noise level to clipping level. 

*2%  from noise level to 80% of clipping level. (Based on 
the best straight line with 0.01 Hz sinusoidal signal.) 

Will operate within 40° to 100*F. 

Will operate witiin above specifications from 20% to 99% 
relative humidity. 

Will operate within above specifications with adjustments 
at intervals of not less than 6 months except for center- 
ing of the galvanometer. 

Operates on US volts, 50-400 Hz. Power required is less 
than 7 watts at 115 volts, 60 Hz. 

A change of 110% in supply voltage outside the passband 
will produce a change in gain not greater than 2%. 

The power supply is 5" by 9-1/2" by 10" and weighs 9 pounds. 
The phototube amplifier is 11-1/2" by 20" by 18-1/2" and 
weighs 50 pounds. 

Approximately 80 pounds. 

1.4 EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED 

1.4.1 Standard 

i Phototube Amplifier, Model 5240B, with 
Galvanometer) Model GL261 

1 Power Supply, Model 4304 
1 Filter, White Instrument Labs. No. 1452 (cutoff 

frequencies .001 Hz and .04 Hz) 
1 Power Supply Cable, No. 5126A 
1 A C Power Cord, Beiden No. 12293 

M-5240B 27^ 
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2 Desiccant, Eagle Chemical Co. No. 8S2. 4.unit bag, sealed. 
1 Operation and Maintenance Manual 

1.4.2   Optional 

Calvanoaeter, Model GL261, can be supplied with undamped 
natural frequency fro» 0.01 to 0.033 Hz (100-30 sec period) 

Filters, to customer's requirements. Range of bandpass frequencies is 
.0004 Hz to 10 Hz. 

2.  INSTALLATION 

2.1 UNPACKING 

The Phototube Amplifier, Model S240B, the GL261 galvanometer, and the Power 
Supply, Model 4304, are packaged separately. Amplifier, power supply, and the 
accessories are packed together in a heavy carton for shipment. After the ampli- 
fier and power supply have been unpacked, they should be examined carefully. A 
report should be made Umediately of any damage noted or any missing part or 
component. 

2.2 INITIAL SETUP 

Remove the top cover from the power supply and plug the filter into the 11-pin 
octal-style socket. See than V201 and V202 are plugged in securely and replace 
the cover. Remove the top cover from the amplifier (figure 3). Be careful not 
to damage the gasket. If possible, avoid opening the case in a moist atmosphere. 
Check the parts to aee that no damage has occurred and that all components are 
secure. 

2.3 GALVANOMETER INSTALLATION (Refer to figure 3) 

2.3.1 To install the Galvanometer, GL261 in the amplifier, check to ensure that 
the galvanometer suspension is locked by turning the knurled coil lock (0) 
clockwise. Install the galvanometer on the galvanometer base (D), using the 
mounting bolts furnished. 

At the base of the installed galvanometer, check to ensure that the brass zero- 
adjust drive gear is mounted on its shaft and can be turned with the fingers. Tf 
the gear cannot be turned, loosen the hold-down ring by backing the ring-mounting 
screws 1/8 turn from the "tight" position. 

2.3.2 The right-angle drive (A) of the external zero-adjust is attached to the 
drive gear by a two-axis coupling. The alignment of the right-angle drive axis 
and the drive gear shaft is not critical and can be easily adjusted by loosening 
the set screws holding the dowel pins.      ... 
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CAUTION 

Do not touch any lens, exciter light, 
or phototube glass with the fingers. 
Chemical deposits on these surfaces 
may cause improper operation of the 
amplifier. 

2.4 AMPLIFIER INSTALLATION 

2.4.1 The mounting surface for the amplifier should be carefully selected. The 
sealed case must be located on a concrete pier or other massive structure. The 
structure must be free from vibrations whose frequencies fall within the band of 
interest. Strong vibrations outside the band may excite the galvanometer and 
cause noise within its passband. The feet on the sealed case also serve as 
leveling screws. A bubble level is provided on the galvanometer base. When 
the amplifier has been placed in the desired position, it should be leveled by 
adjusting the feet on the case before the cover is replaced on the sealed 
section. 

2.4.2 Unlock the galvanometer suspension by turning the knurled coil in a 
counterclockwise direction (viewing the galvanometer from the back). The 
galvanometer suspension should be unlocked only when the amplifier is ready for 
use. The galvanometer suspension can be locked by turning the knurled coil 
lock in a clockwise direction. Remove the two desiccant bags from the sealed 
envelope and place loosely in the bottom of the amplifier case. Replace the 
cover carefully by seating it on the gasket in the same position as received. 

2.4.3 The power supply can be mounted in any convenient location within the 
range of the connecting power cable. Avoid placing the power supply in such a 
position that it will transmit vibrations to the amplifier. The location 
selected should be free from dampness, drafts of air, or radical changes in 
temperature. If the location is subject to sudden temperature changes because 
of diurnal or meteorological effects, it is recommended that an insulated 
housing be provided for the amplifier and power supply. The amplifier and 
power supply should not be located near heating or air conditioning outlets or 
machines where temperature is controlled by cycling. 

2.5 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the phototube amplifier showing all necessary 
connections and cables. 

2.5.1 Signal Input 

The input cable is not supplied as part of the equipment. The input connectors 
are made of solid copper in order to reduce thermoelectric potentials. The 
internal input circuit is of all-copper construction. The cable should be 
twisted-pair signal wire with high-quality insulation. The minimum conductor 
size should be 24 gauge. The external galvanometer-damping resistor should be 
mounted directly on the copper input terminals. Make certain that all copper 
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conductors, binding posts, and connections are free of corrosion and exhibit a 
clean and bright appearance. If the input cable is to be subjected to varying 
electrostatic fields, shielding should be used.  If large ground currents exist 
between the locations of the amplifier and the signal source, the shield should 
be grounded at one end only.  (Most power lines depend on ground conductance 
for part of their return circuit.) It may be necessary to determine by experi- 
ment where shields should be grounded. 

2.5.2 Power Supply Cable 

The cable (Ceotech No. 5126A) which connects the amplifier to its power supply 
is furnished by the manufacturer. Extension of this cable is permissible, if 
required, but such extension should be limited to 25 feet.  If an extension of 
more than 25 feet is required, consult Geotech. Use care in routing to avoid 
pickup from disturbing electrical sources. 

2.5.3 A-C Cord 

All models are furnished with an A-C Power Cord, Beiden No. 12293, (or equiva- 
lent). Good regulation of the voltage supplied to the amplifier will insure best 
operating results. (See paragraph 1.3 for Specifications.) 

2.5.4 Output Connections 

J203 and J204 are wired in parallel inside the power-supply chassis, tither 
of these connectors can be used for the output. The other is used for 
connection to test equipment or to auxiliary recording apparatus. When it is 
desired to connect to the input of power amplifiers or recorders whose terminals 
are balanced to ground, pins A and D should be used. If an unbalanced grounded 
output is desired, connect pins B, C, and D, to the grounded conductor. Observe 
the shielding practices outlined in paragraph 2.5.1. 

2.6 STORAGE 

The amplifier case, when sealed, is waterproof and dustproof. During storage 
the amplifier case should be closed, all cable receptacles covered with dust 
covers, and the galvanometer terminals shorted together for protection of the 
galvanometer. 

3. OPERATION 

3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

3.1.1 POWER Switch 

S201 is a toggle switch located on the power-supply chassis. 

-9- 
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5.1 :LRÜ ADJUST Control 

RJ05 is used to zero  the output voltage fro« cathode-to-cathode of V201 under 
zero-signal conditions. This control is provided with a lock. 

3.1.3 Galvanometer Zero (See figure 3) 

Two mechanical adjustments are provided for centering the galvanoaeter. An 
internal adjustment (B) mounted on the galvanometer top rotates the galvanometer 
suspension and »irror within the galvanometer case and is used for coarse adjust- 
ments. An external adjustment (A) mounted on the amplifier case rotates the 
galvanometer base and is used for fine adjustments after the amplifier cover has 
been installed. 

3.2 ADJUSTMENT 

After the installation has been completed and all connections have been made, 
adjust the amplifier as follows: 

a. Terminate the galvanometer with its CDRX (external critical damping 
resistance) or a resistor of approximately that value. 

range, 
b. Set the external galvanometer zero in the center of its adjustnent 

c. Remove the amplifier cover. 

d. Turn on the power switch and watch for any indications of improper 
operation. 

e. Adjust the internal galvanometer zero until the light beam is 
centered on the splitter lens. Use a small card behind the splitter lens to 
observe the light position. 

f. Replace the cover carefully by seating it on the gasket in the same 
position as received. 

g. Connect a VTVM to J20S and J207. Adjust the external galvanometer 
zero control for an output of zero volts (50 mV is normally an acceptable level 
to obtain with this adjustment). 

h. Allow the amplifier to stabilize for about 30 minutes without any 
input signal, then make the following adjustment. 

1. Adjust the ZERO ADJUST control mounted on the amplifier POWER SUPPLY 
to obtain an output of zero volts at pins A and 0 of J203. As a result of this 
adjustment, the output will take considerable time to stabilize, since the 
filter will charge for about 1000 seconds. If a recorder is not used, a volt- 
meter or milliameter can be used for this adjustment. Start with an insensitive 
scale (50 volts or mA) and inert ise sensitivity as the ztro adjustment nears 
completion. 

• lO- 
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j. Connect a voltmeter or millianeter between J205 and .J207. Readjust 
the galvanometer zero control for an output of zero volts. 

k. Remove the top cover of the amplifier. Do this carefully to avoid 
disturbing the position of the case. Using a small white card, check the 
position of the square of light on the splitter lens. If the light square is 
centered within -1/16 inch, the phototube outputs are balanced. 

1. Apply a test signal to the amplifier. Use a low-frequency function 
generator with approximately 20 to 100 megohms series resistance to the damped 
galvanometer. Increase the signal until the square of light on the splitter 
lens is seen to deflect from its zero position. Limit deflection to ^3/8 inch. 
Observe the illuminated areas on the phototubes. They should not move as the 
square of light deflects on the splitter lens. (Nonuniform change of intensity 
over spot area should not be mistaken for motion.) If this test is successful, 
the galvanometer input circuit and optical system are in proper adjustment. 

m. Replace the amplifier cover carefully; connect the desired input 
signal, and observe the output of a recorder or meter. 

n. Allow the amplifier to operate (with or without signal) for at least 
8 hours. Remove any signal and recheck the voltage at J205 and J207 and the 
adjustment of the external ZERO ADJUST control for zero output. The amplifier 
is ready for operation. 

If any of the tests or adjustments described above cannot be completed success- 
fully, refer to the MAINTENANCE section of this manual. 

3.3 AMPLIFIER RESPONSE 

3.3.1 General 

The phototube amplifier frequency response is determined by the natural frequency 
of the galvanometer, the galvanometer damping, and the filter installed in the 
amplifier circuit. The response can be determined experimentally by applying 
sinusoidal signals of several frequencies to the input and measuring or recording 
the output signals, then calculating the ratio of output voltage to input voltage 
for these frequencies. The response can be predicted if the galvanometer natural 
frequency, galvanometer damping, and filter characteristics are known. 

When a response other than the existing one is desired, changes can be made by 
adjusting the galvanometer natural frequency or damping, or selecting a filter 
having different characteristics. Any combination of the above can be used 
simultaneously to obtain a different response. 

3.3.2 Determining Frequency Response Experimentally 

a. Connect a damping resistor (Rj) across the amplifier input. The 
damping resistor used should have the same resistance as the circuit to which 
the amplifier input will be connected during operation. 

•ii- 281 
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b. Connect a low frequency (0.1 to 0.01 Hz) function generator and 
divider network to the aaplifier as shown in figure 5. 

c. Connect the aaplifier output (Pin A and D of J203) to a voltmeter 
or recorder. 

d. Adjust the output of the function generator and the IK potentio- 
meter to obtain approximately 8 V peak-to-peak at the output of the amplifier 
at the lowest desired frequency (or any frequency in the center or flat portion 
of the amplifier bandpass). 

e. Select several frequencies within the range of interest and apply 
signals at these frequencies to the amplifier input, measuring the function 
generator output voltfige and amplifier output voltage at each frequency. 

f. Divide the amplifier output voltage by the function generator out 
output voltage to obtain the frequency response characteristics of the amplifier. 

NOTE 

To determine the voltage gain of the amplifier, 
calculate the ratio of the function generator 
output voltage and voltage across the amplifier 
input using the resistor values in the divider 
network, then multiply this ratio by the numbers 
obtained in step f. 
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3.3.3 Predicting Amplifier Response 

The amplifier response can be predicted when the galvanometer natural frequeiic) , 
galvanometer damping, and filter characteristics are known. Nhen a low fre- 
quency function generator is not available, this is the most practical motluul 
of determining response. Figure 2 is a family of curves which show the response 
of the galvanometer as a function of frequency for several values of damping. 
The relative sensitivity is plotted as a function of the ratio of the actual 
frequency of interest and galvanometer natural frequency so the curves will 
apply to galvanometers having any natural frequency. To use the curves, first 
select several frequencies within the bandpass of the amplifier, then divide 
each of these by the galvanometer natural frequency to obtain the ratios f/f«. 
Select the curve which represents the proper damping of the galvanometer. Read 
the galvanometer sensitivity from the curve for each value of f/fg, then multiply 
these values by the corresponding value found on the curve in figure (J repre- 
senting the same frequency. When the products of these sensitivities are 
plotted as a function of frequency, the resulting graph will be the response of 
the amplifier. If the galvanometer natural frequency and damping are not known, 
consult the following paragraphs. 

3.3.4 Measuring Galvanometer Natural Frequency 

The natural frequency and critical damping resistance of the galvanometer are 
given on the data sheet which is sent with the instrument. If it is desired tu 
verify these values, connect the amplifier to a recorder and run a test record 
as follows: Disconnect the input leads and put a 0.01 microvolt dc pulse across 
the coil, so that the galvanometer oscillatds. 

NOTE 

To obtain accurate results, it is important that 
no load be connected to the instrument during 
oscillation. Make sure that the voltage source 
used does not present a constant load to the 
coil; see the pulse generating circuit in figure 7. 

Switch Sj should be a normally-open pushbutton type, located in the circuit as 
shown so no load is presented to the galvanometer when it is open. 

To operate, momentarily close switch Sj. This pulses the galvanometer, forcing 
the coil to oscillate. Do not leave switch closed when checking damping. 

Note the time required for a number of cycles and divide the number of cycles 
by the time to get the natural frequency. 

3.3.5 Measuring Galvanometer Damping (Att) 

The galvanometer damping (Ag) can be measured directly if Ag is to be less than 
0.7. For greater damping values, the overshoot becomes extremely small and 
difficult to measure precisely, therefore, the damping should be calculated 
as described in 3.3.7. 
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Rj- EXTERNAL DAMPING RESISTANCE AS REQUIRED (Rj IS INFINITE 
*    WHEN MEASURING OPEN CIRCUIT DAMPING} a 

Rc - IS THE GALVANOMETER 

FifM7. PtlM iMMmtiai circuit 

To measure the damping: 

a. Connect a resistor (Rj) across the galvanometer terminals to 
simulate the circuit to which the amplifier input will be connected for 
routine operation. 

b. Connect the pulse generating circuit shown in figure 7 to the 
amplifier input. 

c. Connect the output signal at J205 am* J207 to the input of a high 
impedance recorder or a VTVM. 

NOTE 

The filter response characteristics will alter the 
signal wave form to such an extent that measure- 
ments at the output J203 or J204 will not be valid 
for determining damping. The unfiltered signal 
(J205-J207) must be used. 

d. Apply a sustained voltage to the galvanometer and adjust the 
voltage to produce an output of approximately S Vdc at J205-J2O7 after the 
galvanometer has stopped moving. 

15- 2W 
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e. If the signal is not being recorded, read the above output 
voltage on the VTVM and record it for later use. Designate this voltage Vj. 

f. Release the switch and allow the galvanometer to return to its 
center position. Note the VTVM reading at the maximum excursion of the pointer 
as it indicates the galvanometer overshoot. Designate this reading V2. 

g. After the galvanometer stops moving, read the voltage indicating 
the zero position. Designate this reading V0. 

h. Calculate the overshoot ratio as follows: 

overshoot ratio =  ,2 " fo 
vl " vo 

i.  If recordings are made, the overshoot ratio can be determined from 
them as shown in figure 8. 

j. After the overshoot ratio has been determined, refer to figure 9 
for galvanometer damping. 

3.3.6 Measuring Galvanometer Open Circuit Damping (X9) 

Use the setup shown in figure 7 to record a free-period signal of the galvanom- 
eter. Connect the recorder (or a VTVM) to J205 and J207. Calculate the ratio 
of overshoot for any two consecutive undipped half cycles of the signal, as 

OVERSHOOT RATIO = 

OVERSHOOT 

OVERSHOOT 
STATIC DEFLECTION 
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SHORT 10 
Vdc PULSE 

X       X       X 
OVERSHOOT RATIO = ~=--^=-i 

1        2       3 

Fifufe 10. Illustration of nethod for dtterming overshoot ratio when checkinf open circuit dampinf 

illustrated in figure 10. If a VTVM is used, the overshoot ratio will be the 
peak voltage (from center position) of any half cycle divided by peak voltage 
of the half cycle immediately preceeding. After calculating the overshoot 
ratio, refer to figure 9 to determine the damping. Measure the galvanometer 
natural frequency using the same signal recorded above. The open circuit 
damping value just determined, will apply for this natural frequency only. If 
the natural fiequency is adjusted, the \Q  must be rechecked. 

3.3.7 Determining Critical Damping Resistance (&,) 

The critical damping resistance (Äg) of the galvanometer is the total loop 
resistance (coil resistance + external damping resistance) which produces a 
damping of 1.0 (critical damping). When the loop resistance is adjusted to 
this value, the galvanometer total damping (A2) will be X_ + \Q,  and \    + \Q 
"■ill be 1.0. When the äB is to be measured, first determine the open circuit 
Jamping (AQ) as describea in paragraph 3.3.6. 

Connect to the galvanometer terminals, a damping resistor (R.) which will 
produce an overshoot ratio of approximately 0.2. Measure the total galvanometer 
damping (A_) as described in paragraph 3.3.5, Calculate the äB as follows: 

Ä, 
(A L H)  CRg * RH) 

where; 

Ä- = critical damping resistance of the galvanometer 

M-5240B 
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A- = total galvanometer damping 

\Q    =    galvanometer open circuit damping 

R_ ■ galvanometer coil resistance (consult data sheet or measure* 
directly) 

Rj ■ external damping resistance 

CAUTION 

If Rg is measured directly, first turn the clamp 
screw clockwise to secure the movement so that the 
meter voltage cannot cause excessive deflection of 
the galvanometer, then be sure that the meter is 
set to the correct range before connecting leads 
to the galvanometer. 

The above ft. will apply only for the natural frequency of the galvanometer at 
the time the Stg  was determined. A typical set of numbers obtained from the 
above tests are: 

R  > 5030 (measured) 

Rj ■ 43008 (measured) 

overshoot ratio ■ 0.62 (measured, open circuit) 

Xe ■ 0.15 (from figure 9) 

Overshoot ratio «0.27 (measured with resistance load) 

A  ■ 0.38 (from figure 9) 

A  ■ (0.38 - 0.15) (503 » 4300) 

(0.23) (4803) 
""" 0.85 

1300« 

Having determined ft , an appropriate external circuit resistance to give any 
damping factor is easily calculated. If a damping of 0.707 is desired, 

ft- (1 " v 
R   ■ -     R Rd " Ag - Xe       

Rg 

•19- 289 
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1105 
Ü.707 - 0.15 

1400. 

- 503 

The damping factor for any given external circuit resistance may  be calculated 
as follows: 

^g (1 - xe 
g   «d ♦ Rg 

If a li'dit. resistor is connected across the galvanometer, then 

.  _ 1300 (1 - 0.15) . n .c 

'    0.736 ♦ O.iS 

- 0.886 

3.3.8 Critical Damping Resistance Adjustment 

If a different critical damping resistance is desired, turn the magnetic shunt 
screw (directly below the galvanometer binding parts) to change the position of 
the magnetic shunt. Counterclockwise rotation lowers the value of ft ; clockwise 
rotation raises it. In order to determine the new value of the critical damp- 
ing resistance for the new position of the shunt, repeat the tests described 
previously in paragraph 3.3.7. 

Changing the position of the magnetic shunt may have some effect on the natural 
period, so the period should be rechecked as outlined in paragraph 3.3.4. 

3.3.9 Changing the Natural Period 

Before attempting to change the natural period, care should be taken to insure 
that no dust or lint will enter the instrument while the cover is removed. 
Disconnect the input leads, turn the clamp screw clockwise to clamp the coil 
securely, and move the galvanometer to a dust- and lint-free room. Remove the 
front cover by removing the 10 screws around the edge. 

Loosen the two screws in the period adjust clamp (figure 11). Being very care- 
ful that the suspension wire is traveling freely through the clamp, move the 
clamp toward the desired position on the period adjustment frame. Moving the 
clamp DOWN shortens the period, and moving it UP lengthens the period; the 
final position is determined by trial and error. While making this adjustment 
be careful not to touch the upper suspension tab. 

.20- r. 0 
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Hctiahten the two clamp screws, replace front cover, and unclamp the coil. 
Place ■ small emf (not to exceed 0.01 microvolt) across the coil. Using a 
stopwatch, observe the time required for one oscillation of the mirror. This 
time is the instrument's period. Keep moving the period adjustment clamp 
until the desired free period is obtained. Replac? the front cover. For a 
precise letemunation of period, use the method outlined in paragraph 3.3.4. 

A change in period changes the value of the critical damping resistance, so it 
must be redetermined as outlined in paragraph 3.3.7. 

4.  PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Reference contained in the following paragraphs pertain to the schematic 
diagram of the phototube amplifier (figure 13) unless otherwise indicated. 

4.1 INPUT CIRCUIT 

Since different galvanometers will be used in various models, no internal 
attenuator has been provided. 

4.2 OPTICAL SYSTEM 

Figure 12 is a drawing of the optical system used in the amplifier. The con- 
densing lenses (C, C) gather light from the radiating source (S), uniformly 
illuminate the square diaphragm (D) opening, and focus an image of the source 
on the galvanometer mirror (Mg). The galvanometer lens (Lg) focuses an image 
of the diaphragm opening on the splitter-lens assembly (LI and L2). This 
image appears as a square of light. As the galvanometer mirror rotates, the 
square of light moves laterally across the splitter-lens assembly. When the 
square of light is centered on the splitter-lens assembly, equal amounts of 
light are focused on the final image plane, the cathodes of the phototubes. 
Each spot of light on the image plane is an image of the galvanometer mirror 
(distorted by cylindrical shape of splitter lens), and each varies in intensity 
when the galvanometer is rotated. The two spots of light will remain station- 
ary on the photocathodes when the phototubes are at the proper focal point. 

4.3 PHOTOTUBE CIRCUIT 

V102 and V103 are connected in series across a regulated voltage. The junction 
between the tubes is connected to the grid of a cathode follower, V101A, which 
has a very high input impedance. When equal amounts of light fall on the 
photocathodes, the voltage at the junction will be half of the 87 volts supplied 
to the phototube circuit. As the galvanometer rotates, the light division 
changes, causing the junction voltage to change proportionally. 
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4.4 INPUT CA1M0M FOLLOHBRS 

Viol is connected in a conventional push-pull cathode-follower circuit except 
that the cathode resistors (RS02 and R103) are quite large and the heater 
voltage is low. These two changes help to reduce the negative grid current of 
the tube. The grid of V1Ü1B, is connected to the midpoint of the phototube 
supply voltage. This has the effect of removing power-supply variations and 
the DC component from the output signal. The cathode-to-cathode voltage of 
V101 will be approximately zero when the light on the phototubes is equal. 
Signal output voltage will appear as a variation of cathode-to-cathode voltage. 

4.5 FILTER 

The signal voltage from V101 is connected to V201 through the filter, FL201. 
This filter is an active type which employs V201 in a feedback network. Typi- 
cal bandpass characteristics of the standard filter are shown in figure 6. 
Other filters can be supplied with the cutoff frequencies moved up or down 
according to the application requirements, but the general circuit and principles 
of operation will be similar. 

4.6 OUTPUT CATHODE FOLLOWERS 

In addition to furnishing feedback to the active network of the filter, V201 
furnishes output power. Note that the output signal is single-ended and 
referred to the dummy cathode. R209 and R210 are static drain resistors. 
C202 is used to prevent large hum voltage? between the chassis and power 
supply. The B* and B- voltages are above and below ground, respectively. 

4.7 POWER SUPPLY 

The power supply is a conventional full-wave rectifier followed by a choke 
input filter. Regulated voltage is supplied to the photocell bridge through 
R201. V202 is used as a shunt regulator for the photocell bridge. Bias 
voltages for V201 are developed by current through R203, R204, and R205. 

MAINTENANCE 

5.1 GENERAL 

This amplifier is designed for continuous duty and may be expected to operate 
for long periods of time without requiring maintenance, except for centering 
of the galvanometer. Preventive maintenance procedures will be determined by 
the conditions of operation and the competence of personnel available. 
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5.2 CONTINUOUS OPERATION 

If the amplifier is required to operate continuously and if the installation is 
reasonably accessible, it is recommended that no preventive maintenance be 
attempted. A spare amplifier should be kept in readiness if it is important 
to reduce the loss of operation time when a failure occurs. Some failures 
may be anticipated by close observation of the performance characteristics. 
Changes in overall gain, DC balance, or fidelity should be cause for suspicion. 

5.3 REGULAR OPERATION 

If the amplifier is not required to operate continuously and failure during 
operating hours is permissible without undue economic loss, it is recommended 
that no preventive maintenance be attempted until some change in operating 
characteristics occurs. If it is highly important that failures in operation 
be prevented and qualified personnel are available, it is recommended that the 
following preventive maintenance procedure be followed. 

5.3.1 Every 500-1000 Hours of Operation 

a. Check level of case. 

b. Check voltage between J205 and J207 (with no input signaj). If it is 
zero volts, make no adjustment. If the voltage is not zero, but within the 
range of ±5 volts DC, the external GALVANOMETER ZERO control should be adjusted 
to correct the error. If the voltage is outside the t5-volt range, the power 
supply voltages should be checked (see schematic). If the power-supply voltages 
are correct, the sealed case should be opened, and the position of the light 
spot on the splitter lens should be checked (see paragraphs 3.2.j and 3.2.k). 
If the spot is in the proper position, test V101. 

c. Check the ZERO ADJUST (see paragraph 3.2.i). If this adjustment 
is in error by more than one volt, test V201. 

d. If the desiccant has been exposed to moist air for more than 4 hours, 
during this service procedure, it should be replaced. 

5.3.2 Every 2000-5000 Hours 

In addition to the procedure outlined in paragraph 5.3.1: 

a. Test V201 regardless of the result of check in paragraph 5.3.I.e. 
If its emission or dynamic mutual conductance is low on either element by as 
much as 20 percent, it should be replaced. 

b. Clean dust, etc., from the amplifier and power supply. 

c. Remove the bottom cover from the power supply and look for oil 
leaks from either of the two capacitors. Replace the capacitor if the leak 
appears extensive. 
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d. Avoid opening the sealed case except when required. If the case is 
opened and if the amplifier has been in service for 6 months or more, replace 
the desiccant packages. 

5.3.3 Replacement of Vacuum Tubes 

Specially selected vacuum tubes are required for best operation of this 
amplifier. Adequate selection is provided by use of 12AT7WA premium tubes. 
In the extreme case where the amplifier is required to provide unattended 
service for periods of 6 months, it is recommended that all replacement tubes 
and exciter lamps be aged for a period of 100 hours before placing them in 
service. Most of the filament failures of new tubes and lamps will occur in 
the first 50 to 200 hours of operation. 

5.4  PRESET ADJUSTMENTS 

5.4.1 Galvanometer Replacement (Refer to figure 3) 

The galvanometer can be replaced in the following manner: 

a. Remove the top cover from the amplifier case. Lock the galvanometer 
suspension by turning the knurled coil lock in a clockwise direction. 

b. Remove the three 5/16-24 bolts from the base of the galvanometer. 

c. Disconnect the galvanometer by unscrewing the inside thumbscrews (J) 
on the binding posts and sliding out the wire conductors which go to the 
galvanometer terminals. 

d. Lift the complete assembly straight up. 

e. Put the new galvanometer assembly back into the base following in 
reverse the procedure outlined in a. thru d. above. 

5.4.2 Galvanometer Adjustment (Refer to figure 3) 

For proper alignment of the galvanometer and galvanometer base, and initial 
adjustment of the GALVANOMETER ZERO control, proceed as follows: 

a. Turn on power to amplifier and unlock the galvanometer suspension 
by turning the knurled coil lock in a count ere1ockwi s e direction. 

b. Adjust the external GALVANOMETER ZERO control until the control is 
in the middle of the rotational range. This preliminary setting is essential 
in minimizing ghost effects. 

c. Using the zero-adjust on the galvanometer, center the square of 
light on the splitter lens. Observe the uniformity of illumination of a white 
card placed in contact with the splitter lens. If there are areas of nonuniform 
illumination (denoted by a change in color or shape of the normally white 
square), slight readjustment of the galvanometer should correct the abnormality. 
If the area cannot be made uniform in illumination, see paragraph 5.4.3, Lamp 
Adjustment. 
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d. If the external zero adjust does not rotate easily, the six screws 

in the hold-down ring (C) should be loosened. The sane screws will need 
tightening if there is any loose play between the galvanometer base (I») and the 
base adaptor (E). 

5.4.3 Lamp Adjustaent (Refer to figure 3) 

The exciter lamp is a prefocused type and can be changed without readjustment. 
If for any reason the optical alignment of the lamp is disturbed, adjustment 
is made as follows: 

a. Turn on power to amplifier and unlock the galvanometer suspension 
by turning the knurled coil lock in a counterclackwise direction. 

b. Remove the lamp and lens-tube cover (G) and loosen the hex-head 
screw under the lamp and lens-tube base. 

c. With power on, place a small (about 1-inch diameter) white card or 
piece of paper in front of the galvanometer lens. 

d. Move the lamp in and out (with respect to the condenser lens) until 
the light is focused on the extreme left side of the card (when facing galva- 
nometer lens). Adjust the vertical position of the light spot by loosening the 
two 1/4-inch hex-head screws located on the lamp and lens-tube mount (H). The 
light spot should be centered on the horizontal centerline of the galvanometer 
lens on the extreme left side of the card. The position of the lamp should he 
adjusted so that the image of the lamp filament is focused on the mirror. This 
can be done by noting a focal point when the card is on the lens, and another 
when the card is approximately 1/2 inch in front of the lens. The change of 
lamp position for these two points is the distance which the lamp must be 
moved in the other direction to change the focal point from the lens to the 
mirror. After a little experience, the lamp filament can be focused on the 
mirror by estimation. 

e. Move the lamp from side to side until the spot of light is centered 
on the splitter lens (F). 

f. Clamp the lamp in place by tightening the hex-head screw. 

g. Clean the outside of the lamp envelope thoroughly, and replace the 
lamp and lens-tube cover. 

5.4.4 Photocell Adjustment 

When all of the optical adjustments outlined above have been completed, the 
position of the photocells can be adjusted. 

CAUTION 

Do not touch any lens, exciter light, or phototube 
glass with the fingers.    Chemical deposits on these 
surfaces can cause improper operation of the 
amplifier. 
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Apply power to the amplifier and observe an image of the galvanometer mirror 
on each of the photocathodes. Apply an input signal of sufficient amplitude to 
produce an output of 30 volts peak-to-peak at 0.01 Hz into an open circuit. 
IVhen the position of the photocathodes is proper, there will be no relative 
motion of the positions of the spots and the change of shape of the spots will 
be minimum. Under no circumstances should the spot shine on the anode wire 
which is in the center of the tube. By swinging the tube and rotating its 
envelope, it is possible to satisfy both of these conditions. Observe the out- 
put from J20S to J207 with an oscilloscope. Apply n triangular function at 0.01 
H; to the input, and observe the output waveform. If any distortion exists, 
recheck the above procedure. 

5.5 REPAIRS 

Repairs to the amplifier should be made using the general procedures and 
basic techniques used with electronic devices. When the amplifier ceases to 
function properly, locate the cause of the malfunction following the proce- 
dures recommended under sections 4 and 5 and figure 13 (schematic diagram) and 
replace the defective component. 

5.6 ACCESS 

Vacuum tubes and all adjustment points in the amplifier are accessible when 
the top cover is removed. When access to other parts in the amplifier Is 
required, the complete assembly can be removed from the eise In the following 
manner (see figure 3): 

a. The phototube deck (K) can be removed by removing the four screws 
holding the phenolic plate (L), the ground lead, and the power plug (H). 

b. To remove the complete lamp and lens-tube assembly, unscrew the 
two 1/4-inch hex-head screws (N) and unsolder the lamp cable at the pins on 
the lamp and lens-tube base. 

c. All components of t' e power supply are accessible by removing the 
top and bottom covers. 

5.7 CLEANING OPTICAL SURFACES 

5.7.1  Extreme care should be exercised to prevent fingerprints, dust, exces- 
sive moisture, and other foreign matter from getting on the lenses. If it 
should become necessary to clean any of the surfaces, it can be done as follows: 

a. Mix a half-and-half solution of ethyl alcohol and acetone. 

b. Apply with a soft bristle brush to the optical surface. Just enough 
should be applied to float away dust and particles. 

c. Allow to air-dry. 
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S.7.2  The photocells and their teflon insulators should be cleaned by washing 
with a clean, soft cloth using the half-and-half solution of ethyl alcohol iind 
acetone or ethyl alcohol only. Allow to dry. After cleaning, handle the photo 
tubes by their end caps only. The teflon insulators should be handled with the 
same care after cleaning. When trie photocell junction is properly insulated 
with clean parts, the circuit is insensitive to changes in exciter-lamp intensit; 
over a broad range. 

6.  PARTS LIST 

6.1 GENERAL 

The nomenclature used in this section will aid in the identification of certain 
components of the control unit. 

6.2 CODE OP MANUFACTURERS 

In the component parts listing of this section, reference is made to specific 
manufacturers' names, given below. 

01121 Allen-Bradley Company 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

02660 Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp. 
Chicago,  Illinois 

70903 Beiden Manufacturing Company 
Chicago, Illinois 

71400 Bussman Manufacturing, Division 
of McGraw-Edison Company 
St. Louis, Missouri 

71468 Cannon Electric Incorporated 
Los Angeles, California 

71279 

71471 

Cambridge Thermionic Corporation 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Cinema Plant HI-Q Division 
Burbank, California 

71785 Cinch Manufacturing Company and 
Howard B. Jones Division 
Chicago, Illinois 

15605 

76487 

Cutler-Hammer, Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Milien, James Mfg. Company 
Maiden, Massachusetts 
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Ü7183 

04604 

22345 

08807 

72653 

90002 

74970 

49956 

49671 

99934 

53021 

99019 

01295 

81095 

88245 

82893 

03016 

Decco, Ire. 
Dallas, Texas 

Eagle Chemical Company, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Earth Sciences Division, Teledyne Industries 
Pasadena, California 

General Electric 
Photo Lamp Department 
Cleveland, Ohio 

GC Electronics Manufacturing Company 
Rockford, Illinois 

Harvey Hubbell, Inc. 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 

E. F. Johnson Company 
Waseca, Minnesota 

Raytheon Microwave 6 Power Co. 
Tube Division 
Maltham, Massachusetts 

Radio Corporation of America 
New York, New York 

Renbrandt, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Sangamo Electric Company 
Springfield, Illinois 

Geotech, A Teledyne Company 
Garland, Texas 

Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Semiconductor Components Division 
Dallas, Texas 

Triad Transformer Corporation 
Venice, California 

United States Engineering Company 
Vim Nuys, California 

Vector Electronic Company 
Glendale, California 

Wenzel Projector Company, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 
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t).3 COMPONENTS 

Listings in the table of replaceable parts, below, constitute a partial 
breakdown of the equipment. Included arc all electrical parts and those 
operative mechanical parts which are subject to loss or failure. (Mitted 
are the structural and minor parts such as standard bolts, nuts, and screws. 
Parts marked with an asterisk (•) should be kept on hand as spares to insure 
minimum down-time. Mien several amplifiers are used, a spare galvanometer 
is recommended. 

Table of replaceable parts 

Uem 
Part 
number Description 

Mfgr 
code 

*C201 

•C202 

7106-10 

62A06-ZB 

Capacitor, 10 mf, 600V. oil 
filled with type A brackets 

Capacitor, 2 mf, 600V, oil 
filled with type A brackets 

53021 

53021 

CR201| 
CR202t 

1N2071 Silicon rectifier 0129S 

E101 
E102 
*F201 
FL20I 
•cioi 

9S2 
1418 
MDL-1/2A 
6824-2 
PH/7SA/S8SCP 

Tube shield, for T6-1/2 bulb 
Insulated terminal 
Fuse. 1/2 A. 250V. Slo-Blo 
Filter 
Exciter lamp 

71785 
88245 
71400 
99019 
08807 

J101 
J103 

DA-15P 
BFR-20-27P 
1S7-320-27P 

Connector 
Connector (one only) 

71468 
71468 
02660 

J201 
J202 
J203I 
J2041 
12051 
J207I 
J206 

7486 
AN3102A-20-27S 
AN3102A-14S-2S 

105-607 

105-612 

lower connector 
Connector 
Connector 

Nylon tip jack, yellow 

Nylon tip jack, violet 

90002 
Any 
Any 

74970 

74970 

L201 HSM-301 Choke, 30H, 20 mA, 1000 ohm 81095 

P101 

P103 
P201 

DA-15S 
DA 
AN3106-20-27S 
7484 

Connector 
Shell 
Connector 
Power connector 

71468 
71468 
Any 
90002 

P202 

P203 

AN3106-20-27P 
AN3057-12 
AN3106A-14S-2P 

Connector 
Cable clamp 
Connector 

Any 
Any 
Any 

j"an 

1 

1 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
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Part 
Item number 

R101 412 
Rii):i GB 
R1()3I 
RIÜ4I GB 
R1ÜSI 

R:OI GB 
R:O: C'6 
R203I GB 
R:O4| 
R2Ü5 JL 

R206 GB 
R207| GB 
R208I 
R209I EB 
R210I 

Description 

Resistor. 22K, 1/2 W, S\ 
Resistor, .47M, I W, S\ 

Resistor, 1 meg. 1 *, 5% 

Resistor, 18K. 1 w, 5* 
Resistor, 62K, 1 W, s% 
Resistor, S.6K, 1 W, 5% 

Potentiometer, 100K- 
1 lockwasher M2898 
1 «ounting nut M2786 
1 locking nut M137S0 

Resistor, 22K, 1 Hf, 5% 
Resistor, 10K, l w, 5% 

Resistor, 1 meg, 1/2 W, 5% 

Mfgr 
code 

71471 
01121 

01121 

01121 

01121 
01121 

01121 

Quan 

2 
2 

01121 1 
01121 1 
01121 2 

1 
2 

S2C1 8280K14 

T2Ü1 
TB101 
TB201 

12067 
1785 
32A5 

•V101 
♦V102I 
•V103I 
*V201 
•V202 

12AT7WA 
5582 

12AT7WA 
5651 

XF201 
XFL201 
XGlOl 

HKP 
77-MIP.ll 
PPW-13 

XVlOl 
XV201 

9XM 

21-0238-09 

XV202 21-0238-07 

3 
20 
21 
22 
2b 
30 

9760-14 
4495 
4494 
Kl-0012 
4527 
6731 

Power switch, 3 A, 250V. 
SPST with 29-761 locking ring 

Transformer. Geotech «4960 
Terminal board 
Terminal strip. 1/16 x 1-5/8 

x 8-1/2 

Electron tube 
Photocell, gas filled 

Electron tube 
Electron tube 

Fuseholder 
Socket 
Lamp socket 

Shield base 
Tube socket, mica filled 

RMA saddle 
Tube socket, mica filled 

RMA saddle 

Cap and chain 
Lock nut 
Foot, adjustable 
Right angle drive 
Lens, beam splitter 
Cable assembly 

15605 

07183 
72653 
82693 

Any 
49671 

Any 
Any 

71400 
02660 
03016 

71785 
Any 

Any 

02660 
99019 
99019 

1 
3 
3 

76487 
99019 
99019 

1 
1 
1 

M-5240B 

•32- 
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Item 
Part 
number 

35 
36 
37 

5126A 
6170 
GL-261 

40 
41 

A-201-45 
28506 

44 
46 
47 
49 
50 

125-1-2 
211-A 
4495 
6538 
26603 

*54 
56 

852 
5757-1 

57 5757-2 

20V 12293 

Description 

Cable assembly 
Gasket, cover 
Galvanometer assembly, 

frequency specified 
Coupling, Tinymite 
Right angle drive assembly 

Knob, for galvo zero 
Handle 
Nut, lock 
Sprocket 
Galvo lens +6 Diopter 

Desiccant, 4-unit bag 
Cap, photocell, GE «49 x 622 

lumiline 
Cap. photocell, GE «49 x 622 

lumiline 
Power cord, 8 ft, 18-3 cond. 

3-pin plug 

Mfgr 
code 

99019 
99019 
2234S 

99934 
99019 

4995b 
71279 
99019 
99019 
99019 

04604 
99019 

99019 

70903 

tjuan 

I 
I 

2 

I 

30»* 
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DESCRIPTION 

The Model LG-1 is an extremely sensitive, long-period galvanometer de- 
signed expressly for seismological applications.    It can be used with a 
wide variety of recorders, and provides adjustments for damping and 
optical focus over wide operating ranges.    The galvanometer suspension 
is free-hanging, with the coil and mirror assembly suspended by a 24- 
karat gold ribbon. 

The optiral system has a nominal focal length of one meter, and can be 
adjusted to obtain precise focus over the range from 0.75 to 1.25 meters. 
Hence, the galvanometer-to-recorder distance is non-critical, and galvan- 
ometer placement is greatly simplified.    The magnetic path assures a 
radial field and linearity throughout the maximum rotation.   An adjustable 
magnetic shunt varies the flux density over a broad range for ease in match- 
ing the galvanometer to other system constants.    The effect of air damping 
in only approximately 20 percent of critical for a 90-second period, so 
that operation at normal damping ratio requires no evacuation. 

The l/00-ohm galvanometer coil is terminated on screw-type binding posts, 
and is electrically isolated from the case to permit appropriate grounding 
at the optimum point for best system operation. 

The sensitivity and critical damping resistance are dependent upon the mag- 
netic- flow strength and are adjustable over the following ranges <for 100 
second period): 

Characteristic 
Shunted 

(shunt down) 
Unshunted 
(shunt up) 

Undamped sensitivity 
(amp/mm at 1 meter) 1.1  x  lO"10 0.58 x  10" 10 

Critical Damping 
Resistance (CDR) 1000 ohms 3500 ohms 

30^ 
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CONTROLS AND CONNECTIONS  (Re£. Figure 1) 

I. Clamp Screw.    Turning this screw clockwise clamps the coil and mir- 
ror to prevent damage from excessive vibrations.   Be sure to clamp 
the ceil before moving the instrument. 

<i.        Binding Posta.    Screw-type input terminals facilitate installation and 
checkout of the system. 

*.        Provision for Grounding.     Used to bleed off any electrostatic charge 
on the suspension material that might otherwise cause erratic be- 
havior.   In an unusually dry atmosphere, connect a 50, 000-ohm resis- 
tor between the galvanometer coil ground terminal and a screw installed 
in this tapped hole.   Scrape off black finish to bare aluminum under 
screw head to ensure good electrical contact. 

4. Magnetic Shunt Lock Screw.    Loosen this screw to change the position 
of the magnetic shunt to vary the damping resistance and sensitivity. 

5. Precision Leveling Screws.     Used in conjunction with bubble level to 
facilitate accurate placement. 

6. Hubble Level. 

7. Hasc.     The frame assembly is easily removed from the base;   this 
permits ready transportation and repair. 

8. /fro-Adjust Knob.     Used to set zero position of the spot.    By rota- 
ting this knob, the optical beam may be turned through a total usable 
angle of approximately 50 degrees, without shadows by the optical 
system. 

y.        Adjustable Lens.    Focuses light beam over range from 0.75 to 1.25 
meters. 

10.        ßa^e-tu-Galvanometer Attachment Screws. 

oP.A 
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INSTALLATION 

LoiiK-pcriod instrument« of all types are more susceptible to air currents 
and (.'hanges in temperature than are short-period instruments.    In addition, 
diiHt on the coils of the LG-1 can alter the magnetic circuit of the instru- 
mrnt and may make it inoperable.    For these reasons, care should be taken 
lo protect the instrument from large air currents, extreme temperature 
variations,  and dust.    If it becomes necessary to work on the galvanometer 
at the* Htatiun,  a dust- and lint-free room should be used. 

CAUTION:     Do not move the LG-1 without first making 
sure that the clamp screw is turned fully clockwise to 
secure the movement. 

Leaving (Ix- coil clamped, place the galvanometer on a stable pier approxi- 
mately one meter from the recorder (any convenient distance from 0.75 to 
l.ZS meters will be satisfactory).    Position the instrument so that the cen- 
ter of the lens assembly is level with a point midway between the effective 
light source and the recording point.    In plan view,  the light beam should 
travel a path normal to the recorder shaft. 

Level the galvanometer base plate using the leveling screws and the bubble 
level on the base.    Allow a few seconds for the level indicator to stabilize 
between changes.    This adjustment is critical, and care should be taken to 
be precise.   If the instrument is not vertical, the suspension system may 
allow the coil to "drag" against the magnet. 

If the frame has been removed from the base, be sure that the left-hand 
side (viewed from the front or lens side) of the frame is snugly against the 
left side of the cut-out in the base. 

OPERATION 

CAUTION:     When checking galvanometer movement in the 
following procedures,  do not connect more than the recom- 
mended voltage across the terminals.    Voltages in excess 
of 10 millivolts may produce sufficient deflection to damage 
the suspension.   A suitable d-c pulse source that can be 
easily assembled for these tests is shown on page 4. 

3- 
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PULSE GENERATING CIRCUIT 

who rr 

iOOK ohms 

R 10 ohms 

K      -     external resistance as specified (R    is infinite when 
x x 

measuring air damping) 

R is the galvanometer 

Switch   S       should be a normally-open pushbutton type,  located in the cir- 
cuit us shown so no load is presented to the galvanometer when it is open. 

Tu operate, momentarily close switch   S..     This pulses the galvanometer, 
forcing the coil to oscillate.    Do not leave switch closed when checking 
damping. 

311 
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CHECKING COIL MOVEMENT 

CAUTION:     UncUmp coil slowly. 

Urn lamp the galvanometer mirror by turning the «crew fully counterclock- 
wise.    The coil should now swing freely.    Deflection by application of emf 
of about 0.01 microvolt to the galvanometer terminals should cause the 
coil to rebound after striking the stops at either extreme of oscillation. 
Touching the terminals with moistened fingers will usually give sufficient 
amplitude for this test. 

This check shows that the coil is swinging freely. If there is a tendency 
for the coil to stick at any point, a slight leveling adjustment may be re- 
quired. 

ADJUSTING THE OPTICAL PATH 

Place a white card in front of the recorder drum so the light beam will be 
clearly visible, and turn the lamp intensity up to the maximum.   Adjust the 
light beam from the recorder to strike the galvanometer mirror.    Now, by 
means of the zero adjust knob on the top of the unit, adjust the rest position 
of the coil and mirror assembly to obtain the correct lateral position of the 
reflected light beam on the recorder lens.    During this adjustment, it may 
be helpful to short the input terminals together in order to over-damp the 
galvanometer and prevent oscillations of the mirror. 

FOCUSING 

When the light spot is correctly positioned, check that it is properly focused 
to achieve a thin, vertical line of light striking the recording surface.     To 
focus the spot,  rotate one of the two knurled rings until the image is a thin 
line.    Rotate both rings together until the thin line is vertical.   Repeat this 
procedure until a fine vertical line is obtained.   If it is not possible to at- 
tain a satisfactory focus,  rotate the lamp assembly of the recorder to align 
the filament. 

^ 1 9 
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DETERMINING THE NATURAL PERIOD 

The natural period and critical damping resistance of this galvanometer are 
given or; the data sheet which is sent with the instrument.    If it is desired 
to verify these values,  place a strip of recording paper on the recorder 
drum and run a test record as follows:   observing the precaution in regard 
to excess voltage cited above,  disconnect the input leads and put a 0.01 = 
microvolt d-c pulse across the coil,  so that the galvanometer oscillates. 

NOTE:   To obtain accurate results,  it is important that no 
load bo connected to the instrument during oscillation.    Make 
sure that the voltage source used does not present a con- 
stant load to the coil; see the pulse generating circuit on page 4. 

Allow the galvanometer to oscillate undisturbed for 15 or 20 minutes. 
Later,  after developing the record,  the number of oscillations per unit of 
lime may be determined. 

DETERMINING THE CRITICAL DAMPING RESISTANCE 

Following the same procedure outlined in the paragraph above, disconnect 
all leads from the input terminals and put a small emf (0. 01-microvolt) 
pulse across the coil.    Again, be careful that the pulse generating circuit 
doi'H not load the galvanometer; see pulse generating circuit on page 4 for 
a recommended setup.    Determine the overshoot ratio by dividing the 
amplitude of one-half cycle by the amplitude of the previous half cycle as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

Using the overshoot ratio, determine the damping factor from Table I.   The 
value thus obtained is the mechanical damping (mostly due to air resistance) 
of the galvanometer. 

Next, loose» the shunt locking screw and push it all the way down.    Then 
retightcn this screw.    This fully shunts the magnetic circuit yielding the 
lowest possible CDR and sensitivity.    Put a 2000-ohm resistor across the 
terminals.    Put a small voltage pulse across the coil (again being careful 
not to load the galvanometer with the voltage source), and determine the 
new overshoot ratio and damping factor. 
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E  «  «F ■ 
X2        X3        X4 
Xl        X2        X3 

Illustration of Method for 
Determining Overshoot Ratio 
(E) at a Specific Damping 
Resistance. 

31^ 
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TABLE 1         2103-10 
OVERSHOOT RATIO VS.   DAMPINÖ  FACTOR 

OVERSHOOT  RATIO DAMPING  FACTOR OVERSHOOT  RATIO DAMPING   FACTOR 
(E) (h) (E) (h) 

0.01 0.82609 0.51 0.20957 
0.02 0.77970 0.52 0.20378 
0.03 0.74480 0.53 0.19808 
0.04 0.71565 0.54 0.19247 
0.05 0.69011 0.55 0.18694 
0.06 0.66713 0.56 0.18150 
0.07 0.64608 0.57 0.17613 
0.08 0.62658 0.58 0.17084 
0.09 0.60833 0.59 0.16563 
0.10 0.59116 0.60 0.16049 
0.11 0.57489 0.61 0.15543 
0.12 0.55942 0.62 0.15043 
0.13 0.54465 0.63 0.14551 
0.14 0.53051 0.64 0.14065 
0.15 0.51693 0.65 0.13585 
0.16 0.50387 0.66 0.13112 
0.17 0.49127 0.67 0.12645 
O.lfl 0.47911 0.68 0.12185 
0.19 0.46735 0.69 o.imo 
0.20 0.45595 0.70 0.11281 
0.21 0.44490 0.71 0.10830 
0.22 0.43417 0.72 0.10400 
0.23 0.42374 0.73 0.09968 
0.24 0.41359 0.74 0.09541 
0.25 0.40371 0.75 0.09119 
0.26 0.39409 0.76 0.08702 
0.27 0.38470 0.77 0.08291 
0.28 0.37554 0.78 0.07884 
0.29 0.36660 0.79 0.07402 
0.30 0.35786 0.80 0.07005 
0.31 0.34931 0.81 0.06692 
0.32 0.34096 0.82 0.06304 
0.33 0.33278 0.83 0.05921 
0.34 0.32478 0.84 0.05541 
0.35 0.31694 0.85 0.05166 
0.36 0.30926 0.86 0.04795 
0.37 0.30173 0.87 0.04429 
0.38 0.29435 0.88 0.040G6 
0.39 0.28710 0.89 0.03707 
0.40 0.28000 0.90 0.03352 
0.41 0.27302 0.91 0.03001 
0.42 0.26617 0.92 0.02653 
0.43 0.25945 0.93 0.02309 
0.44 0.25284 0.94 0.01969 
0.45 0.24634 0.95 0.01633 
0.46 0.23996 0.96 0.01299 
0.47 0.23368 0.97 0.00970 
0.48 0.22750 0.98 0.0064 3 
0.49 0.22143 0.99 0.00320 
0.50 0.21545 1.00 0.00000 

31'-. 
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HavinK (ibtaiiu-cl these damping factors, a critical damping resistance is 
then romputrd by: 

CDR   =   (h   - h   ) (R   + R ) 
t       m       c        x 

wlUTf 

CDR   =   critical damping resistance 

h =   damping factor determined with resistance 
across terminals 

h =   mechanical damping factor determined with 
m .      . 

no load 

R ■   resistance of the coil (consult data sheet or 
measure directly) 

R resistance of external circuit 
x 

CAUTION:     If R     is measured directly,  first turn the 
clamp screw clockwise to secure the movement so that 
the meter voltage cannot cause excessive deflection of 
the galvanometer.    Then be sure that the meter is set 
to the correct range before connecting leads to the 
galvanometer. 

Having determined the CDR when the magnet is shunted,   repeat this pro- 
cedure with the magnet unshunted.    Loosen the shunt locking screw, push 
it all the way up (toward the "+") and retighten this screw.     Use a 7500- 
uhm resistor instead of the 2000-ohm shunt across the coil. 

ne 
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Ucst roNpcmse is normally obtained with critical damping (h   « 1.0), al- 
though damping factors of 0.707 or other value* are sometimes de«irable. 
The above formula may be used to compute the value of R    for any damp- 
ing value.   A typical set of calculations is shown below: 

R ■   S03 ohms (measured) 

R ■   4300 ohms (measured) 

E =   0. 62 (measured, open circuit) 

h =   0. 15 (from Table I) 
m 

E -   0.27 (measured with resistance load) 

h =0.38 (from Table 1) 

CDR   '-   (0.38 - 0.15)   (503 + 4300) 

=   (0.23)(4803) 

=    1105 ohms 

Having dctrrmincd the critical damping resistance,  an appropriate exter 
rial tinuil resistance to give a damping factor of,  say, 0.707 is easily 

calculated: 

R x 
CDR R 

t m 

1105 -503 
0.707  - 0.15 

1400 ohms 317 

•8- 
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CRITICAL DAMPING RESISTANCE ADJUSTMENT 

If a clifftront critical damping resistance is desired, loosen the magnet 
Nhunt HI-row (Figure 1,  Item 4), push it up or down as needed, then 
rctightiMi this screw.    Pushing the screw (and shunt) upward increases 
CDR and sensitivity;   pushing the screw (and shunt) downward decreases 
CDR and st-nsitivity.    In order to determine the new value of the critical 
damping resistance for the new position of the shunt,   repeat the tests 
described previously in "Determining the Critical Damping Resistance. " 

Changing the position of the magnetic shunt may have some effect on the 
natural period,   so the period should be rechecked as outlined under 
"Determining the Natural Period." 

MAINTENANCE 

There should be no difficulty in obtaining perfect operation of the galvan- 
ometer, once it is properly set up.    The greatest cause of galvanometer 
damage is failure to clamp the instrument properly prior to moving.     If 
the galvanometer does not perform satisfactorily, Kinemetrics will be 
Klad to render assistance and advice.    Request» for assistance should in- 
i hide the operator's description of the trouble, a test record showing the 
instrument's period and overshoot ratio, and a typical recording made by 
the instrument during routine operation. 

v.- .— '-' 
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Figure 1.     Power Supply,   Model 14486 
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Impedance 

Dynamic range 

Noise level 

Linearity 

Drift 

Stability 

1. 3. 2   Power Requiremenf 

Voltage 

Power 

1. 3. 3  Environmental Characteristics 

Operating temperature 

Relative humidity 

Shock and vibration 

1. 3. 4   Physical Characteristics 

Height 

Width 

Length 

Weight 

Volume 

-2- 

M.14486 Preceding page blank 

Less than 1000 ohms 

60 dB from noise level to clipping level 

2. 5 mV p-p max.  within passband from 
0. 001 Hz to 10 Hz and 9. 0 mV max. 
from 10. 0 Hz to 450 kHz 

±2% from noise level to 80% of clipping 
level based on best straight line with a 
0. 01 Hz sine wave input 

5. 4 x 10"3 volts (based on an 8-hour 
test) 

±15% change in the supply voltage will 
produce a maximum change in gain of 
1% and a maximum change in dc offset 
of 2. 5 mV 

115/230 Vac ±15%,  50-60 Hz or 
12. 5 Vdc ±15% with a maximum ripple 
of 1. 5 V p-p 

30 W at 115/230 Vac 

-40° to +650C 

0 to 99% 

Will withstand shocks and vibrations 
incurred during commercial shipment 

266 mm (10. 5 in. ) 

260. 3 mm (10. 25 in. ) 

304. 8 mm (12 in. ) 

2.27 kg (51b) 

2. 26 x 10'2 m3 (0. 75 ft3) 

323 
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
POWER SUPPLY, MODEL 14486 

1.    GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. 1    PURPOSE OF THE EQUIPMENT 

The Power Supply,  Model 14486,  is used to provide power for a phototube 
amplifier and has two amplifier channels. 

1. 2   DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT 

The power supply is totally enclosed so that it will not be adversely affected 
by temperature changes within the temperature range.    The power supply is 
a signal conditioner and an ac-dc power supply utilizing self-regulation and 
a dc to dc converter to furnish both internal and external power.    The Power 
Supply, Model 14486,  is shown in figure 1. 

1. 3   SPECIFICATIONS 

1. 3. 1   Operating Characteristics 

Input circuits 

Number 

Type 

Output circuits 

Number 

Type 

Amplification 

Linear output 

32^ 

Balanced 

Either balanced or unbalanced to 
ground 

1.0 x I06 

Maximum of 30 volts p-p into a 
1 -megohm load 
Minimum of 16 volts p-p into a 
10K ohm load 

1- 
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1. 3. 5   Connectors 

Power in 

Power out/signal in 

Channel 1 outputs 

Channel 2 outputs 

MS 3102A-16S-1P 

MS 3102A-20-27S 

MS 3102A-14S-2S 

MS 3102A-14S-2S 

2.    INSTALLATION 

2. 1   UNPACKING 

Remove the unit from its shipping container and inspect for shortages. 
Claims for damage should be filed promptly with the carrier. 

2.2   OPTIONAL WIRING 

Unless otherwise specified,  Power Supply, Model 14486,  is shipped wired 
for 115 volts,  50-60 Hz operation.    For operation on 230 volts,  50-60 Hz, or 
on 12 volts dc, wire Terminal Board Assembly,  P/N 15735,  in accordance 
with figure 10 (optional wiring for 12 Vdc or 230 Vac operation).    For dc 
operation change F201 fuse and fuseholder to components rated at 3 amperes 
and add Power Conversion Plate,  P/N 16723.    (Fuse, fuseholder, and plate 
are furnished. ) 

2. 3   MOUNTING 

Power Cord Assembly,  P/N 16724,  is supplied for connecting the power 
supply to a source of ac or dc power.    Remove the cover from the power 
supply and inspect V201 and V202 to see that they are unbroken and properly 
seated in their sockets.    Install filters FL201 (6824-15) and FL202 (6824-14) 
in channel 1 and channel 2,   respectively,  of the power supply chassis. 
Replace cover. 

2. 4   PREPARATION FOR RESHIPMENT 

Prior to re shipment,  remove the power supply cover and remove filters 
FL201 and FL202.    Replace the cover of the power supply and pack in a suita< 
ble container. 

325 
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3.    OPERATION 

3. 1    CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

This section identifies the controls and indicators of the power supply. 
Table 1 lists the name,  index number,  reference designation, and the function 
of each front panel control.    The index number is taken from figure 2. 

Table 1.    Controls and indicators 

Name Inde X No. 
Ref 
des 

Power .5A 
SLO-BLO 

1 XF201 
F201 

Power 3A 
SLO-BLO 

2 XF202 
F202 

Function 

Fuseholder and fuse indicates 
whenever fuse is blown 

Fuseholder and fuse indicates 
whenever fuse is blown 

OFF 

Channel 1 
ZERO ADJ 

Channel 2 
ZERO ADJ 

S201 

DS201 

R232 

R223 

R208 

Controls operating power to 
power supply 

Indicates when power is applied 
to the power supply 

Adjusts zero signal balance of 
output cathode follower stage 

Adjusts zero signal balance of 
output cathode follower stage 

Adjusts regulator to determine 
dc output of the power supply 

4.    PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

4. 1   INTRODUCTION 

This section discusses the principles of operation of the power supply. 
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the power supply that should be referred to 
in discussion that follows. 

o2b 
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CATHODE 
FOLLOWER 

CHANNEL I 

"OUTPUT 

CATHODE 
FOLLOWER 

CHANNEL 2 

^   OUTPUT 

INPUT 

POWER SUPPLY MODEL 14416 

Figure 3.    Block diagram 

4. 2   POWER SUPPLY PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

4. Z, 1   The power supply is a signal conditioner and related power converter. 
Power connector J20I and Terminal Board Assembly,  P/N 15735, may be 
wired for either 115 volts ac,  50-60 Hz;  230 volts ac, 50-60 Hz; or for 
12 volts dc operation.    Ac inputs are rectified by a bridge rectifier, consist- 
ing of silicon rectifiers CR201 through CR204, and filtered by capacitor C201 
before being applied to the regulator network and the dc-to-dc converter.   The 
regulator network,  Q201 through Q205, and differential amplifier,  Q206 and 
Q207,  regulate the dc voltage applied to the converter,  consisting of Q208, 
Q209, and toroid transformer T202, which operates at approximately 3.8 kHz. 
This converter output is rectified by two bridge rectifiers consisting of silicon 
diodes CR206 through CR213.    These outputs are capacitor filtered and supply 
150 volts dc to the cathode followers. 

4. 2. 2   Filament supply voltages are taken from three separate windings on 
transformer T202:   the exciter lamp voltage,  2. 9 volts from terminals 10 and 
11,  for the phototube amplifier;  filament voltages 6. 3 volts from terminals 14 
and 15,   for V201 and V206; and filament voltage for V101, of the phototube 
amplifier,   terminals 12 and 13.    A4. 8-volt winding is provided to reduce 
noise. 

^6 
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5. _MAINTENANCE 

5. 1   INTRODUCTION 

necessary to maintain the Power Supply, 

5.2 
ROUTINE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES 

Routine adjustment procedure« 

maintenance. 

e 
stalla. 

NOTE 

connectors.    Undar n° 
P    .   0n *' OUt>"" 

5' z- 1 _ Noise Test 

5- 2'2   Output Test 

Arrange equipment as shown in figure 4.    Adjust the function generator for 
0. 01 Hz sine wave output.    The peak-to-peak output of channel 1 and channel 2 
of the power supply,  as observed on an oscilloscope,   should be at least 16 volts 
with a 10K ohm load on the outputs of the power supply.    Adjust the input level 
so that the output of each channel is approximately 1 volt peak-to-peak.    Load 
each output with a 10K ohm resistor.    Each output should be decreased less than 6. 5 percent. 

B    CMANNet I 

c    CHANNEL 2 

Figure 4.    Test se tup for output test 
7- 
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5. I. 3   Drift Test 

Load each output of the power supply with a 10K ohm resistor and ground pin D 
of each of the outputs.    Allow the power supply to stabilize for 8 hours.    Using 
an oscilloscope,  observe the output voltage and record the voltage and time. 
Repeat this procedure every hour for 8 hours.    The total drift should be less 
than 5. 4 mV for each channel. 

5.2.4   Power Line Variation Test 

Arrange equipment as shown in figure 5.    Perform test as in table 2, 

R1 
HWV- 

F UNCTION 
GENERATOR 

R3 

■AAAr 
R2 

PHOTOTUBE 
AMPLIFIER 

IT 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

RI-R2-MMI00NMS 
R3 - IMO OHMS 

I 

■F K w»^^^' W 1 H^^W MANUPACTURCR PART NO 

Tl 
II 

TRIAO 
MICRMVITCH SÄaxa«:'. 

Figure 5.    Power Im« variation t«*t ««tup e»p 
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6.    REPLACEABLE PARTS 

6. 1    GENERAL 

This section consists of a parts breakdown for the Power Supply, Model 14486. 
This information is presented for the identification and requisition of replace- 
ment parts or assemblies. 

6. 1. 1   Part Numbering System 

The manufacturer's (prime contractor) part number consists of a group of 
numbers and letters which identify the part.    Vendors' part numbers and 
military standard numbers also appear in the listing in the part number 
column. 

6. i.2   Vendor's Parts or Assemblic« 

Vendor's items are listed by the vendor's part number.    The vendor's code 
is listed in the manufacturers' code column (Mfr code), and the vendor's 
name and address can be determined from the list of manufacturers. 

6. 2    CODE OF MANUFACTURERS 

The code numbers listed m table 3 are extracted from the Federal Cataloging 
Handbook.  H4-I. 

Table 3.    Code of manufacturers 

Code number 

006»0 

0I2«H 

026*0 

0471) 

OttO 7 

Vendor1» name and addrees 

Aerovox Corporation. 
New Bedford. Mae*. 

Texas Inetrurnents Inc., 
Semiconductor •Component Divieion. 
Delias.   Texas 

Amphenol Corporation. 
Broadview.  Illinoi» 

Motorola Semiconductor Products.  Inc.. 
Phoeiu». Aruona 

Cenoral Electrtc Company. 
Phoio Lmmp Department. 
Cleveland. Ohio 

• 10. 
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Table 3,   Continued 

Code number 

15605 

37942 

44655 

53021 

70485 

70903 

71279 

71400 

72619 

7265 3 

7202^ 

74970 

79042 

•01 •) 

Vendor's name and address 

Cutler-Hammer,   Inc. , 
Milwaukee,   Wisconsin 

Mallory,   P.   R.,  and Co. ,   Inc. , 
Indianapolis,   Indiana 

Ohmite Manufacturing Co. , 
Skokie,  Illinois 

Sangamo Electric Company, 
Springfield,  Illinois 

Atlantic India Rubber Works,  Inc. , 
Chicago,  Illinois 

Beiden Manufacturing Co. , 
Chicago,   Illinois 

Cambridge Thermionic Corp. , 
Cambridge,  Mass. 

Bussman Manufacturing Division 
of McCraw-Edison Company, 
St.   Louis,  Missouri 

Dtalight Corporation. 
Brooklyn.  New York 

C.  C.  Electronics Company 
Rockford.  Illinois 

Eby,  Hugh K. .  Inc., 
PhtUdelphta.  Pennsylvania 

Johnson.  E.  F..  Company. 
Waeeca. Minnesota 

I R C.  Incorporated. 
PhtUdelphta.  Pennsylvania 

Sprague Products Company. 
North Adams.  Mass. 

II 3.1J 
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Code number 

80294 

84171 

88419 

91637 

92194 

98003 

99019 

2200-18 

Table 3,   Continued 

Vendor's name and address 

Bourns,  Incorporated, 
Riverside,  California 

Arco Electronics,  Incorporated, 
Great Neck,  New York 

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. , 
Electro-Mechanical Division. 
Varina,  North Carolina 

Dale Electronics, Incorporated, 
Columbus,  Nebraska 

Alpfia Wire Corporation, 
Elizabeth,  New Jersey 

Nielson Hardware Corporation, 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Geotech, A Teledyne Company, 
Garland,  Texas 

6. 3   COMPONENTS 

Listings in the tables of replaceable parta and items called out on illustrations 
constitute a partial breakdown of the equipment.    Included are all electrical 
parts and those operative mechanical parts that are subject to loss or failure. 
Omitted are the structural and minor parts,  such as standard bolts, nuts, and 
screws. 

334 
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ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN 

Fi^-i-e fe Part 
index No. No. 

6- 14486 
16724 

-1 17408M 

-2 MS3106A- 
16S1S 

-3 MS3057-8 
PVC105-10 
15717 

-4 2111A 
-5 HC204N 

X200 
15197 

-b 15729 

15721 

-8 16791 
-9 15902 
-10 H034F 
-11 6824-14 
-12 77MIP11 
-13 12AT7WA 
-14 9799-22 

HS220-28 
-16 16087 
•IT 77MIP8 
* 10 15723 
• 1    7 15735 

-20 15734 

-21 60V06-2 

MS3106A- 
14S2P 

-a MS3I02A- 
14S2S 

-2) CLLI041 
4980 

-24 204 5 F4 

Description 

Power supply assembly 
Power cord assembly 
.   Cord,  power,  incl 3 

pin plug 
.   Connector,  plug, 

electrical 
.  Clamp, cable 
.  Shielding 
Top chassis assembly 
.   Handle 
.   Catch,  pull down 
.   Channel,   rubber 
.  Chassis,  top 
Regulator,  power supply, 
printed circuit board 
Heat sink assembly (see 
figure 8 for breakdown) 
Bracket, mounting 
Bracket, mounting 
Grommet,  rubber 
Filter assembly 
Socket,  electron tube 
Tube,  electron 
Socket,  tube 
Strike 
Dummy plug assembly 
Socket, tube 
Transformer 
Terminal board assembly, 
power switching 
Transformer assembly, 
toroid 
Capacitor, fixed,  paper 
dielectric. 2 mfd. 600 Vdc. 
w/typc A mtg bracket 
Connector, plug, electrical 

Connector,  receptacle. 
electrical 
Resistor,  variable.   100K 
Spacer 
Insulator,   standoff 

Mfr 
code 

70903 

Recommended 
spare parts 

70331 

71279 
98003 
70485 

72653 

02660 

72825 
98003 

02660 

53021 

2 

I 

44655 

71279 

14 
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Figure &i Part Mfr 
index No. No. Description code 

-25 4DP3-503 .   Capacitor,  fixed,  paper, 
dielectric,   . 05 mfd, 
400 Vdc 

84171 

-27 AS3 .   Resistor,  fixed,  wire- 
wound,  0. 39 ohms,   3 W, 
±3% 

75042 

-28 MS3102A- .   Connector,   receptacle. 
2027S electrical 

-29 8360K6 .  Switch,  toggle,  DPST 15605 
-30 29-761 .   Ring, lock 15605 
-31 330 .   Lamp 08807 
-32 101-5030- 

932 
.  Holder,  lamp 72619 

-33 MS3102A- .  Connector,  receptacle. 
16S1P electrical 

-34 3AG1/2 .   Fuse,   1/2 amp,  Slo-Blo 71400 
-35 HKL .  Holder,  fuse 71400 
-36 3AG3 .  Fuse,  3 amp,  Slo-Blo 71400 
-37 HKT .  Holder,  fuse 71400 

105-612 .   Tip, jack,  violet 74970 
105-607 .   Tip,  jack,  yellow 74970 

-38 4889 .  Bushing,  panel 
-39 HC4040A .   Capacitor,  fixed, 

electrolytic,  4000 mfd, 
40 Vdc 

37942 

PLA6 .   Cap,  end 37942 
HB8 .  Bracket,  mounting, 

capacitor 
37942 

-40 HC2060A .  Capacitor,  fixed, 
electrolytic,  6000 mfd, 
20 Vdc 

37942 

PLA6 .  Cap, end 37942 
HB8 .  Bracket,  mounting, 

capacitor 
37942 

143018-01 .  Connector 026(0 
-41 15725 .  Amplifier,  power supply, 

printed circuit board 
1075F .  Feet, rubber 72653 
15719 .  Base plate 
2900 .  Name plate (mounted on 

rear of chassis) 
-42 15716 .  Bottom case assembly 

PVCl 05-10 .  Tubing,  plastic,  black 70331 
PVC105.11 .  Tubing   plastic, black 70331 
PVCl 05-20 .  Tubing, plastic,  black 70331 

Recommended 
spare parts 

5 

5 
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Figure 6.    Power supply assembly parts identification (sheet 2 of 2) 
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Figure it 
index No. 

7- 

-1 

-2 

-3 

-4 

-6 

-7 

-8 

-9 

.10 

-11 

15729 

1N1538 

RC20GF473J 

TI494 
Coml 

2N404 
Coml 

15718 
Coml 

2N1038 
Coml 

RC32GF- 
391J 
PWE25 

PWE100 

MPY2W1 

242E 

12 1N751A 

13 RC20GF392J 

14 RC20GF752J 

.15 RS220 

-16 RSI 500 

Description. 

Regulator,  power supply, 
printed circuit board 
.  Semiconductor device, 

diode 
.   Resistor,  fixed,  composi- 

tion,  47K,   1/2 W, ±5% 
.  Transistor 
.  Insulator,  plate, 

Transipad 
.  Transistor 
.  Insulator,  plate, 

Transipad 
.  Heat sink assembly 
.  Washer,  nonmetallic, 

fiber,  No.   2 
.   Transistor 
.  Insulator,  plate, 

Transipad 
.  Resistor,  fixed,   composi- 

tion,   390 ohms,   1 W,  ±5% 
.  Capacitor,   fixed,  electro- 

lytic,   25 mfd,   25 WVdc 
.   Capacitor,   fixed,  electro- 

lytic,   100 mfd,   15 WVdc, 
type PWE 

.   Capacitor,   fixed,  paper 
dielectric,  metallized, 
1 mfd,  200 WVdc 

.  Resistor,  fixed,  wire- 
wound,   30 ohms,   3 W, 
i5% 

.  Semiconductor device, 
diode,   Zener 

. Resistor, fixed, composi- 
tion,   3. 9K,   1/2 W,   ±5% 

. Resistor, fixed, composi- 
tion,  7. 5K,   1/2 W,   ±5% 

Mfr 
code 

Recommended 
spare parts 

2 

6 

01295 

00656 

00656 

88419 

80183 

91637 Resistor,   fixed,  wire- 
wound,  220 ohms,   1/2 W, 

Resistor,  fixed, wire- 91637 
wound,   1.5K,   1/2 W, 
il% 

17. 0 3 
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Figure &i Part 
index No. No. 

-17 RC20GF 
152J 

-18 105-757 
-19 260P-1- 

102 

-20 RC20GF 
222J 

-21 1C20GF 
122J 

-22 AS 

-23 15730 

8~ 15721 
-1 2N1545 
-2 2N1551 
-3 MK15 

15722 

Description 

.   Resistor,  fixed,  com- 
position,   1.5K,   1/2 W, ±5% 

.  Jack,  tip,  horizontal 74970 

.  Resistor,  variable, wire-      80294 
wound,   IK,   1 W,   ±10%, 
subminiature 

.   Resistor,  fixed,  com- 
position,  2. 2K,   1/2 W.iSTo 

.   Resistor,  fixed,  com- 
position. 1.2K,   1/2 W.   ±5% 

.  Resistor, fixed, wire- 75042 
wound,  0. 1 ohm,  3 W,  ± 3% 

.  Printed circuit board 
subassembly 

Heat sink assembly 
.  Transistor 
.   Transistor 
.  Holder,   semiconductor 04713 

device,  kit, mounting 
.  Bracket,  semiconductor 

device set, heat sink 
modification 

Recommended 
spare parts 

10 
10 

6 
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Figure 8.    Heat sink assembly parts identilication 
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Figure It Part 
index No. No. 

f- 15725 

-1 TVAM22 

.2 IN261) 

-3 RC20CF- 
1241 

-4 RC32GF- 
62 3 J 

-5 RCS2GF- 
562J 

.6 RC32GF. 
22 3 J 

-7 RC32GF. 
103J 

L>i »t. f n»l..jn 

Mfr 
code 

AmplJtJtr.   |^»wer »upptv« 
prim«*«! i ifcuil lioerd 
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poniiian.  to*K.   I W,   .5^ 
.   Ke»istor,   fl'srd,   cotntHiet* 

lion.   i«. bK.   I W,   t*1 
.   M«'*  «tor.   Iivrd.   Compost* 

lion.  22K.   I W.   «*% 
.   Ji«'»»*lor.   fixed,   compoftit* 

tion.   I OK,   I  W.   t\% 
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epere pert» 

2 
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Inttuction Manual   for Regulated Power Supply for Displacenent 
Transducers 

IM-164 
P*. If 1.ail>n>   and »««lures 

1.0 
1.1 
t.2 

1.1 

M 
l«f 
1.» 
'. 
1*1 
M 

t.io 

i.M 

1.12 
i.n 

UM 

1.11 

UM 

Uli 

UN 

II»< inn ti 
lipMt""lt|itH !*«,  **«420 IPs 
•«it|*ut   \ •tl«fc«**iutfNlt  turrtni 

•I     .lot vWpp|y...^i*«*. Volts «t 0,'io amptfh, ft  in four 
<*vcrla|»|>ln« ran«*» by a*MM of Intamal quirk dliconnact 
ir«n*fom«r tapt. 

b»    Mid* fcan«* >M|»plr—••••?S Volts at O.MO «apor**, 
«aatln-Hivly adlwvtabl* by aaant of Internal coart« and 
flnr coatreU. 

««»ulailoa flla*)—•••tt*r than • n.ooV. fron I0S*I25 or 125- 
10) rolt* AT 
»•«vlati ai Mt«dt••••■*tt*r than • 0,009'. fro« full  load to no load 
»r fr«n a* t >*d to full load. 
«Ipplr**»*  |«««  than 2Vi nlcrovolta nw 
»«•pj«*»«  !!«*•••• la*» than 2" alcm**condt 
i«mp*rat«r* •o*fflcl*ni**** i*tt*r than O.or   par d*(r*o cantlgrad*. 
loa« lam SUMIItr*^* l«tt*r than 0.02V. for alfht hour*. 
'•atpot Inpodaaf«•••• o.ootli «dnt or !••• fron Or to W,    Above 
It«   lb* «atputinp*doar* in«r«a*** hf a far tor of ton for **ch 
4«<«d« lacr«*»* In ftt^wenrt. 
'•r«r| *ad and   hori 'ir<wli  ir>t*rtlon**** "»olid »tat* *hort circuit 
aad mrarload prole« ud.    4u(<«naitlr rocovory aftar tanoval of thort 
clrr^lt*    «all raan^t b* d^«fi#d bv proloniad thort circuit» or 
orvrltad*. 
rolarltr**** *mt b.  vlthar petltlv». n**atlv* or float In« up to 100 
i »li»  «fc^ir«   .ha»«I•. 

fxratli. l*-p«r »i»»«•••• '««ntlnou» dwtt fron •20r to * 7| C anblant. 
*t«r« •    •  i^faiur*«^» »IV   t« »«V , 
«itput •ur«rai !• IWinratur«***- «alt  I» rated at o,*V) art^ar*» at 

*•;«-■   .«»■«  S.    ..*i.rf  IMMfll   H   Ul *-p«t»» al   "5  '.  * 
•Hd**t 0**mmi «f forced air »oollaa «III p*r»lt full output current 
at  *l « . 
loll*««  IntlMoooa f*r<t|<i>n« «r»  In« ludvd for *lih*r local %*n»ina 
or a*^ot«    •n<l«..    it«f«r it i|bwr*«  2tit a, aad ^ for detail». 
bt»l»tlr« rroaranrln«**** «»^l«in*i«  are  Included for prosracrln^ 
tba output r*«l«tlr*1t.    ••fer to fItur*   t. 
toltaa* Naarawln«**«* rroel»!*«« ar* Inclwdad for proiramrln« the 
output br mm» of an eatcraal voltaa*.   **f*r to Hcur* b. 
Tracblna—• fr*<kla« batueea output t» 0.1 m/ eelt.    ronault factorr 
far caaaactl'Mi*. 
'aapuaaat»»««»*4ll r<r-p-ai*at* are < «Mtaireatlvolv raie4 and ar» of th* 
bl^Ntt aoalltr.    fb* traa»fon*r U ^ll»i-r f^lli«, and th* 
capacitor» are *\ * trpe«.  *ll ««r-poaant» ar* rsadltr a«<e««lbl* and 
r*plac*ii*at  la th« field if retired. 
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2.0 Mechanical Specifications 2300-2 
2.1 Mounting; 

The UNI-164 may be mounted on any one of three surfaces as shown in Fig, 1. it 

may also be mounted in any position desired. Mounting is accomplished by means 
of 10-32 screws or 10-32 studs. Both the screws and studs are supplied with 
each power supply. 

2.1.1 Rack Mounting 
The case Is designed to permit mounting up to four units on a single 3*? inch 
rack panel. Input-output connections are made via recessed solder terminals. 
A screw type barrier strip adapter and a plug adapter are available as accessory 
items. 

2.2 Weight 
The net weight of the power supply is 5k  pounds. The shipping weight is 6h  pounds. 

j.o TMrniY or OPERATION 

Ul 

® 

CtHtHAt 
The 1^1*164 ,s « dual regulated power supply composed of two identical regulator 
r,'. hoard» Intercomtected by a third board which houses the control potentiometers 
and the solder tcminal». Both output« arc isolated from each other as well as 

fron the rhatsi«. 

3W 
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3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION ( Refer to Fig. 2) 
Since both regulator boards in the IJNI-164 are identical, it is only necessary 
to describe one of them. Reference designations on both boards are identical, 
therefore a description of one board is directly applicable to the other one. 

AC input voltage is applied to transformer Tl via terminals 5 & 6, Transformer 
Tl has a main secondary winding and an auxiliary winding for each regulator board. 
Voltage from the main secondary winding is rectified by diodes CR9, CR10, CR11, and 
CR12 and filtered by capacitor C3.  The output from the auxiliary winding is rectified 
by diode CR2 and filtered by capacitor Cl, 

Resistor Rl and Zener Diode CR5 regulates the voltage for the constant current 
amplifier composed of R2, CR6, and R18 and transistor Q8. The constant curre.it 
source furnishes Zener Diode CR7 and differential amplifier transistors, Q5, and Q6, 
with a constant current. 

The voltage developed by Zener Diode CR7 is divided down via resistors R3 and R4 
and applied to the base of (Q5) as a reference voltage. Resistors R9, R15, and 
potentiometers R16 and R17 form an error sensing network across the output 
terminals. Changes in output voltcges, caused by fluctuations in input voltage 
and or load changes, and sensed by this dividing network and applied as an 
error voltage to the base of Q6, 

The offset voltage between the bases of transistors Q5 and Q6 is amplified by 
transistor Q6, The amplified error voltage developed across resistor R4 is again 
amplified by amplifier Q7 and driver amplifiers Q2 and Q3, which in turn control 
the output voltage appearing at the emitter of the series regulator Ql, 

Overload and short circuit protection is provided by amplifier Q4. During normal 
operation capacitor C6 charges through resistor RIO and diode CR13,, Output current 
Is sensed as a voltage drop across resistor R7. Transistor Q4 will begin conducting 
when the voltage drop across resistor R7 exceeds the sum of the voltage drop 
across CR13 and the emitter base junction of transistor Q4, Under this condition 
current which was normally flowing into the base of Q3 now begins flowing into the 
collector of Q4, thus turning "off" Q3 and in turn, reducing the output voltage. 

As the output voltage of the pewer supply decreases, CR13 becomes back biased 
due to the charge on capacitor of (.6, (apacitor C6 now discharges through 
resistor R12 and the emitter base junction of Q4, which in turn causes Q4 to go 
Into further conduction and Q3 into a non-conducting state. When C6 discharges, 
Q4 will cease conduction, the output voltage will rise, and capacitor C6 will once 
again begin charging through resistor RIO and diode 13. 

If at this time an overload Is still present across the output terminals, the 
complete process will repeat Itself.,  If the output voltage is short circuited, the 
average source current which flows into the load will be reduced to a small fraction 
of the short circuit current. 

31.8 © 



2300-1 
-.0 OI'KRATlSr. INSTRl'CTIONS 

< onnections to the rNI-16i> are provided by ten solder terminals accessible 
through a slot  in  the front panel of the unit« AC input voltage (105-125) is 
applied to terminals 5-6, All sensing terminals are connected to their 
rorrespend in*; terminals by Jumpers placed across the solder terminals« These 
iur.per« :.u-i be renoved in order to operate the unit in the remote sensing 
rode. All power supplies shipped from the factory are adjusted to 5.0 VDC 
en  the lowc.-t transformer tap. 

..1   Vn| rAf.i Ah.ll »TMOfT 

to oht.iin a d(^ircd output voltage, the cover must be removed and the correct tran*? 
IVT: t r t.ti) >c Uc trd. F.ach of the main secondary windings has four taps« 
ih<<-( i.,p arc lablcd on the main P«r., board In tarnt of the D«r« output range 
attainabli from each tap. The power supply may be damaged if it ia operated 

i.i :.'. of the prescribed limits of the transformer tap under full load 
i nruli tion*-. 

After the proper tap has been selected,, coarse control R17 should be rotated 
fully rounter-clockvise and fine control R16 fully clockwise. 

■onneet 115 VA« to terminals 5 and 6« Connect the negative lead of a D«C« 
voltmeter to terminal 2 (or 9 as applicable) and the positive lead to terminal 

• (or " as applicable). Adjust R17 for 1/2V above the desired output voltage. 
Rotate potentiometer R16 counter-clockwise to the desired output levels« 
Potentiometer R16 will now provide a 1/2 volt adjustment above and below the 
desired output voltage. 

-.2  inmi MWIM/bOCM. ADJUST ( Refer to Fig« 4) 

The power supply has provisions for .'emote sensing at the load to 
compensate for the voltage drops across the leads connecting the power supply 
to the load« snail gauge wire such as #22 may be used for the sensing leads« 
Wi-? sl?es consistant with load requirements must be used for the load connections« 
1 connect the unit for remote sensing, remove the Jumpers between terminals 
1 and 2. Connect the lead to terminals * and 1« Connect the positive sensing 
lead fror, terminal 1 to the positive side of the load and the negative sensing 
lead from terminal 2 to the negative side of the load« 

««3  RF.MOTF. AIUL'STMENT- RESISTIVE 
The UNI-164 has provisions for remotely adjusting the output voltage« Remote 
adjustment is possible with local and or remote sensing« 

4,3.1 REMOTE ADJUSTMENT- LOCAL SENSING (Refer to Fig« 3) 
Place a Jumper across terminals 3 and 4 and remove Jumper, if any, between 
teminals 1 and 2« Rotate potentiometer R16 and R17 fully counter-clockwise« 
The programing resistance is 100 ohms/Volt, therefore the value of resistance 
required for any output voltage is determined by multiplying the desired 
output voltage by 100 ohms/volt« 

© .•".^ 



tSIM 
Connected tht profritvUnf. r«tlti©r or pefnttmmut •• totttmim* »bmm 
tetwttn ttrmtnalt 2 «ltd 1«    A I.* WD-44 Volt c«p«citor mitl W pl«c«4 
•crott th« pr0gr««ilnt r«»itt*>r te avoid «a Incroot« of owtfwl tipfto 
due to plck*«p on tht prottmmini  Itodt.  Th« positiv« tortklMl of  ihm 
capacitor it comae tad to tamlnal 2« 

■m 
Tht taaparatura stability of ths powar supply «ha« caonactad for ronsta 
prograHUiif.  it wholly dap«nd«nt on tha  tanpsratwtt coafMciaot of  im 
profraatint raslstor. Tha taaparatora coaffictaot for tha pro«raMftl«i r«slst»ff 
■hovld ba 100 PPM In order not to dagrada tlw tanyirata charactarlsties of 
ths pewsr supply. 

4.S.2    RKNOTt AtUUSTfCXT-ftOCyTt SIMSIMC (Rafar  U flf«  SI 

Tha UN1-164 ha* provisions for both raaota ad)«ttaant and raanta aaaalng 
slaultanaously«    To coonoct  t^» power »opplir for thi* aHa nf dpa ration» 
connact tha potttlvo output taf«lnal and tha posltlva sanslng tanrtanl •• 
datcrlbod In paratraph S.2.    Conniet tha natatlva tanMnal PI to ih* 
nagatlva slda of tha lood. 

Ranova Junpar If any batwaan tamlnalt I and 2.    toiaMct tha progn 
raslstor (bypass «rlth capadtar as datcrlbad In paratraph l#l«l) tol 
temlnal $2 and ths naaatlva »Ida of tha load« 

«•3*3   vMTAf.i ntaouMtiiK; 

Th* CKt«lba output can be pr*tt»np»4 with an antarvally ca«wctid procvanMng 
power supply« 1*o nethodt '•'    ^ret ton are aval labial 

I*    both controls (ilb and ftl') er« sat fullr «o«Btarcloel*i»«.    I« tnls 
ca»a tha output voltage wilt aetual  the prottaaMlnt voliat* *•* **• • 
ooa to ana baslt« «*«*,«(  tmt  * »i»e4 •<«> ^  offtet. 

2.    'ontrdls RI6 and Rt* are »at te «iva tht adnlaHS antpul vottofa re- 
quired. Voltace fro« t*    pr^rawklns topplr "f will  tha« lacroasa tha 
output above the nlnitar- *«f wltoc* on a on* t« ona basis*    la bath 
casas tha profraMtln«, «upoU  "t* as»*t haw a ravarsa cartaat capability 
af 11 mm, 

Altarnataly, whan cuppllas with Icet than II an« ravarsa cartaat capability at« 
usad, a raslstor capahla of drawlns II mm, at eha «Inlaw» pragraaMiap valtafa 
aast ba connactcd acrot* ths •output t«f«lnal« of tha «vpplt.    TM« pr««raanl«| 
•apply auet ba rated to Mndl« «II asttas« raslstor carraat at tha nanlaas 
prograaaint valtaf«« 

Watai    That If a valtafa rat^a escaadlat flv« volt« Is raaalrad. tha aasl<na> 
currant drawn fron tha ns'-l«« «««t ba daratad llaaarly ta %00 mm, «Asa a 9»t% 
valtaf* raaga It raaalrad.    Ths trontforaar tap aast aat ba eat Mthar thaa th« 
highest valtaga datlrad. 
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